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'NO “ARBITRATION: STEEL WORKERS TELL SEN. WAGNER
ManyOrganizationsBehind

Drive In the U.S.
To Free Ernst Thaelmann

Longshoremen Take Frisco Streets Workers in Mills
Ready to Strike,
Steel l nion Says

Broadest United Front
Under Way Against

Hitler Fascism
HOLD MASS TRIALS

Stream of Resolutions,
Meets Against Fascism

NEW YORK. A stirring,
nation-wide campaign to save
the life of Ernst Thaelmann,
imprisoned and tortured lead-
er of the Communist Party
of Germany, as the spearhead
of the widest united front
struggle in the United States against
bloody Hitlerism, is now under
way in the United States.

The impressive and far-reaching
drive has been organized by the
Committee To Aid the Victims of
German Fascism, the International
Labor Defense, Workers Interna-
tional Relief, American League
Against War and Fascism. Trade
Union Unity League. Committee for
the Defense of Political Prisoners,
and the Marine Workers Industrial
Union.

Supporting to the fullest extent
all of the measures of this united
front action against Nazi rule in
Germany, and against the threat-
ened execution of Thaelmann, will
be the Communist Party, with all
of its forces.

Mass Trials
One of the outstanding features

of this huge campaign will be the
conducting of mass trials of the
Nazi rule in Germany to expose
the frame-up torture and execution
methods of the Hitler regime.

Besides a flood of resolutions,
which will be presented at every
meeting, at every strike, at every
workers’ gathering, a stream of del-
egations will be sent to all German
consulates throughout the United
States. Special efforts will be made
to obtain delegates from A. F. of
L. locals and cultural organizations.

Copies of all protest resolutions,
cables and telegrams should be sent
to the Committee to Aid the Victims
of German Fascism, 870 Broadway,
New York City, in order that they
should be given the widest publicity.
It is significant to remember that
the recent Nazi secret police report
on anti-fascist activity paid the
closest attention to the flood of
protest resolutions pouring into
Germany from all over the world.

SLOGANS
The central slogans for the

campaign worked out are: (1)
Against trying Thaelmann before
the special Nazi execution court,
(2) free defense and safe conduct
for witnesses; (3) admission of
representatives of world public
opinion; (4) abolition of the retro-
active power of all decisions under
Nazi law; (5) public pleading of
the case; (6) freedom for Thacl-
mann, down with the fascist mur-
der plans; (7) Thaelmann is fight-
ing for freedom for all—everyone
must fight for Thaclmann’s free-
dom; (8) workers, farmers, intel-
lectuals, members of the middle
class, fight to save and free
Thaelmann!
Efforts are being made to extend

the continuous picketing now going
on at the German consulate to the
German Embassy in Washington,
and to consulates in the leading
cities of the United States. Peti-
tions for the collection of hundreds
of thousands of signatures demand-
ing the release of Thaelmann will
be circulated among all workers’
organizations.

Under the leadership of the John
Reed Club, special cultural groups
will be organized, composed of
writers, intellectuals, artists, to
rally thousands of their colleagues
Into the service of this gigantic
campaign.

The object of the entire campaign
will be to bring before the largest
masses In the United States the
situation in Germany under Hitler
fascism, and how the Nazi rulers,
faced with rising revolutionary
struggles, are beginning a new cam-
paign of bloody terror, to be ini-
tiated with the threatened execu-
tion of Thaelmann.

The impetus for this energetic
drive is the alarming reports that
come from Germany, which show
beyond question that the Nazis, in
the face of their growing difficulties
and the lising anti-fassist wave,
are determined first of all to rush
the farcical trial of Thaelmann, im-
mediately followed by his execution.

Only the most energetic, the
deepest and broadest campaign,
rallying all anti-fascist forces, can
save Thaelmann from the ax-men,

"and block a new reign of the bloody
terror in Germany.

SEIZE VIENNA C. P. PRESS
VIENNA. June s. —Seven under-

ground printing plants were seized
yesterday and attributed by police
to Communists.

More than 50.r0 ir.-fi-ts were
feund in one of the plants. j

■L wm-L

Fascist Plots
Financed Here
By Nazi Envoy
Hitler Ambassador in

Washington Pays for
Propaganda

WASHINGTON, D. C., June 5
Confirming the charges made by
the Daily Worker in its exposures
of Nazi activities in this country,
it was revealed today before a Con-
gressional Committee that Hans
Luther, German Ambassador to the
United States, has been financing
the spread of Fascist propaganda
here.

The revelation was made by Rev.
Frances Gross, Hungarian Minister
of Peth Amboy, N. J., who described
how Luther had paid him for the
printing and publication of a Fas-
cist pamphlet to be distributed to
members of Congress.

The minister received S6OO on one
occasion, he testified. The New
York German Consulate office also
figured in the negotiations for the
pamphlet, it was testified.

The German Ambassador Luther,
has thus far refused to make any
comment on the above testimony.

Recently the Daily Worker made
public authentic documents con-
taining proof that the Fascists were
carrying on organized activity in this
country. In addition, the Daily
Worker published the full text of a
letter describing a plot of the Nazis
to murder Van der Lubbe, the wit-
ness in the Leipzig arson trial, and
to inoculate the Communist pris-
oners with syphilis germs. Thus
evidence has never been denied by
the Nazis.

The evidence is growing to show
that the Hitler government is en-
gaged in a widely-ramifying net of
Fascist activity in this country cal-
culated to stir up race hatred, anti-
semitism, and a terrorist campaign
against the revolutionary move-
ment.

Milk Cost to Rise
One Cent a Quart
Beginning Monday

ALBANY, N. Y„ June s.—The
price of milk throughout New
York state will be increased by
one cent a quart beginning Mon-
day. The rise, which comes at
the opening of the hot summer
season, when milk is more than
ever needed by poor families, was
ordered today by Agriculture
Commissioner Charles H. Bald-
win and the State Control Advi-
sory Committee.

A. A. Committee of Tea
Admits Backing

Mike Tighe

STEEL TRUST ARMS

Roosevelt Aims at 2nd
Auto Sell-Out

By MARGUERITE YOUNG
! 'Hally Worker W??hinston

WASHINGTON, June 5.
From President Roosevelt
down, government officials
today worked toward a steel
sell-out just like that forced
upon automobile workers —•

but 18 delegates representing
the Steel and Metal Workers In-
dustrial Union’s 15,000 members,
from many points, warned them
this will not werk in the scheduled
national steel strike.

“We are making every effort to
unite with the rank and file cf the
Amalgamated Association (A. F. of
L.).” the S. M. W. I. U. told
Chairman Wagner of the National
Labor Board in a prepared state-
ment. They added that the situa-
tion cannot be met "through any
steel labor boards” nor through any
“fair elections promised by Presi-
dent Roosevelt.”
Committee of Ten "Back of Tighe’*

The rank and file committee of
the A. A. also declared that they
"would not accept” any steel labor
board settlement. They confess'd

| in a general press conference, how-i ever, that they are working with
IMike Tighe, International President]of the A. A., whose strike-stalling
tactics were responsible for the A. A.
convention's electing the committee
of ten to guard the membership s
interests.

Jake Entinger of the A. A. told
the press: “We are back of Tighe
100 per cent. We are not here to
fight Tighe.'

The S. M. W. I. U. delegates
sought to meet the A. A. representa-
tives to renew united front strike
movement proposals after a morn-
ing conference with Rev. Francis J.
Haas of the National Labor Board.
Haas was especially interested in
the S. M. W. I. U.’s united front
activities. He attempted to pump

(Continued on Page 2)

ERNST THAELMANN

Phila. Strike
Meet to Fight
for Thaelmann
N. Y. Workers Continue

to Flood Nazi Consul
With Protests

PHILADELPHIA. June s.—Swell-
ing the growing thunder of world-
wide protest against the Nazi plot
to rush Ernst Thaelmann, German
Communist leader, to a speedy trial
and the executioner’s ave, Phila-
delphia workers will hold a mass
demonstration on the waterfront at
7 o’clock this Thursday morning for
the release of Thaelmann and sup-
port for the strike preparations of
the longshoremen.

Speakers, including' H. Wickman,
Mac Harris. E. Bender, A. W. Mills
and H. M. Wicks, will deal with the
similarity between the violent sup-
pression of workers’ rights and
trade unions, and persecution of
the Jewish people in Nazi Germany,
and the use of troops and injunc-
tions under the Roosevelt “New
Deal” to crush the strike struggles
of American workers, smash their
unions, and the murderous lynch
terror against the oppressed Negro
people in this country.

* * •

Protests Pouring in on Nazi’s
Consulate

NEW YORK.—Protest telegrams
and resolutions continued pouring
in on the German Consulate at 17
Battery Place yesterday, denounc-
ing the murder plot against Thael-
mann, and demanding the release
of the heroic leader of the German
working class, and other anti-fas-
cist fighters, and a halt to the
brul al torture of Thaelmann by his
Nazi jailers.

In addition to protest telegrams
from mass organizations, a protest
was sent bu hundreds of workers

(Continued on Page 2)

Hold AH 10 May 26
Demonstrators for
General_Sessions
To Try Lechay, Elwell

Tomorrow; ILD Ap-
peals for Witnesses

NEW YORK.—Magistrate Augu-t
Dreyer. sitting in a court to which
all workers were barred, while police
surrounded the building, yesterday
refused to grant a motion to reduce
the charges of the ten May 26 dem-
onstrators to “disorderly conduct,"
and ordered all ten bound over to
the Grand Jury for General Ses-
sions jury trial.

In summing up the defense, !
Joseph Tauber, I. L. D. attorney, i

| showed how every witness called by
i the state had given testimony which

jconflicted with that of all the
I others, had on cross-examination
given the lie to their testimony, and
that the state had failed to estab-
lish the charge of riot in any case.

The cases of Lechay, the two
workers who were clubbed and ar-
rested at the May 27 hearing when
Dreyer ordered the police to clear
the court, and the case of Joseph
Elwell, who was arrested on a
charge of “disorderly conduct” at
the May 26 demonstration, were
held over for trial at the Tombs
Court. Franklin and Center streets,
Thursday, June 7. at 10 a.m.

The I.L.D. appeals to all witness !
to these two cases to see Joseph
Tauber at his office at 401 Broad-
way'immediately, end to p.pvjj-r at'
the Tombs Court on the trial date. 1

Over 8,000 striking San Francisco longshoremen and sympathizers parading np Market Street to
the Civic Center Sunday, where they roared down the shipowners’ plan to call off the strike.

Police Help Nazis
Here Beat German

Sailor; Shoot One
Albert Ballin Seaman in

Jail; Worker Put
in Hospital

NEW YORK.—Nazi thugs,
assisted by New York police,
in Ycrkville, yesterday bru-
tally beat Theodore Eggail-
ing, a German sailor of the
Albert Ballin, and three of
his friends. One worker, now,
in Bellevue Hospital under thename of “John Doe.” was shot inthe leg by a policeman who cameto the aid of the Nazi gangsters.
Eggailing is in jail on a disorderlyconduct charge.

The unprovoked attack on the
three workers began when they
passed a Nazi beer joint and hang-
out, Schubert hall, 288 East 84th
St. The bartender, a member ofthe Nazi Society, Friends of the
new Germany, recognized one of
the group passing the saloon asa member of the anti-Nazi German
workers’ club of 1501—3rd Avenue,
and began to yell, “What the heliare you doing here!” He thencalled for help from Nazi sym-
pathizers inside the beer-hall. The
first to come out was Willy Dreli-
kopf, ex-pug, and bouncer. With
him came ten others. They began
to beat Eggailing and his two
friends, who fought back valiantly.The fighting moved over to BSth
St., where two workers joined the
three being assaulted by the Nazis.

A cop came to the support of
the Nazi sympathizers who by this
time numbered around 30. He
began to beat those who were de-
fending themselves front the Nazis
attack. When “John Doe” tried to
run away, the cop pulled his pistol
and shot him in the leg. At the
hospital it was reported he may
also have a fractured skull.

Another N.Y.
Ship’s Crew
Walks On 1

*

15,000 Cheer General
Strike Proposal in

San Francisco
BULLETIN

HOUSTON, Tex., June 5.
Strikebreakers fired 75 shots into
the longshoremen’s picket line
here, killing one of the pickets,
W. A. Swann.

...

NEW YORK. — Seamen of the
J S.S. Missourian, an American-

j Hawaian liner, walked off at Pier 6,
| Bush Terminal. Brooklyn, yesterday

| morning following the strike of the
i crew of the S.S. Texan of the same

| line, which walked out Saturday in
| support of the West Coast long-

j shore strike, led by the Marine
Workers Industrial Union.

The Texan, the first ship to strike
here in support of the longshore-
men, sailed Sunday with a scab crew
which was driven aboard the vessel
Saturday night at the point of guns
by police.

Seamen of the Missourian, upon
learning that the Texan sailed,
walked out in protest against the
action of the shipowners and the
police.

Immediately after the crew of the
Missourian struck, a telegram was
received by the New York branch
of the Marine Workers Industrial
Union from the seamen's strike

(Continued on Page 2)

U. S. Gov't Sues for
$500,000 for Lighlship

Damaged by Olympic
NEW YORK.—The United States

government yesterday filed suit in
the Federal District Court for $500,-
000 against the White Star Liner
Olympic, charging gross negligence,
.incompetence, inattention to duty
and excessive and dangerous speed
in the running down of the Nan-
tucket Shoals Lightship on May 15,
with a loss of seven lives.

The government made no suit in
the cares of those drowned. The
claims that may be filed by families
of these, the Federal Attorney's of-
fice said, will have to be civil ones. |

Johnson Slashes Pay
Os Coal Miners in 4

Southwestern States
WASHINGTON. D. C„ June 5.

—Genreal Johnson yesterday is-
sued an order reducing the wages
of the miners of Kansas. Mis-
souri, Arkansas nad Oklahoma,
under the coal code. The re-
duction takes D’ac” June 11.
Johnson reduced vrccs below
tv -rale set by the N.R.A. April
22nd. /

I Mass Picketing to
Force Shipowners to

Pay Crew's Wages
NEW YORK.—Because the

' crew of the S.S. Texan walked
I out on strike, the United States

Shipping Commissioner refused
to order the American-Hawaian
Steamship Company to pay
wages due to the seamen.

To force the company to pay
the men, the Marine Workers
Industrial Union is setting up
picket lines in front of the
American-Hawaian offices, at 90
Broad Street, and at the office
of the U. S. Shipping Commis-
sioner, at South Ferry. The pick-
etnig will start at 7 o’clock this
morning.

Court Puts OK
On NY Bakers
Injunction
TUUC Issues Call To
All Unions To Unite
To Smash Court Writ
NEW YORK.—Justice Leander B.

Faber's vicious injunction against
Local 505 of the Bakery and Con-
fectionery Workers' Union, which
legalizes the open shop and places
a ban against united struggle
against injunctions, was upheld in
the Appellate Division in Brooklyn
on Monday.

This temporary injunction, issued
upon application of the Standard
Baking Co., is unparalleled in labor
history. It not only prohibits workers
in the Standard Baking Co. plant
from striking and picketing, but it
states that no other union can
come to the aid of the Bakery
Workers’ Union, and makes it un-
lawful for anyone to speak, write
or otherwise communicate the idea
that there is a strike in the plant.

The trial on the baking com-
pany’s application for a pc r . nent
injunction is still pending in the
Supreme Court.

The Trade Union Unity Council
has issued a call to all affiliated
unions to rally into action at once
and give the utmost support to the
workers in Local 505 in the fight to
smash the injunction.

Green Signs
Infamous Pact
With Oil Corp.
Pledges “No Strike,*’

Accepts Company
Unions

WASHINGTON, D. C., June 3.
i The Sinclair Oil Company has

J "recognized” the Oil Field, Gas
j Well and Refinery Workers Union

j (A. F. of L.) in a one-year agree-
ment whose provisions mark the

| rapid approach of the A. F. of L.
bureaucracy to open fostering of

I company unionism.
The agreement, engineered per-

| sonally by William Green and
| Harry Sinclair, outlaws all strikes,
| refers ail disputed grievances to

j one union representative and the
j employer, and sets no minimum

| wage standard for the workers,
j Under this bogus recognition the

' A. F. of L. officials get a check-off,
coming from the workers wages.

In a joint statement announcing
1 this company union agreement,

: Green and oinclair declared that
; the contract “provides an amicable
adjustment of disputes without

\ strikes or lockouts.” They declared
that they hoped the "agreement
might establish a formula for in-
dustrial procedure that would put j
an end to industrial warfare with [
its heavy burdens on employers and i
employes.”

The agreement declares, “There |
shall be no cessation of work
through strikes or lockouts during

j the term of this agreement, which
!is for one year from June 1.” It

I continues that if a worker has a
| grievance he must first take the

; matter up locally with his “immedi-
j ate superior;” then the workers’
committee should take it up with
the local superintendent. If then
there is no agreement, “the chief
executive officer of the association
shall have the right to confer with
the chairman of the executive com-
mittee of Consolidated Oil Corpora-
tion.”

The agreement declares that in
matters affecting large numbers of j
the workers “such dispute is re-

[ ferred for settlement to the chief
executive of the employer and the
chief executive of the association.
In the event that they are unable
to arrive at a settlement, the dis-
pute is to be referred to the chief'

j executive officer of Consolidated Oil
Corporation and the chief execu-
tive of the American Federation of
Labor. If they are unable to ef-
fect a settlement, they shall agree
upen a method and procedure of

' arbitration for the settlement of
such dispute or grievance.”

This agreement marks a long step
I forward in the appearance of the

j leaders of the A. F. of L., and of
! Green personally, as co-authors of

i cut and out company union agree-
ments. The agreement robs the
workers of the right to win wage
increases and better conditions, by
denying them the right to strike
end forcing on them interminable
arbitration boards and conferences.

! Green is making a bid for this
company union agreement to re-
place the agreement now in force
in the largest oil companies, who

i all now have company unions.

British L L. 1\ Youth Vote
For Communist Affiliation

LONDON, (By Mail).—A signal
victory for those forces within the
Independent Labor Party of Britain
fighting for sympathetic affiliation
with the Communist International
was won recently, when the I. L. P.
Guild of Youth Conference voted
16 to 12 to declare its sympathetic
adherence to the Young Communist
International.

The battle was not easily won.
Within the I. L. P. there is a
united front of every enemy of the
Communist Tr- emotional rnong
the lca.dc-.- ' - rhn on the ground of
maintaining the ' independence” of

the I. L. P. actually fight to keep
the mass ferment within the Party
from following the path it is taking,
leading to the tanks of the Com-
munist International.

Fenner Brockway, the outstanding
member of the National Administra-
tive Council of the I. L. P.. was
present at the Norwich I. L. P„
Cuild Conference, and used all his
efforts to threaten the youth, to
bzulldoze them and keep them fromvoting sympatheite affiliation with
(he Young Communist International
But to no avail. The delegates to

(Continued, on Pane si

AFL Leaders
Foree Toledo
Strikers Back

Scabs Get Preference;
Company Union Is

Recognized
TOLEDO, Ohio, June 5,—The A.

F. of L. leaders have finally forced
the sell-out agreement over on the
Electric Auto-Lite strikers and
driven them back to work, after
a stormy four-hour session of the
strikers last night.

The strikers, victorious on the
j mass picket lines, were defeated

j by the maneuvering* of the A. F.
of L. leaders, who succeeded in
their strategy of splitting them up
and blocking a general strike for
their demands. Under the agree-
ment only 94 of the 800 strikers are
permitted to return to work when
the plant re-opens Tuesday as scabs
are given the preference In the re-
hiring. The scabs are given recog-
nition of their company union.

At Monday night’s session in
Memorial Hall, Thomas Ramsey,
head of the A. F. of L. auto union,
and the other A. F. of L. leaders
divided up the strikers for the first
time, into three meetings. These
leaders forced the workers of each
factory on strike, all of which are
owned by the same company, to
meet separately. Ramsey further
split the workers by offering higher
wage increases to the women. At
the Auto-Lite workers meeting the
women outnumbered the men, who
put up a strong opposition. Ram-
sey refused to allow a discussion on
the agreement and a recount of the
vete, which was close.

The majority of the workers in
the Bingham Stamping and Logan
Gear are men and opposition was
strong. But the Auto-Lite settle-
ment was used to batter down the
opposition and force acceptance of
the settlement in these two meet-
ings.

Ramsey claimed the settlement
as a victory. He said he was sur-

(Continued on Page 8)

Phila. Workers
Unite Against
Labor Board
S.K.F. Strikers Issue
Call for Unity Against

Decision
Special to the Daily Worker

PHILADELPHIA, June s.—Furi-
ous at the attempt of the N. R. A.
Regional Labor Board to smash the
Anti-Friction Bearing Workers
Union by a decision blacklisting 700
men, 900 S. K. F. strikers today
called every union in the city to
a united front conterence to or-
ganize effective protest action.

At a meeting last night, delegates
representing 25 locals and 50,000
workers, voted to hold a huge dem-
onstration, on motion of D. Davis,
qf the Tool and Die Makers In-
dustrial Union. Immediately A. F.
L. delegates started pulling all sorts
of strings to take the demonstration
out of the hands of this united
front committee and turn it over
to the A. F. L. Central Labor
Union. Unwilling to give cause for
a split, and yet unwilling to take
the committee entirely out of the
picture, Mac Harris of the T. U. U.
L. succeeded in carrying a motion
that the conference meet again next
Monday and discuss action taken
by C. L. U.

During the heated discussion on
both motions A. F. L. delegates be-
gan several attempts to swing the
strikers into the A. F, L. only to
be met with heated opposition by
several independent union delegates.

“We came here to organize moral
and financial support for the strik-
ers, and not to listen to propaganda
for the A. F. of L.” a delegate from
the Independent Industrial Marine
and Shipbuilders’ Union said.

Police Protect Scabs
Telegrams of protest were seni

to President Roosevelt, General
Johnson, the Regional Labor Board
and National Labor Beard.

The S. K. F. workers have been
on strike since March 12, for union
recognition, cut in hours, and wage
increases. The police have prac-
ticed the most savage restrictions
of picketing. Whole troops of them
practically quarantining area of
several block-, r.beut the plant at
From and Eric, and conveying every

i trolley carrying scabs to work.

Ford Fires 5,000
Workers As Auto

Production Falls
Militant Organizations

Call Protest Meets
for Monday

Special to the Daily Worker
DETROIT. June s.—Ford Motor

yesterday laid off 15 per cent of
its workers, over 5,000 in all. Pre-
diction made by the Daily Wo-kcr
that the three-dav Memorial Day
shut-down of the Ford plant was
the prelude to layoffs is thus con-
firmed.

The layoff yesterday is undoubt-
edly only the beginning of the
discharge of thousands of Ford
workers as production declines
sharply. Ford, like other manu-

facturers is using the layoff threat
to drive workers still harder in
torrid weather. As a result, work-
ers are collapsing daily on the job.
Mass layoffs at other auto fac-
tories are continuing. During the
last three weeks the Ternstcdt
Company, General Motors sub-
sidiary, laid off 8,000 out of 11,000
workers in four plants.

The Unemployment Council, with
support of the Auto Workers
Union, Communist Party and
other organizations, are calling
city-wide demonstrations at relief
stations next Monday, June 11,
10 a. m. to demand adequate cash
relief for ail unemployed wo-kers
and mere pay for workers on re-
lief jobs
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Call June 10 Conference For
United Action of Unemployed

Committee Issues Call
to All Workers'

Organizations
NEW YORK.—The fourth session

of the Greater New York Confer-
ence on C. W. A. and Unemploy-
ment (Committee of 100) will be
held at Stuyvesant Casino, 142 Sec-
ond Ave., June 10, at 2 p. m.

Since the first session of the con-
ference held on March 4. the Com-
mittee of 100 and its affiliated or-
ganizations has succeeded through
mas picketing and mass demonstra-
tions in having laid-off workers re-
placed, defeated the purpose of the
“paupers’ oath,” and fought by
neighborhood actions and city-wide
demonstrations for adequate relief
and for the Workers Unemploy-
ment Insurance Bill (H. R. 7598).

The LaGuardia administration
has announced a plan of forced j
labor on relief cuts, is dropping;
2P.000 from the Home Relief rolls
and firing work relief employes. To
the workers’ demands for adequate
relief or jobs, LaGuardia has un-
leashed police terror, has jailed j
demonstrators, and is attempting to ;
whip up terror against the jobless ;
through the columns of the press.

To defeat the starvation plans
of LaGuardia, the Conference
Committee has issued calls to all
workers’ organizations, trade unions,
work relief projects, and unem-
ployed groups to elect two delegates
from each local and two delegates
from each central or city body to
the June 10 conference.

Calls have been sent to each local
of the Socialist led Workers Unem-
ployed Union, and some of the
locals are preparing to send del-
egates. David Lasser. executive
head of the Workers Unemployed
Union has. in letters to the Com-
mittee of 100, asked for united ac-
tion on a city-wide basis. In reply,
the Committee has asked the rep-
resentatives of the Unemployed I
Union to meet with them for pre-1
liminary discussions on the basis of j
the united front. At the meeting j
last night to which they were in- j
vitsd, these representatives did not
Eppear.

At the forthcoming conference
the Committee of 100 will be re-
constituted, newly entering organ-
izations will be represented on all
committees, and a new program of
action to meet present exigencies
will be adopted.

In its new scope, the Committee,
In its draft constitution to be sub-
mitted June 10, will become a a
federation of all groups affiliated to
the Conference. All affiliated or- j
ganizations will be represented on |
the committee with delegates of
their own choosing on the basis of [
one’delegate for the first 200 mem-
bers and one delegate for each ad- j
ditional 500 members or major frac- j
tion thereof. At the same time, as- j
filiating organizations will retain i
their own identity and autonomy. I
reserving all rights to a separate I
program and independent action on j
all matters pertaining to their own |
membership.

Tugboat Strike
CHICAGO, 111.. June s.—Striking 1

tugboat men have virtually halted j
the movement of large vessels.

Police Thugs Beat , Threaten
To Kill May 26 Demonstrator
NEW YORK. The inhuman,

bestial brutality of LaGuardia s
police, comparable only to the
brown-shirted Hitler sadists, was

I further attested to yesterday by
i Joseph Schindler, one of the ten

j workers who were arrested at the
i May 6 demonstration.

Schindler told the story of the
clubbing of Core D’Amicis, another

; prisoner, to which he was a wit-
| ness.

Schindler’s Statement
"After I was arrested, I was taken

jto the rear of 50 Lafayette St. At
that time there were four other
workers there under arrest. Shortly

! after, the police brought in the
prisoner whom I later knew as Core
D’Amicis; he was bleeding from the
head.

"All of us were beaten and
kicked by the cops. Carlson, who
was bleeding from the head and
mouth, they tried to put head
first into an ash-can. When we
protested, we were beaten, We all
asked for medical attention, which
was denied us.

Woman Beaten and Freed
“A woman, who was also under

arrest was beaten and choked by
the police. To her cries for mercy,
she was beaten and choked, and j
then released. We were shackled and
dragged to a patrol wagon and.
taken to the sth Precinct Police j
Station where we were booked and
taken to the rear where our wounds I
were dressed.

“After being booked, we were ;
taken upstairs singly. While I was !
upstairs, D’Amicis was brought in. I
The most savage attack I have ever
seen, the most brutal tortur I have j
ever witnessed was given him. They ,
grabbed him by the hair; hit him I
with their clenched fists. While
he was lying prostrate on the floor i
the police and detectives kicked him I
about the body. They threatened
to murder him; pulled the hair
from his head and called him a |
“dirty swine.”

Cop Praises Hitler
“One cop. spitting in his face,

said, *i non t blame Hitler for

his treatment of the “Reds." I
would like to see this country like
Hitler’s. I approve of Hitler 100
per cent.”
“While he was being beaten,

DAmicis, in his agony, said ‘Kill
me, I don’t care; but stop tortur-
ing me.’ To this they taunted him
and threatened to kill him.

“They grabbed him by the head
and forced his battered, bleeding
mouth to the feet of a cop, mak-
ing him kiss the cop’s feet, The
cop, white P’Amtris’ mouth wes
at his feet, lunged a kick at his
mouth.

Threaten to Kill D’Amicts
“D’Amicis. a mild-mannered La-

tin, said, "I do not mind kissing
his feet. He is a human being;
I love all people.’ At this, the
cops mocked him, snarling, ’Love,
we don’t believe in love. We’re
going to kill you. We’re going to
finish all you god damned “Reds.’ ”

“They then made hinj wash the
blood from his hands in prepara-

I tion for fingerprinting him. While
forcing him to dry his hands on
his own clothing, they kicked him.

“After fingerprinting he was
I brought downstairs for a second
medical attention, and we were
brought to police headquarters and
placed in a cell.

"D’Amicis and I were placed in
. the same cell. I stayed up all

j night treating him. There was
I no bedding, and when I asked the

! keeper for a blanket, he snarled
at me, ’Let him die.’ I begged

| for water and for a doctor for
I him, and the keeper answered:
| Let the red son of a bitch die.’ ”

N.Y. Butchers Continue
Strike, While N. R. A.
Tries Hard to Halt It

NEW YORK.—While the Regional
j Labor Board and William Karlin,
counsel for the Amalgamated Meat
Cutters and Butcher Workmen, were
trying to mediate the strike of 600
butchers who struck Monday at the
Port Green Market in Brooklyn,
strikers were discussing the question
of spreading the strike to other sec-
tions of the city thus involving
10(.000 workers.

Butchers of the Washington Mar-1
ket, on West 14th Street walked out
yesterday morning. Only the sales- j
men remained at work.

The Butchers, Poultry and Meat
Cutters Local 105 of the Food
Workers Industrial Union issued a
call to the strikers yesterday urging
joint action for spreading the strike
to every meat company in the city.

Calls On Workers Jo
Join Fight Against

Dorine's Injunction
BROOKLYN, N. Y.—A sweeping

injunction has been issued against
strikers of Dorine’s, 298 Utica Ave.,
which also restrains the United
Beauticians and Hairdressers Union,
from picketing and enables the boss
and the A. F. of L. to defeat the
workers’ demands for a 48-hour
week and higher pay and the right
to join a union of their own choice.

The Workers Defense Committee
has called on Com. Party members,
Young CommunistLeague, Women's

I Councils and all mass organizations
| to mobilize Thursday evening, 6:30

I o'clock, at Utica Ave. and Eastern
jParkway t.o defeat this injunction.

Nineteen pickets will be tried in
Snyder Avenue Court on June 14.
9:30 a. m. When arrested the
women pickets were mistreated.
One woman said, “We were given
painful, internal examinations as if
we were prostitutes. Young girls
were not spared by the matrons at
the Women's Prison, 10 Greenwich
Avenue.”

Steel Union Tells Wagner It Wants No “Arbitration”
(Continued from Page 1)

the delegates dry. Other Washing-
ton officials also reacted imme-
diately to the appearance of the
militant union representatives,
shoeing they realized that here was
a force they couldn't handle as
easily as they handle A. F. of L.
spokesmen. Chairman Wagner of
the Labor Board dropped everything
to schedule a conference with them
this afternoon.

N. R. A. Administrator General
Hugh S. Johnson told the press
that he and W. A. Irwin, president
of the U. S. Steel Corporation, have
discussed “a settlement of the steel
situation similar to that in the auto-
mobile industry."

Would Duplicate Auto Sellout
At the same time President

Roosevelt was meeting some of the
auto magnates for whom he put
over that now notorious settlement
with the aid of A, F. of L. officials.
Observers all agreed that obviously
the President was discussing the
possibility of duplicating the auto
sell out in steel. At the White
House, Walter Chrysler and several
other auto owners held a secret con-
ference with Roosevelt, No an-
nouncement of what took place was
forthcoming.

Officials declined to comment on
reports that the steel barons are
laying in supplies of food within
their mills, to feed strike breakers,
as well as increasing armaments,
in preparation for the strike.

Johnson said that Irwin "could
not speak for the Iron and Steel In-
stitute" in their conference yester-
day. and would report back after
the Institute discussed matters with
Irwin. Johnson added that they
considered "concessions" that might
he made, but didn't specify beyond
the Auto Labor Board suggestion.
He quoted Leo Wclman of the
Auto Labor Board as declaring that
they were "getting along beauti-
fully." with "ever;'bod” sitting
e round the table." This, said
Jehnson. should be "an example to
every ether industry in the coun-
try.”

Workers Reedy to Strike
Even the A. A. representatives,

however, admitted that the steel
workers will not fall for such a trap.
They issued a statement reciting
the repeated betrayals of workers
through the election maneuver and
declaring. “A steel strike is about
to.break out throughout the land.”

Still the A. A. Committee put
ev.-rything up to President Roosc-1
vclt. again playing into the hands |rs the Administration's r.nci theiv-»: owners’ plan:. The A. A.
statement complained against Gen-;
cr-1 John-on'- • -hanging . . . Head
eats on tb~ that 1
"the Labcr Board was licked in tile j

I DeQuesne case,” and that “we are
I here to help the President’s con-

' ference.”
The latter referred to their re-

quest for a White House conference
with the Iron and Steel Institute—

which is just exactly what the gov-
ernment will provide, as a strike-
breaking measure, if and when they
see that the strike can be made ef-
fective.

Rebuff Unity
William J. Spang, A. A. President

of the DuQuesne Lodge, however,
asked what he would say to the
S. M. W. I. U. united-front propo-
sals, told your correspondent: “I
don't know Pat Cush, I never heard

| of his organization, and I want that
understood.”

To a number of reporters who
! showed the A A. Committee the S.
M. W. I. U. statement concerning
united-front, Entinger declared:
"It’s a case of somebody else try-
ing to ride along with us. We are
satisfied for any worker to go out
with us if it comes to a show down,
but this strike is going to be con-
ducted by the A. A."

When he declared that he was
back of Tighe 100 per cent, report-
ers laughed cynically and asked
whether Tighe wasn't fighting the
rank and file by declaring that the
Committee of Ten were “irrespon-
sible.”

“He hasn’t exactly said that to
us,” Entinger replied. “I feel that
Tighe and the International offi-
cers are back of this situation 100

| per cent. There’s no split in the
A. A.”

“You mean you're taking over
negotiations for the A. A.?” some-
one asked.

“No,” he replied. “When we
hive negotiations, we want the In-
ternational officers to negotiate.”

Asked pbout Johnson's sugars ion
for a settlement like the auto labor
board settlement, however, he said:
"We'll never accept such a settle-
ment in Weirton, and I think all
the rest of the men feel the same

| way. We’ve had these boards be-
fore—what did Wagner and his
board do for us?”

Criticize Committee of Tan
The S. M. W. I. U. delegates,

flatly declaring themselves "in dis-
agreement with many of the state-
ments made so far in negotiations
in Washington concerning the
scheduled National steel s rlke,” de-
clared in the statement to Wagner
that "the stand taken here by the
Committee of Ten of the A. A.” is
“even more serious from the work-
ers’ vlemoiat" then are the poli-
cies of Mike Tighe, who "came
here to speak in the name of the
worker •. bu i ~ rd no one bu‘
himeei; ,-rd h*~r’—-n end
perhaps tile U. 3, Sled Corpora-

"The Committee of Ten delib-
erately postponed actual strike
preparations and tried to create the
impression that President Roose-
velt would give justice to the steel
workers.” they added. "President
Roosevelt, who was responsible di-
rectly and publicly for the automo-
bile decision, has already shown
that the steel workers can expect
nothing from him."
Betrayal of Ambridge and Weirton

Pointing out that wage increases
have been “more than offset by
the admitted increase in the cost
of living, they cited the bitter be-
trayal of workers at Ambridge,
Weirton and elsewhere under the
N. R. A. premise of recognizing
the right of collective bargaining
and warned:

"We say on the basis of our
experience in organizing steel
workers they will not accept these
conditions any longer. Everywhere
the workers have an opportunity
to come together, they manifest a
strong desire to strike for better
conditions and for the right to
organize.

“This is not limited to our mem-
bership. This viewpoint is fully
shared by the rank and file of
the. A. A. It was expressed very
clearly in the last convention,
w'hich repudiated Mike Tighe and
his policies and decided upon a
definite policy of strike for the
demands of the w'orkers.”
For Abolition of Company Unions

Citing the fact that “While these
delaying tactics are going on in
Washington, the Steel Corporations
are arming—actually setting up
barbed -wire fenced posting ma-
chine guns and hiring more thugs,"
the S. M. W. I. U. delegates de-
clared that. "Workers will hold
President Roosevelt, and the en-
tire administration responsible for
this mass murder that is being

prepared.” They said too, that the
revised Wagner Industrial Ad-
justments Bill “will only help the
steel barons,” called for recogni-
tion of the majority rule in recog-
nition of the principle that w-her-
ever workers joining one or the
ether of the bena fide unions con-
stitute a majority, ,such shops
shall be union shops. They called
for abolition of company unions.

Led by Pat Cush, and James
Egan, Secretary, the delegates in-
cluded Frank Rogers, John Max-
well, Leonard Green, Paul Rogei'3
and Mike Sepich of Cleveland; Jco
Da’let, John Morgan and Martin
Cole of Yeung,~i. own; John F. Pell:
of Ambridge; Mike Czorerds of
Massillon. Ohio; James Price, of
Frc.dc’ock; Geests Powers of Spftr-
"r.—~. print; fc" from Chi-
cago, headed by Joe Webber.

Gutters of New York

WASHINGTON, June s.—lt is
mandatory under the laws to deport
foreign born workers who are mem-
bers of the Communist Party, Com-
missioner General of Immigration
McCormick brazenly declared yes-
terday to a delegation which visited
him to protest the deportation terror
against foreign born workers who
participate in the struggles of their
American fellow workers against un-
employment, starvation and for
adequate relief and social insurance.

The delegation confronted the
commissioner with a letter from the
U. S. Department of Labor, dated
June 25, 1930, declaring that mem-
bership in the Communist Party was
not a sufficient basis for deportation,
and with a similar ruling by Federal
Judge Anderson In the Federal
Court of Boston in the case of Egel-
bert Preis. McCormick refused to
commit himself on these rulings.
Told that as a professed liberal, he
was more reactionary than even the
late Secretary of Labor, “Deporta-
tion” Doak, he flatly declared he
was not a liberal, nor was Doak a
reactionary.

Nevertheless, he attempted to
prove that the “New Deal” ad-
ministration was more “liberal”
than the Hoover regime, declaring
that when he took office there was
an average of 1,110 deportations a
month, while today, he claimed
there were “only” 500 workers being
deported each month. In an at-
tempt to show the delegation what
a "good fellow" he is, he related that
after ordering the release of June
Croll, native born worker arrested
and held for deportation, he "got
hell from General Johnson,” who
complained to him that June Croll
had “raised a hell of a racket at my
N. R. A. meeting” after her release.

Delegation to Report at Meet
Friday

When McCormick heatedly shouted
during the hearing that he did not
take dictation from anyone, the
delegation pointed out that the
deportation laws were dictated by

Another New York
Ship’s Crew Out

(Continued from Page 1)

committee on the West Coast greet-
ing the action of the men on the
Texan and promising to include
the Texan in the strike settlement
negotiations.

Forced Off With Guns
The seamen of the Texan were

forced off the ship by police with
rifles and sub-machine guns after
they declared the ship on strike.
The company has refused to pay
the crew one cent of wages. Repre-
sentatives of the union and the
strike committee were told by the
shipowners and the U. S. Shipping
Commissioner that they could claim
no pay "because you have broken
the ship's articles.” The strike com-
mittee correctly charges that the
captain violated the ship's articles
by calling police to drive the crew
off the ship. The company owes
the seamen over SI,OOO back wages.

The Marine Workers Industrial
Union is calling on crews of all
ships to organize committees and
spread the strike from ship to ship
in support of the West Coast long-
shoremen and for the 1929 wage
scale.

• » *

Bargemen Strike
In New York

NEW YORK.—Fifty-two barge-
men of the Jacob Rice Company
are striking here under the leader-
ship of the Marine Workers Indus-
trial Union for wage increases and
recognition of the union. The strik-
ers who were getting $52 a month
ere demanding SBO and arc urging
the bargemen to spread the strike
to other companies.

* * *

Terror Rages
On New Orleans Docks

NEW ORLEANS, June 6. Thai
longshoremen are continuing a |
heroic battle here against thej
greatest show of police and gang- |
ster violence that has ever been j
seen on the waterfront here.

Mayor Walmsley is renting a por-
tion of his police to the shipowners. I
The police, in uniform and plain-

: clothes, are paid $5.24 a day by the
hocscr. This gives the guards of

1 'he strikebreakers full authority to
•hoot, arret end club without mo-

j’.rstition. Even those who protested
: police brutality were arrested and
' clubbed.

Shell*- f- 'shed to st.rike-jbreakers by the Federal Govern-

by del

The bankers are thankful for the proposed “Thanks-
giving” tax for all employed workers-

McCormick Tells Delegation
HeDeports'Only”sooA Month

the big corporations seeking to
smash the strike struggles of their
workers. McCormick later admitted
receiving reports on labor activities
of foreign born workers from
several corporations.

The delegation, which was elected
at a mass conference, May 28, of
representatives of 196 organizations,
including locals of the A. F. of L.
will report back to the workers at
a mass meeting this Friday evening,
8:30 o’clock, at Manhattan Lyceum,
66 East 4th Street.

The delegation was headed by D.
C. Morgan, Secretary of the Com-
mittee for Protection of the Foreign
Born, and included Sam Paul, or-
dered deported for membership in
the Communist Party; Jack Schnei-
der, Needle Trades worker, ordered
deported for his working-class acti-
vities; William Zazuliak, Detroit
auto worker, arrested during an
auto strike in that city and ordered
deported; N. Gergely, of the Hun-
garian Workers Federation; M.
Granite, John Reed Club; Pat Cush,
representing the National Committee
of the Trade Union Unity League,
and B. Levan and Fannie Horowitz,
International Labor Defense at-
torneys.

The delegation later visited Assis-
tant Attorney General Joseph B.
Keenan to demand reversal of the
decision revoking the citizenship
papers of Emil Gardos and the
order for his deportation. Keenan
told the delegation that if the deci-.
sion was made under the Hoover
regime he washed his hands of it
and that the delegation could right-
fully protest to him only if it had
been made under the present ad-
ministration.

He declared it was his opinion that
Gardos had been wrongfully ar-
rested. Confronted by proof in his
own files that both the arrest and
the decision had been made under
the Roosevelt administration, Kee-
nan then declared he “could’t do
anything about it anyway.”

BULLETIN
NEW YOR K.—The Daily

Worker Excursion Committee
yesterday admitted that the
Daily Worker Daylight and
Moonlight Excursion will take
place in four days—on Saturday,
June 9.

ILGWU Convention
Moves; Protest On
Jim-Crowism Made
Negro Delegates Were
Discriminated Against

in Chicago Chib
BULLETIN

CHICAGO. June s.—Delegates
to the I. L. G. W. U. Convention
voted today for a general strike
in the cotton dress industry for
the 35-hour week. The kind of a
strike the leaders want was indi-
cated by Israel Feinberg. national
organizer, who said that the
bosses arc finally convinced “that
the International Is a good
union.”

Esther Schweitzer, militant
delegate, was threatened with ex-
clusion from the convention.

* * *

CHICAGO, June 5.—The conven-
tion of the International Ladies
Garment Workers Union moved
from the Medina Michigan Club
to the Morrison Hotel following a
protest made by Esther Schweitzer,
a delegate from Cleveland, that
Negro delegates were being discrim-
inated against in the former head-
quarters.

The motion to move the conven-
tion was made by Delegate Schweit-
zer at the meeting of the General
Executive Board Sunday after it
was learned Negro delegates were
not permitted to ride on the eleva-
tor with the white delegates.

David Dubinsky. president of the
union, attempted not to entertain
the motion to move to a new meet-
ing place, but continued pressure
forced the motion through, and
Dubinsky, in order to save his face,
issued a statement to the press
against the discrimination.

Phila. Strike Meet
Thurs. to Demand
Tbaelmannßelease

(Confirmed from Page 1)

gathered at an open-air meeting
last night at 38th St. and Eighth
Ave.. under the auspices of the
Block Committee. Hundreds of
other workers an an open air meet-
ing at Long wood Ave. and Lawson i
St., held under the auspices of
Unit 9. Section 5 (Lower Bronx),
adopted protest resolutions to be
sent to the Consulate.

* » *

Symposium Jan. Bth on VV/ir and
Fascism

NEW YORK.—Anti-fascist lead-
ers will raise the demand for the
liberation of Ernst Thaelmann and
other anti-Fascist fighters in Ger-
many. and will expose the bank-
ruptcy of Fascism at a symposium
against War and Fascism, arranged
by the American League Against
War and Fascism for this Friday
evening at Elsmere Hall. 284 East
170th St., near Morris Ave., Bronx.

The Anti-Nazi Minute Men. at
whose “anti-Nazi" meeting several
weeks ago James W. Gerard, for-
mer U. S. Ambassador to Germany,
made an attack on the revolution-
ary Jewish workers, have been in-
vited to send a speaker. Other
speakers will be Irving Schwab, of
the American - Jewish Congress,
Norman Tallentire, Secretary of the
N. Y. Committee of the American
League Against War and Fascism,
and Carl Brodsky, representing the
Communist Party.

ranks of the strikers is led by Hol-
man, former president of the I.L.A,

local here, who was kicked out of
his position three months ago for
misuse of funds and not carrying
out the decision of the rank and file
to strike. The local press is an- j
nouncing under big headlines that
Holman will form a new union of
conservatives to “save the situa-
tion." This move is supported by
reactionaries in the strike commit-
tee.

With Joseph P. Ryan’s henchmen
attempting to pin the hopes of the
strikers on President Roosevelt, the
longshoremen are pinning their
hopes on militant action. During
the balloting in San Francisco all
proposals of the shipowners were
unanimously voted down by the
strikers.

OR. JULIUS LimNSKY
10? BRISTOL STREET

Bet. Pitkin and Sutter Aves., Brooklyn

THONE: DICKENS 2-3012
Office Hours: 8-10 A.M.. 1-2, 8-3 P.M

ment. Leaders of the Marine Trans-
port Workers Union of the Indus-
trial Workers of the World an-
nounced officially that they had or-
dered all their members back
aboard the ships and had called oft
any strike action in support of the
longshoremen.

The Marine Workers Industrial
Union issued a call to all seamen
to repudiate this shameful action of
the leaders of the I.W.W. and to
support the striking longshoremen
by striking the ships as they come
into port.

* * *

15,000 in Frisco Cheer
General Strike Proposal

Special to the Daily Worker

SAN FRANCISCO. June s.—Fif-
teen thousand San Francisco work-
ers meeting at the Civic Center
Sunday, gave a thunderous cheer to
the proposal of the longshoremen's
strike committee for s general
strike as an answer to the police

; brutality on the waterfront.
| The meeting followed a parade
of over 8,000 workers from the
waterfront up Market Street to the
Civic Center. Reactionary leaders
within the unions worked until the
last minute with the police trying
to call off the parade.

Telford, leader of the Marine
Workers Industrial Union, Shoe-
maker, Bridges and other outstand-
ing militants w'ere giving great
ovations when they got up to speak,

j The general strike sentiment is
[ spreading rapidly. Two thousand
workers meeting under the auspices
of the International Labor Defense

; Friday night hailed the proposali for a general strike offered by
Schmidt, leader of the longshore-
men.

A resolution calling for a strike
in support of the longshoremen was
passed by the Painters Local (A. F.
of L.l despite the fact that the

[ Central Labor Councli rejected the
call.

Tlie latest attempt to split the

WIIJ.IAM FI’CHS '■ "'t

A Manager’s Troubles
June 5, 1934

HEAR J— ,

Your letter received and I really don’t know what to
say. I would have answered you sooner but I’ve been doing
a lot of thinking. I'm engulfed, as I saw in a book the other

! uay, in misery. I’m having
'my own troubles. You don’t
know what it means to
manage such a bunch of ball
players like we have on the
Daily Worker. They ain’t a base-
ball team; they’re philosophers.
It’s some game they play. Try and
tell them a man is out after three
strikes. They say no. Everybody
walks out on the first strike. Now.
what kind of baseball is this? I [
tell them that a man walks when j
there are four balls on him and j
that he don't walk out but he walks
to first base, but what do you think
they say! You mean it takes three
strikes to put a man out? I say
sure, go up to the Yankee Stadium
and take a look at Babe Ruth. But

| they say that's impossible. Then
| one of them said; but they got. as I j

! name of Sender Garlin—maybe you
! heard of him—he was that bench

j wanner for Minneapolis A. A. who
wanted more moneyand was canned

! and became a movie extra and is j
now trying to make a comeback!jwith us—he says: When do they |

1 start using the gas, rather chipper- j
| like, as though he’s boiling for such
a thing. I say gas, what do you j
mean gas. I never heard of no gas
on the ball field. He says you
mean they don’t use no gas when
the men strike. I say gas you mean
the boss would love to have them all
gassed and shot when they start
striking. Oh, he says, excuse me,
I heard you mention masks. That’s
swing a bat, too.

ton Howard to get Hathaway. I
held on to Howard because I fig-
ured I could use him in the out-field, but now he’s got a Charley-
horse and I don’t know what to do
with him. Can you use a good out-
fielder? Well, I wouldn’t try to
fool a pal. He ain't no sensation—-
but at least you could always uso
him in batting practice.

I wish you’d come around and j
take a look at my shortstop. I ■| don’t want to sell him to you. I

[ only want to make you jealous. Do
j you know what he is? He is a
poet. A kid by the name of Rolfe.
I can't read poetry, because I ain't
up on the refined things, being I’m
engaged in mundane things, as the
poets say, eh, eh. how's that, but
you can’t get a ball by him. He can
swing a bat, too.

I got a newcomer to the league
in Carl Reeve who plays at second.

I don’t know about him, but
Rolfe recommends him. I don't
know, maybe they’s both poets.

| You can hardly tell a poet these
I days. They don’t look no differ*

| ent from cartoonists, which is
! now ordinary people, though they

| used to be nuts.
.

. .

UDELL, as I told you, I really don’t
” know what to say. I’d like you
to see the game, as I'm sure you’d
be interested. I need ready cash
and maybe I can sell you a thing
or two. I know you're always look-
ing for bargains. We got an in-
teresting character on the team, too,
Jake Burck. He’s a man whose
had a career. He used to be a gen-
eral in a nudist camp, then he was
a vegetarian, now he’s a baseball
player. The boys look with a great
deal of respect to him. He’s always
carrying books around with him,
and I think he’s a writer, because
he don’t look like he knows how to
read. I’ll consider a good offer.

So remember me to the gang
and be sure you look me up on the
boat. It’s the Claremont. You
can't miss It if you ask for the
Daily Worker and Moonlight Ex-
cursion to Hook Mountain, up the
beautiful Hudson, as the ads say.
Saturday June 9.

YOUR PAL, WILLIE
(I got my headaches).

Baseball
AMERICAN LEAGUE

Nm York 001 200 000—3 5 0
Boston 004 130 OOx—B 9 1

Van Alta, MacPaydan, and Dlcksy;
Rhodes. W. Ferrell and R. Ferrell.

First Game
Philadelphia 030 000 110 3—B 13 1
Washington 023 000 000 3—7 . 0 0

Benton. Kline and Berry; Crowder and
Berg,

First Game
St Louis 200 000 000—2 6 S
Chicago 100 100 15x—8 14 0

Blaeholder and Hemsley; Jones and
Madjeakl.

First Game
Cleveland 000 000 110— 3 8 4
Detroit. 302 200 04:;—30 21 1

L. Brown, Lee, Bean and Fytlak; Sor-
rell and Hayworh.

NATIONAL LEAGUE
Boston 010 010 101— 4 10 1
New- York 004 044 OlX—l3 18 4

Cantwell, Elliott, Pictkrel and Spohrer;
Schumacher and Mancuso.

First Game
Brooklyn 100 261 000—10 IS 0
Philadelphia 100 142 003—11 15 1

Mungo, Lucas, Herring, Smythe and
Lopez; Holley, Hansen, A. Moore and
Todd.

INTERNATIONAL LEAGUE
Baltimore 010 000 102—4 15 0
Newark 000 002 40x—6 11 1

Granger. Moore and Ashy; Newkirk,
Brown and Kies.
Montreal ono 020 000—3 5 3
Toronto 201 002 OOx—s 8 1

Collier. Ogden and Stack; Hollings-
worth and Crouch.
Syracuse 400 000 402—10 13 3
Albany 121 010 000— 5 13 J

Judd and Taylor; Jones, Porter, 121-
ley and Finney, Klumpp,

I’VE been practicing with them,
getting them ready for the big

game of the Year, which is coming
off on Saturday, June 9, at Hook
Mountain, up the Hudson when the
Daily Worker Daylight and. Moon-
light Excursion takes place. This
Bill be some game. We are play-
ing the Labor Sports Union con-
tingent, and I would like you to
come and see it. You’ll certainly
learn a thing or two about how
they play baseball on the Daily
Worker.

The thing with my boys is that
they have native intelligence. This
helps them a lot. They know that
a manager is to be obeyed and that
no ball player has the right to
think. At first they seemed to
think that this was an outrage, as
one of them sait; but they got, as I
say, aptitude, and now they listen
and don’t say a word. I don’t stand
for no nonsense. The other day Si
Gerson he's my pitcher, said he's
gonna pitch spitballs, I said spit-
balls, it’s bad enough yoo're a left-
hander; what do .you want to do,
ruin me; don’t you know I have a
reputation at stake in this game;
you’re going to pitch as you’re as-
customed to pitch, and, if you say a
word I won't start you. So he sstid
you’re right, bbss, just as I should
have listened to you on the Mc-
Larnin-Ross fight when I was sure
McLamin would knock him out;
I’m gonna pitch my well-known
orthodox fashion. But he says I
would have liked to use that spit-
ball. I once knocked the crowned
heads of Europe out of their seats
while they was watching me use the
spitball when I was touring the
other side with the Giants.

* * *
"

HE and Hathaway they’re my bat-
tery. Hathaway comes from one

of the bush league teams, where he
also held out for more dough; all
my players have, either held out for
more dough or back all those who
hold out for more dough, and they
don't give a hang for the turnstiles,
and we almost had to give up Mil-

CO HEN’S
117 ORCHARD STREET

Nr. Dclancey Street. New York City
EYES EXAMINED

By JOSEPH LAX, O.P.
Optometrist

Wholesale Opticians Tel. ORchard 4-4520
Factory on Premises

AARON SHAPIRO, Pod.G.
CHIROPODIST
223 SECOND AVENUE

ALgoaquin 4-1432 Cor. 11th St.
Scientific Treatment of Foot Ailments

WORKERS WELCOME

NEW CHINA
CAFETERIA

Tasty Chinese and American Dishes
PURE FOOD POPULAR PRICES

848 Broadway bet. 13th & nth st.

PERSONAL

MAX BTRNBAUM—PIeise r-utmunicate
with Max Lippert, 540 Sheffield Avenue.
Brooklyn.

Final meeting of the Daily
Worker Excursion Commitee will
be held Thursday, June 7th, ai 8
F. M„ on second floor, 50 E. 13th
St. Volunteers to serve on the
committee are urgently needed.

Tompkins Square 6-7697
Dr. S. A. Chernoff

GENITO-URINARY
Men and Women

223 Second Ave., N. Y. C.
OFFICE HOURS: 11 - 7:30 P.M.

SUNDAY: 12 - 3 P.M.

Dr. Maximilian Cohen
Dental Surgeon

WISHES TO ANNOUNCE THE
REMOVAL OF HIS OFFICE TO

41 Union Square, N. Y. C.
GR. 7-0135

CAthedral 3-6160

Dr. D. BROWN
Dentist

317 LENOX AVENUE
Between 125th * 126th St , N.Y.C.

, ■"

■’ ” All Comrades Meet at the

NEW HEALTH CENTER CAFETERIA
Fresh Food—Proletarian Prices—so E. 13th St.—WORKERS' CENTER

WORKER S MOONLIGHT
Saturday #|tlt JUNE r

j
nf I P- M. ~mty 1 ‘1 3 i Park at 1 P. M. Tickets in ad-

Spend the day at Honk Mountain :: Dancing, Entertainment, Base- v»nce SI, at Pier $1.23. Tickets
bail. Tennis, Swimming :: Return by Moonlight :: View the or.cers BoOk-
Flfpt from the Decks of i he •'Claremont’’ ::::::::
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Calif. Communist
Party Gets on State
Ballot for First Time

Farm Leader
Urges Strikes
Against Trusts
Bentzley Denounces the

Lobby Methods of
Inter-StateAssn.

Special to the Daily Worker
PHILADELPHIA, Pa., June 5.

Thirty-five hundred dairy farmers
yesterday heard Lewis C. Bentzley,
President of the United Farmers’
Protective Association, attack both
the Interstate Milk Producers’ As-
sociation and the Allied Organiza-
tion as two groups which, while
fighting among themselves for con-
trol of the former organization, are
betraying the interests of the small
farmer. The occasion was the an-
nual convention of the Interstate
in the Broadwood Hotel,

Bentzley followed C. E. Fox, at-
torney for the Allied group, who
had deprecated any talk of strike
and said he was for “peaceful meth-
ods.”

“I’m a poor farmer,” Bentzley
said. “I don’t speak any rotary
language. I know only the or-
dinary American language. It was
because we wouldnt strike for our
because we wouldn’t strike for our
present condition.

“We've seen what these meth-
ods got us. We know them too
well. And we were the boys who
paid the bill;

“What’s their peaceful meth-
ods? Bootlicking of the politi-
cians, so that they could get more
money for the farmer. And we
got plenty. They set up this
commission and that control
board and that price-fixing board
—anything to prevent the farmer
from getting his cost of produc-
tion.”
Bentzley told of the U, F. P. A.’s

fight for the small farmer and de-
clared that the Pennsylvania Milk
Board was only another set-up—-
supported by both the Interstate
and the Allied—as a blind for the
next price cut.

“I’ll fight till I drop,” Bentzley
said, “to keep them from pulling
the wool over our eyes,” warning
that the U. F. P. A. would watch
both groups to guard against any
further betrayal of the small farmer.

Bentzley and Artemus Stover were
put up as candidates for directors.

The crowd of farmers listened to
Bentzley with marked attention and
applauded throughout his militant
position.

The U. F. P. A.'s platform on
the milk question is 5 cents on the
farm to the producer and 9 cents
to the consumer, elimination of
the check-off, opposition to the
basis surplus plan and the dis-
tribution of so-called "surplus” to
the unemployed and needy at the
government’s expense.
Eliminating the present three

share qualification for directorship,
and making that office available
to any member regardless of his
share, was one of the proposals the
U. F. P. A. brought to the conven-
tion.

employment and Social In-
surance Bill, (H. R. 7598).

Senator Harrison hedged and
passed the buck to President Roose-
velt as being responsible for the Bill
being held and smothered in the
Finance Committee. Delegations
to the White House made a demand
upon Roosevelt to state his position
on the 3-Point Program before the
closing of the Convention of May
26th.

Mass meetings of the Workers’
Ex-Servicemen’s League and other
veterans’ groups, fraternal organi-
zations and veterans in general
are urged to send telegrams and
resolutions immediately to their
respective Senators demanding
the immediate passage of the
Bbnus Bill.

| Miner Is Nominated
for Congressional

Post
SAN FRANCISCO, Calif.,

June s.—For the first time
in the history of California,
the Communist Party will be
placed on the ballot in this
Itate.
I Over 15,000 certified sig-
natures have been collected. The
law requires 14,049. The next step
in the campaign is to file candi-
dates for state offices.

* * *

Pruett Nominated for Congress
CHICAGO, June 5. Laveme

Pruett, a member of the Progres-
sive Miners of America and leader
of the unity movement, and Karl
Lockner, leader of the Unemploy-
ment Councils, have been nomi-
nated by the Communist Party for
Congressmen-at-large. Sam Ham-
mersmark, veteran labor leader,
and Romania Ferguson, Negro
worker active in the Sopkins dress
strike, have been nominated for
state treasurer and superintendent
of public instruction respectively.

In order to be able to reach
millions of Illinois workers with
the program of the Communist
Party candidates, the election com-
mittee of the Communist Party
calls on all workers to help raise
funds.

Report to the nearest tag-day
station in your neighborhood:

CHICAGO
808 Van Burcn: 1323 Blue Island Ave.;

1806 S. Racine; 1118 W. Madison St.; 1951
V. Polk St.: 1842 W. Cermak Road.

4004 W. Roosevelt Road; 2741 W. Cer-
mak Road; 1624 Lawndale Ave.; 2739 W.
Division St.; 2552 W. Division St.; 2134 W.
Division St.; 1815 W. Division St.; 2322 W.
Chicago Ave.: 2457 W. Chicago Ave.; 1632
Milwuakee Ave. -

2733 Hirsch Blvd.: 2238 W. Lake St.
4825 N. Kedzic Ave.: 3069 W. Armitage

Ave.; 4112 W. Armitage Ave.; 1145 N.
Spaulding St.: 1611 N. Artesian St.: 526
W. Division St.; 548 Wisconsin; 2409 N.
Halsted St.; 3301 N. Clark St.; 6352 Ad-
dison St.; Mansfield & Fullerton U. C.headquarters.

1209 S. Karlov St.; 412 E. 47t.h St.; 1326
E. 55th St.; 10 W. 47th St.: 3847 S. State
St.; 2941 Wentworth Ave.; 2642 Wentworth
Ave.; 3116 S. Halsted St.; 2822 S. Mich-
igan Blvd.. Workers School; 4003 IndianaAve., Workers Book Store; Liberty Hall,
1405 S. 49th Ave., Cicero. 111.

* * *

Connecticut To Nominate
NEW HAVEN, Conn., June 5.

A state nominating convention will
be held in Bridgeport on June 16
and 17 at St. George’s Hall, 396
Stratford Ave., to name a full
ticket for the fall State and Con-
gressional elections, the Commu-
nist Party, District 15, announced
today.

The candidates named will in-
clude six Congressmen and a U. S.
Senator.

The chief issues that will be
presented in the campaign will be
the struggle for highw wages and
the right to strike, against com-
pulsory arbitration, against police
terror, for the Workers Unemploy-
ment Insurance Bill (H. R. 7598),
for immediate adequate cash relief
and the rights of workers to or-
ganize in unions of their own
choice.

Representatives are expected to
the convention from Communist
Party units all over the state and
from other workers’ organizations.

Striking Teachers
Vote To Continue

PITTSTON, Pa. (F.P.) The
striking teachers of Old Forge, Pa.,
have voted unanimously to continue
their strike, which has been in ef-
fect since May 9.

The 97 teachers refuse to return
to work unless they receive at least
two months’ back salary, and the
re-instatement of Joseph Connors,
a principal, and president of the Old
Forge Teachers’ Association.

Chi. Women Pick
Delegates On Sat.

To Int’l Cogress
Ant i-W a r Conference

Will Be Held in
Hull House

CHICAGO, June s.—The Regional
Conference of Chicago to elect
delegates to the International Wo-
men's Congress Against War and
Fascism will be held Saturday, July
7th, 10 a. m., at the Hull House,
800 So. Halsted St.

The Arrangements Committee sos,
the Conference, expects the broad-
est representation of women’s or-
ganizations ever held in Chicago.
In the few weeks of preparation
for the conference contacts have
been made with the Womens City
Clubs, the Y. W. C. A., settlement
houses, trade unions, womens
language organizations and clubs.

The Polish Women’s Clubs are
doing particularly good work. They
are calling a delegated meeting of
their organizations from which a
delegation will be elected to the
Regional Conference.

All organizations are urged to
call at 160 N. LaSalle St„ Room
405, phone State 6785, for further
information.

Pressure Forces
Senators’ Approval
For Voteon Bonus
Vets Call for Wires to

Congress for Action
on the Bonus

WASHINGTON, D. C„ June 5.
Fifty Senators were quoted today as
being in favor of forcing an im-
mediate vote to discharge the Senate
Finance Committee from further
holding of the Bonus Bill in the
Committee where it has been stran-
gled for several months following
its passage by the House of Rep-
resentatives. The increased activ-
ity in the Senate follows close after
the end of the successful Rank and
File Convention of the veterans at
Camp Hunt, Virginia, May 26.

Senator Pat Harrison, Chairman
of the Senate Finance Committee
and other Senators were called upon
by mass delegations from the Na-
tional Rank and File Convention
and presented with questionnaire*
demanding their stand on the Vet-
erans’ 3-Point Program.

1) Demand for the immediate
payment of the back pay,
called a bonus.

2) Repeal of the National (Rob-
bery) Economy Act.

3) Passage of the Workers’ Un-

Molders Pledge Support of
Steel Strike in Connecticut

District Unity Conference
Demand Nazi Butchers

Immediately Free
Thaelmann

Special to the Dally Worker
NEW HAVEN, Conn., June 4

The Connecticut district conference
called by the Steel and Metal
Workers Industrial Union, held
Sunday, went on record supporting
the strike program of the National
Board of the Steel and Metal
Workers Industrial Union. The
conference had delegates from the
seven organized locals of the union,
from union groups, and fraternal
delegates from practically every In-
dependent union in the industry in
this terrirtory, as well as delegates
from two American Federation of
Labor local unions.

The conference pledged the sup-
port of the foundry workers of this
section, of the strike preparations
of the Amalgamated Association’s
rank and file and of the S. M. W. I.
U. 5,000 workers were represented
by the 24 delegates present.

Demand Thaelmann’s Release
A resolution was passed de-

manding the immediate release
of Ernst Thaelmann, leader of
the German working class, and of
all victims of Hitler’s fascist ter-
ror in Germany. The resolution
called for a protest of the steel
workers against the torturing of
Thaelmann, who is in immediate
danger of death at the hands of
the Hitler fascist butchers.
One delegate from the Watervliet,

N. Y., Molders Club reported that
the members had been seeking for
an industrial organization along
the lines of the S. M. W. I. U. for
the past year. A delegation from
this club sent last week to make
contact with the molders in the
East Malleable Co. in Bridgeport.

This company has plants in
Watervliet, N. Y., New Britain and
Union City, Conn,, and in Wilming-
ton, Del. The delegation found the
workers in the Malleable were on
strike under the leadership of the
S. M. W. I. U., with strike action
expected shortly in the New Britain
plant, the Vulcan Iron Co., where
the workers are also in the S. M.
W. I. U.

This delegate greeted the con-
ference in the name of the Molders
Club, which has organized prac-
tically all the molders of Water-
vliet, and pledged full support of
his organization to the brothers
now on strike.

Reports by the delegates from all
sections of the District, which in-
cludes all of Connecticut, Western
Mass., and West Rhode Island, in-
dicated the strong sentiment of the
workers for strike action in thenear future.

Resolutions Passed
The Conference went on record

as endorsing the Unemployment In-
surace Bill, H. R. 7598, demanding
the release of Tom Mooney, the
nine Scottsboro boys, and all poli-
tical prisoners.

Further resolutions were adopted,
demaning (1) that the frame-up
charges against the workers Sam
Krieger and Chas. Sparrow, ar-
rested in the un-paid city snow
shovellers’ demonstration at the
Bridgeport city hall last March, be
dropped; (2) protesting against the
barring of the attorneys of the In-
ternational Labor Defense of N. Y.
from their forthcoming trial to be
held June 20.

It was decided that the Confer-
ence guarantee full support of the
District to the striking workers in
the Eastern Malleable, that they
give full support for striking all
other foundries of this Company in
Union City, New Britain, Conn., in
Watervliet, N. Y. and the Delaware

plant, morally and financially.
The Conference decided to send

protests to the governors of Con-
necticut and Ohio, against the call-
ing in of the national guards in the
strike in Toledo and aganist the
threat to use troop® to break the
strike of the Danbury, Conn., fur
workers.

One of the key-notes of the Con-

ference sounded by the delegates
was the desire for one Union in the
steel and metal industry, and for
the establishment of a national
Federation of Industrial and In-
dependant Unions, Practically every
Independant Union in this District
is cooperative with the S. M. W.
I. U.; their structure is along the
same lines.

250 Ala. Negro Croppers Defy
Landlord Terror to Hold Meet

WAVERLY, Ala., June s.—Over
250 Negro croppers and farm work-
ers attended a mass meeting at
Montpelier here and heard Com-
rade Al, General Secretary of the
Share Croppers Union, expose
Roosevelt’s “New Deal” of subsi-
dizing the rich landowners on a
program of destruction and reduc-
tion of crops, with resultant ruin-
ation of the poor farmers and
share croppers and firing of farm
workers.

Other speakers were Comrade M.
representing the Youth Section of
the union, who told of the herd-
ing of the youth into C. C. C. war
projects, the miserable wages to
youth on plantations as agricul-
tural laborers, etc., and Comrade
G, who outlined the activities and
tasks of the International Labor
Defense.

The meeting was held in a
school house, following refusal
of the preacher and deacons to
permit the use of the local
church for the meeting. Rank
and file church members ex-
pressed great indignation over
this action. The deacons, who
are members of the union, were
severely criticized for siding with
the preacher who was exposed
as an agent of the National As-
sociation for the Advancement
of Colored People. Many rank
and file church members raised
questions, asking what kind of
religion is it that did not allow
them to discuss life and death
questions, such as the struggle
for the right to live, to get bread,
decent wages, and equal rights.
When a motion was made to

send a committee to visit the
preacher, his few supporters in
the meeting threatened to inform
the sheriff about the meeting. The
workers defied these stool pigeons,
and elected a committee of ten.
The preacher, seeing them ap-
proaching his home, sped away in
a bright, new car, paid for out
of the sweat of the croppers, mak-
ing regular contributions to this
parasitic misleader, while union
organizers are forced to tramp for
miles in carrying on their ac-
tivities, with spies and deputies
on their trail.

• • •

10 Jailed Croppers Back in
Struggle

LAFAYETTE, Ala., June s.—Ten
Negro share croppers of Chambers
County, who were sentenced to
five months imprisonment for de-
manding a decent wage for pick-
ing cotton, are back again in the
ranks of the Share Croppers
Union, full of determination to
fight the landlord system which
plunders and doubly oppresses the
Negro masses.

The ten croppers had organized
a boycott of landlords who were
paying scab wages. The Interna-
tional Labor Defense won their
acquittal, but they were re-arrested
and tried In a kangaroo court and
hurried off to Speigner Prison last
October.

On the

Strike Front
Kansas City Packers in
Vote to Join Walkout

OKLAHOMA CITY, June 5. A
general packing plant strike in Kan-
sas City and Fort Worth as well
as in Oklahoma City where the
workers are r.ow striking loomed
today as Kansas City workers pre-
pared to vote on whether to walk
out in sympathy with the 900 Okla-
homa City strikers. Similar action
will be taken in Fort Worth, it is
reported.

The workers are members of the
Amalgamated Butchers of North
America.

* * *

Cops Club Workers
In Danbury, Conn.

DANBURY, Conn., June 5.
Police attacked a crowd of 500 hat-
ters and their sympathizers with
clubs yesterday and arrested six
workers on charges of assault and
inciting to riot. The men were held
in $2,500 bonds each.

Several cops were bruised as the
workers defended themselves. The
struck plant, the American Hatters
and Furriers Company, had re-
opened yesterday with scabs.

• * *

Mobilize State Troops
Against Remington Workers

ILION, N. Y„ June 5. ln anattempt to force the striking work-
ers of the Ilion and Syracuse plants
of the Remington Rand Typewriter
Company back to work, state troop-
ers have been mobilized and are
being held in readiness for an at-
tack, following the reopening of the
plants.

Reports indicate that only a very
few of the workers have returned
to work. About 2,000 have been on
strike for three weeks.

First “Steel Workers’ Day”
Saturday, June 9

PITTSBURGH, Pa., June 5.
“Steel Workers’ Day” will be in-
augurated In the steel district here
when on Saturday, June 9, the Steel
and Metal Workers’ Industrial
Union and the International Work-
ers’ Order hold their first annual
district picnic.

Coming on the eve of the ma-
turing strike struggle in the steel
industry this picnic will be an ef-
fective means for mobilizing thou-
sands of workers in the fight for
higher wages, shorter hours,
against company unions and
for the right to join any union of
their own choice.

James Egan, National Secretary
of the Steel and Metal Workers’ In-
dustrial Union, will speak. Amuse-
ments, games and dancing are
planned.

WOCOLONA
•

All comrades who are in-
terested in renting tents
come to a meeting on Wed-
nesday, June 6, at 8 P. M.,
at 50 E. 13th St., Rifi. 206

Allerton Avenue Comrades!

The Modern Bakery
was first to settle Bread Strike
and first to sign with the

Food Workers’ Industrial Union
691 ALLERTON AYE.

Tompkins Square 6-9132

Caucasian Restaurant
“KAYKAZ"

Russian and Oriental Kitchen
BANQUETS AND PARTIES

332 East 14th Street New York City

NEEDLE WORKERS PATRONIZE

SILVER FOX
CAFETERIA and BAR

326-7th Avenue
Between 28th and 29th Streets
Pood Workers Industrial Union

We Have Reopened
JADE MOUNTAIN

American & Chinese Restaurant
197 SECOND AVENUE
(Bet. 12th and 13th St.)

LERMAN BROS.
STATIONERS and

UNION PRINTERS
Special Prices for Organizations

29 EAST 14th STREET
New York City

ALgonquin 4-3356—4-8843—4-7823

KRAUS & SONS, Inc.
Manufacturers of

Badges-Banners-Buttons
For Workers Clubs and Organizations

157 DELANCEY STREET
Telephone: DRydock 4-8275-8278

By BILL DUNNE

jIF IGNATIUS LOYOLA,
1 founder of the Society of
Jesus, were alive today, even
his cassock would turn green
with envy after reading the

j latest number of the Trots-
| kyite sheet—issued after the
Minneapolis surrender—wherein, by
the negative process so dear to the
Jesuit heart, Cannon and his lieu-
tenants, by not even so much as
mentioning Governor Olson and the
historical fact that he mobilized
three regiments of National
Guardsmen against the strikers,
grants amnesty to this potential
mass murderer—and thereby give
support to him, the Farmer-Labor
Party government in Minnesota, and
to its henchmen in official positions
in the labor movement.

As a matter of fact, the National
Guard is still mobilized in Minne-
sota—under the pretense of en-
forcing an embargo on the ship-
ment of cattle into the stats from
other drought-stricken regions.

’ If Cannon and the Dunne Broth-
ers were the ordinary type of trade
union bureaucrats we would not put
so much emphasis on this point.
But they call themselves the “Com-
munist” League and claim to have
charted the only road by which the
American working class can march
to power. They claim that we
“Stalinists” of the C. P. have for-
gotten and perverted the revolu-
tionary teachings of Lenin. They
claim that they are the only bear-
ers of “true” Leninism.

We have dealt to some extent
with the capitulation to the em-
ployers’ association and Governor
Olson engineered by the Trotzkyite
leaders in the Drivers Union 574,
Cannon and the officials of the
Central Labor Council, the surren-
der of the strikers to compulsory
arbitration and the Regional Labor
Board, the systematic and deliberate

sabotage of the general strike, the
demobilization of the mass move-
ment long before it reached its
peak. -

Taken to connection with the
wide mass movement of struggle of
American workers against intoler-
able living conditions and for ele-
mentary political rights, this was
one of the recent most serious set-
backs suffered by the working class.
It was a needless retreat engineered
by spineless and unprincipled lead-
ers. The thought of surrender did not
originate among the fighting masses
of workers in the ranks of the
unions and the Unemployed Coun-
cils.

Involved in this action are tac-
tical questions of the highest im-
portance—questions having to do
with the speed, the methods and
the direction of the vast strike
movement in this country.

Yet for the revolutionary move-
ment, the issues raised by omission
in the Trotzkyite sheet for June 2
are of still greater importance.

Is Olson the executive head of
captialism's state machinery in
Minnesota or isn’t he?

Did Governor Olson mobilize
three regiments (at least) of troops
for use against the strikers and
were not the “settlement” negotia-
tions conducted under the threat of
military force? Or is this a false-
hood?

Is it not a fact that henchmen of
Olson and the Farmer-Labor Party
in official positions in the Central
Labor Council and elsewhere were
determined to stop the general strike
so as not “to put Olson up against
it?”

Is it not a fact that rather than
appealing to the rank and file over
the heads of these leaders the Trot-
zkyites agreed to the “truce” and
advised workers to accept the offi-
cial terms of surrender?

In the Trotzkyite sheet for June
2, is there a single word or phrase
that says or hints, directly or indi-

! rectly, anything about these decisive
facts of the Minneapolis struggle?
There is not!

This is nothing more nor less thana deliberate attempt to conceal from
workers the identity of the main
enemy—to leave the enemy undis-
turbed in his prepared positions,
from which, camouflaged as a
friendly force during the period of
“peace,” he can advance once more
upon workers in the next struggle.

One more question:
Where, in the writings or speech-

es of Lenin, is to be found anything
that can be interpreted as endorse-
ment of a policy of concealing from
workers—before, during or after a
battle—the identity of the main en-
emy, the direction of his position,
his strategy and tactics?

Nowhere! For the simple reason
that this is a counter-revolutionary
and therefore anti-working class
policy. The apostles of the “Fourth”
International whose “realistic” trade
union tactics result in hailing as a
victory the forced acceptance of
compulsory arbitration by a union
through official maneuvers and un-
der threat of military invasion, do
not like the word “counter-revolu-
tionary” when applied to them, to
their policy and their tactics, in
the American class struggle. They
will work up a most fervent moral
indignation against the use of the
term in connection with the Minne-
apolis struggle.

But why should we mince words
when dealing with a case in which
the facts are so clear as to admit
of no argument? In our simple-
minded way we cannot see any
great difference between A. F. of
L. officials silent whitewashing the
governors who called out troops
against workers and ruined farmers
in New Mexico, lowa, Wisconsin,
Pennsylvania, etc., and the Trot-
zkyite amnesty granted Governor
Olson, with this exception:

Governor Olson is the titular head
of a party which pretends to op-

pose the two big capitalist parties
and protect the interest of workers
and poor farmers. It is all the
more necessary to expose his
treachery. This is elementary.

The Trotzkyite amnesty also in-
cludes the Farmer-Labor bureau-
crats in the Minneapolis unions. As
is the case with Olson, there is not
even a hint that they did not sup-
port the drivers’ strike one hundred
per cent. The whole question of
the Minneapolis general strike, of
the troop mobilization, of the re-
lationship of class forces, is dropped
like a hot potato by the Trotzkyite
sheet for June B—published one
week after the end of the strike.

But in Toledo—that is another
question! About the situation in
Toledo there are more brave words.
The Trotzkyites are in favor of a
general strike—in Toledo! Governor
White is flayed as an enemy who
threatens to use force against the
workers. In Toledo, says the Trot-
zkyite sheet, “the strikebreaking
role of the Labor Board (with whose
Minneapolis counterpart they in-
duced workers to sign a compulsory
arbitration agreement, without a
wage increase) and its multi-mil-
lionaire agent Charles P. Taft . .

.

must be exposed.”
In Toledo, says the Trotzkyite

sheet, “the A. F. of L. bureaucracy
must not be permitted to postpone
the general strike any longer. Noth-
ing can be expected from the strike-
breaking Labor Board. . No com-
promise in Toledo.

Well, well, well! The smell is not
any more pleasant but the visibility
is better. It is now clear that strike-
breaking governors, strikebreaking
Labor Boards and strikebreaking j
union A. F. of L. bureaucrats are j
encountered only by workers in
those localities where such demons
have not been exorcised by the bell,
book and candle of the Trotzkyite
ritual. Let a few archangels of the
Fourth (Dimensional) International
appear on the scene and bayonets
behind a Farmer-Labor Party gov-

ernor become a boon so sacred that
it cannot even be mentioned in
mundane print.

This is the same process, on a
smaller scale, which, accompanied
by slanderous attacks on the Com-
munist Party and the Communist
International, cleared the road
down v/hich German fascism
marched over the bodies of tortured
and murdered workers. The Farm-
er-Labor governor and his troops
are a “lesser evil” than the picked
employers and their special dep-
uties.

There is something more here
than a tendency. The omission of
all criticism of Governor Olson—-
even the mention of the bare facts
—and of the Farmer-Labor bureau-
cracy in the Trotzkyite sheet at a
time when the strike settlement
makes workers anxious to know the
role played by every person prom-
inent in the struggle, constitutes an
alliance with Olson and his ma-
chine. Whether it is temporary or
permanent does not matter so far
as the principle is concerned.

Can Trotzkyites plead ignorance
of the anti-working class character
of the Olson program—the Olson
whose immediate ambition is to
lead a national Farmer-Labor Party
movement? It is ridiculous. They
know that he is a conscienceless
demagogue. They know of the un-
derworld and capitalist connections
of the machine.

They know that Olson will tol-
erate almost any kind of criticism
from Communists—if they refrain
from calling him an enemy of the
working class. They know that Ol-
son has tried again and again to
maneuver with the Communist
Party with the object of fooling
workers into believing that it con-
siders him a ‘‘friend of labor.”

They know that in 1923-24 Olson
himself and his principal enchmen
in the Minneapolis labor movement
time and time again solicited an
endorsement from Comrade Ruth-

By JOHN STEUBEN
; YOUNGSTOWN, Ohio, June 5.
Throughout the city of Youngs-
town and all the steel towns of
Mahoning Valley everywhere one
hears about the approaching strike
in the steel industry.

Preparations for this coming
gigantic class battle are being made
by both sides. The official reply
of the steel trust to the demands
of the Steel and Metal Workers’
Industrial Union and the Amalga-
mated Association of Iron, Steel
and Tin Workers is very clear.
True to the notorious traditions of
Judge Gary, the steel trust once
again threw out a challenge to one
of the most important sections of
the American working class, the
steel workers, that: "The steel mills
will continue to operate on the
open shop basis.” Tom M. Girdler,
chairman of the Republic Steel
Corporation, in a most arrogant and
brazen manner lets the whole world
know that, “If we have to shut
down our mills they will not stay
shut down very long.”

Steel Trust Prepares
Already the Steel Trust Is making

feverish strike-breaking prepara-
tions. The steel workers from the
mills in and around Youngstown
report that misled unemployed
workers and professional scabs from
Kentucky, Alabama, Chicago,
Johnstown, Cleveland and other
parts of the country are brought
into the mills for the purpose of
scabbing when the strike starts.

The company union representa-
tives and other bosses’ agents in-
side the mills go from department
to department forcing the workers
to sign a paper that asks: “If a
national ‘holiday’ is declared will
you remain at work or go out on
strike?” This is done for the pur-
pose of still further terrorizing the
workers to find out who are the
most militant workers and fire them
out before the strike is declared,
and also to use these forced signa-
tures lates on to "prove” that not
steel workers but the “reds” force
the strike.

Representatives of steel com-
panies are now covering homes of
unemployed workers that have been
out of the mills for the last two
years, promising them jobs if they
will not go out on strike. All the
new hired help must sign state-
ments that they will not strike.

From the looks of things the
Steel Trust is not preparing for a
strike but for civil war. New com-
pany police are being hired. In
Warren, Ohio, they are putting
barbed wire around some of the
steel mills. The Youngstown Na-
tional Guards are ordered for
special drilling and maneuvers on
June 9.

The capitalist class began a bar-
rage of propaganda, attempting to
influence the steel workers not to
strike, as well as to arouse the
population against the strike. On
May 29 the Youngstown Telegram
published on the front page a long
letter to Senator Wagner and signed
by the editor. In order to make it
more effective the Youngstown
Telegram printed a cartoon featur-
ing two dead strikers and below it
states: “Shall we, too, offer To-
ledo’s argument for labor peace?”
The letter, addressed to Wagner
but meant for consumption in
Youngstown, ends up in the follow-
ing way:

“This newspaper does not want
to see the President’s program
destroyed at the peak of its de-
velopment by the action of a few
extremists. . . .

Trotskyite Sheet Conceals the Part Played by Olson, Farmer-Labor
Governor, in Defeating the Great Minneapolis Strike Movement

| enburg, from this writer, from C.
'A. Hathaway and others. So in-
sistent were he and his supporters
at one time that the Party Dis-
trict Bureau met, made a decision
in regard to him and his program
and conveyed its adverse verdict to
him formally by a committee in or-
der to put a stop to the rumors
spread by his supporters. These
decisions of the District Bureau
were made public.

At that time Olson had never
been forced to show his true colors
in a decisive situation involving the
lives and liberties of workers on
strike. But the Party gauged him
and his movement correctly. Today
he looks around again for some kind
of revolutionary camouflage. The
Minnesota air is surcharged with
hectic phrases about “monopoly,”
“the evils of capitalism.” “the beast
of Wall Street,” the “rise of the
class struggle,” etc. These phrases
roll easily from the lips of venal
leaders who received their early
training in a state where the So-
cialist Party organization supported
the left wing; where the state sec-
retary and others went to prison for
opposing conscription, where there
was mass opposition to the Morgan-
Wilson war.

The farmers are bankrupt and
demand action. The recent drivers'
strike, the sympathetic strike of the
building trades and other workers,
the wide mass sentiment for a gen-
eral strike, brought on a crisis in
class relationships.

Governor Olson is looking for a
“Communist” label to add to his
collection. The Trotzkyites, at least
for the last week, allowed him to
wear their forged label pinned to
the coat from which dangles the
badge of Commander-in-Chief of
the Minnesota National Guard.

This is treachery and the work-
ing class will deal with it in the
way the working class always does
when it frees itself from the in-
fluence of its enemies.

Steel Trust Prepares
Armed Forces,Uses Press,
Mayors Against Strike
Scabs Being Brought Into Youngstown Area;

Anti-Strike Propaganda Being
Spread in Papers

“This newspaper does not want
to see a repetition of what has
happened in Minneapolis, Cleve-
land or Toledo.

"This newspaper does not want
to see a repetition of what hap-
pened in Homestead.

“It does not want to see a repe-
tion of what happened In East
Youngstown not so many years
ago.

“We join the 95 per cent in
this community who agree with
such sentiments in asking yon
and your board to go to the limit
toward keeping us on the road to
peace and recovery.”

The Youngstown Telegram viv-
idly expresses all the fear of th4
ruling class and, true to its boss—«
the Steel Trust—the paper call!
upon the Labor Board to “go to tha
limit” in breaking the strike. Tha
anti-strike propaganda is well or-
ganized. In addition to editorials,
cartoons and company statements
there appears almost daily letters
from "old timers,” from “wives of
steel workers” and “steel workers, 1*
all written in the company offices
for the purpose of bolstering up
anti-strike sentiment.
Anti-Strike Propaganda of Bosses
Mark E. Moore, the Mayor of

Youngstown, also carrying out tha
orders of the Steel Trust, already
comes out as an open strikebreaker.
Under the cloak of "preserving law
and order” in Youngstown, Mayor
Moore openly announced in the
press that the strikebreakers will be
fully protected. He is also taking
the lead in raising the old and worn
out “red scare.” The May 30 edi-
tion of the Cleveland Press printed
an interview with Mayor Moore,
where he states: “If the strike
comes, you can blame professional
agitators. You can even say for me
that the whole affair is being pro-
moted by the ‘Reds.’ ”

But a strike in the steel industry,
especially at a time when the entire
working class is in a fighting spirit,
may mean a “calamity,” therefore
the chief representative of Wall
Street, the President himself, must
take charge. Thus the statement of
the President, promising: -

“Promptly to proride, as occa-
sions demand, for the election
by employes in each industrial
unit of representatives of their
own choosing for the purpose of
collective bargaining and other
mutual aid protection under the
supervision of an appropriate
governmental agency.”
But the steel workers can no

longer be fooled by such and similar
proposals. The lesson of the work-
ers of the Weirton Steel Co. is the
best exposure of President Roose-
velt’s “new” proposals.

From the facts contained in this
article it is clear that the scab
agencies, the underworld, the press,
the armed forces, the labor board,
the President and many other re-
actionary forces are and will be mo-
bilized to break the coming steel
strike.

Paterson Workers’
Jury Find Keller
A Strike-breaker
Aided Boss to Get an

Injunction Against
Strikers

PATERSON, N. J„ June 5.—A
jury of twelve workers found Ell
Keller, manager of the Associated
Silk Workers Union of the United
Textile Workers, guilty of strike-
breaking and sending members of
the Associated to scab on other
workers. A crowded hall of work-
ers ratified the verdict by an over-
whelming vote.

Five of the twelve on the jury are
members of the American Federa-
tion of Labor. Keller was found
guilty on five counts:

1. Entering into agreement with
Albert Silk Co. to supply weavers at
a lower wage-scale during the
present strike. (Before the strike
this shop had an agreement with
the National Textile Workers Union.
Thirty-eight out of 44 workers be-
long to the National).

2. Personally sending members of
the Associated to scab in the Albert
Silk Co.

3. Entering into agreement with
Manufacturers Assoc, and Arbitra-
tion Board to reduce wages of
Paterson workers to wage of lowest
paid localities.

4. Through Henry Berman and
other Associated officials, to having
sworn out an injunction aeainst the
National Textile Workers Union and
the strikers together with Max
Baker of the Industrial Relations
Beard and Yolken (the boss).

The jury found Keller guilty of
these four counts without a dissent-
ing vote. Two workers, of the
twelve, voted against the fifth
charge which stated that “Keller
and other officials of the U. T. W.
are practising this strike-breaking
policy nationally.”

The jury proposed that Keller and
Berman be expelled from the Asso-
ciated and that joint action of
workers, regardless of union affilia-

’

tion, be instituted, for a united
struggle for a $25 week wage and
three and four loom system.

Portsmouth Sheriff
Attacks Pickets

PORTSMOUTH. Ohio., June 5.
Three men were injured when
Sheriff A. L. Bridwell and his depu-
ties attacked 300 pickets who had
gathered at the struck John T. .
Breece Co., veneering manufacturers
at New Boston, yesterday to halt
scabs from entering the plant.
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Organization of the Youth Is the Task of the Whole Party
Decision Check-up
Os New York YCL
Is Still Very Loose

More ork lo Ensure
Executing Policies

Necessary
By A. STF.RN

COMRADE STALIN in his
report on the 17th Party

Congress, C. P. S U., brought
up very sharply the correct
relation between Communist
politics and organization.
There he said, “Everything,
including the fate of the political
line itself, its execution or its fail-
tire, depends on the organizational j
work.' This was further empha-
sized in comrade Chemodanov’s ar- !
tide printed in the latest issue of
the "International of Youth.”

We see the correctness of the
points raised by comrades Stalin
and Chemodanov in the work of i
our IJistrict. We know, for instance,
that, there exists with us a great
deal more talk about policy “in
general - than actual work to en-
sure the carrying out of our poli-
tical decisions. For instance, we
see that whereas the District Bu-
reau in New York makes about 150
decisions a month, very many of
them deal with internal matters and
not with mass work.

However, what is more important
in the light of the present discus-
sion, is the fact that very seldom
i« any decision returned to the bu-
reau for check-up. Recently we
have instituted a system of refer-
ring to the bureau decisions that
remain unfulfilled at the end of the
month. However, we do this in too
technical a manner and so far limit
our check-up to decisions affecting
mainly the bureau itself.

The need remains greater than
ever of controlling decisions of mass
work which affect the lower organs
of the League. This necessitates
close work and check-up of the
work of the sections and units in
the process of fulfilling important
decisions.

Question of Forces
It is unquestionably necessary to

select the proper forces for our
work. Our league still approaches
the question of foroes in a hit or
miss, mechanical and lifeless fash-
ion and considers a post filled if
somebody occupies a chair.

The approach to this problem
must be a matter of finding a quali-
fied comrade to fill a given post.
Consideration must be given to his
ability to carry on mass work. This
is not only an approach to selecting
our forces, but must remain a
method even after the forces have
been chosen. Instead, we see a lack
of consultation between the com-
rades in charge of a specific phase
of work and the comrades in the
units as a means of gauging how
the directives in a particular field
of work are being applied below,

A good instance of this is our
educational department, whose vol-
uminous output does not even reach
•he membership in most instances.

Placing of Cadres
The placement of cadres is of the

greatest importance if we are to
make the utmost use of those com-
rades who have shown themselves
capable mass workers. Too seldom
do we seriously consider this, and
in many cases the Y.C.L. becomes
a strait-jacket into which comrades
must fit. This is due to a technical
approach, disregard of ability to do
mass work, disregard of inclina-
tions of comrades and failure to
sufficiently train and interest com-
rades on the part of our leader-
ship. One of our section organ-
izers, for instance, who was forced
to stay at his post against his will
developed later very well as a leader
in an important field of mass work
in the struggle against war and fas-
cism.

More care is necessary in the
placing of cadres. In this connec-
tion, we have yet to go far in order
to systematically send our best
forces into the trade unions and
shop concentration. It is no ac-
cident that our concentration and
trade union work remain at a very
low state. This can be traced direct-
ly to the lack of qualified forces
in these fields of work up to the
present.

Our sections today occupy key
positions, and are a decisive link
for a strong Y. C. L. organization.
This is realized insufficiently. It
is no accident that we have lost
twelve shop units in the last five
months. Whereas some of these
were lost through unsuccessful
struggle, too many of these were
lost through carelessness and a non-
political approach to the necessity
of maintaining our nuclei at any
cost.

Where this was realized <T
shop unit), the shop unit is in ex-
istence long after the strike whs
lost, is fighting hard to be rein-
stated, and is at the same time
growing roots inside the shop again.
On the other hand, shop units, like
the G . W , and others,
ceased work almost immediately
after leaving the plant.

The sections at the present time,
having grown in some cases to 200
members, are faced with organiza-
tional problems and it is on the
order of the day. in almost all sec-
tions to strengthen our organiza-
tional work. In section.? 1, 2 and 7,
specific attention must be given to
the improvement and maintenance
of our shop units, with the view
of establishing the closest control
over their work, of strengthening
the mate connertion? of these units
through the formulation of youth

<■

YCL Must Rally Youth
To Fifiht Chauvinist
Propaganda of Rosses

“The Y. C. L. must mobilize
all its forces, energy and initi-
ative for the struggle against
the chauvinist and nationalist
propaganda of the capitalist
class. This requires from the
Y. C. L. that it should increas-
ingly propagate the Leninist i
revolutionary teachings among
the broadest strata of the youth '
as well as intensify the strug-
gle for the smallest economic
demands of the youth and i
against their compulsory fas-
cization and militarization.”— j
From the resolution of the Janu- |
ary 1934 Plenum of the Young
Communist International.

demands, issuing of shop papers,
formation of youth committees, j
This problem unquestionably exists. |
However, the attempts of some of !
the leading comrades to solve it by
dividing up these shop units on a
trade basis, must be resisted as a
technical approach to the problem.

Fight Against Fascism
Further, our section committees 1

in line with the speech of comrade
Chemodanov, must learn not only
how to work capably in the econo-
mic field, but how to strengthen
this by determined struggle against
fascism in their territory.

When we ask a section commit-
tee at the present time “Is there
a growth of Fascism in your ter-
ritory? Are there any fascist or
semi-fascist organizations in your
territory? And what are you doing
to combat this?” we get very loose
and uncertain answers. The strug-
gle against war and fascism has,
with few exceptions, not left the
paper stage.

As an example of good work in
this field, we can point out Browns-
ville, where our comrades have
brought the line of the Y.C.L. into
such an organization as the Blue
Shirts, and through correct work
with the rank and file is deepening

i the gap between the fascist lead-
-1 ers and the anti-Nazi workers,
steadily working to liquidate this
organization, which is a potential

; enemy of the workers.
An example of paper struggle

against fascism. Is the extremely
poor attention given to our student
comrades. Perhaps in one case out
of a hundred, will the section com-
mittee call a student fraction to
report on its activities.

This reflects and emphasizes the
fact that we have not made our
section committees leaders in their
territory, developing their initiative
and their ability to cope with their
numerous local problems that arise
in each territory. It is necessary
to emphasize that the worst form
of bureaucracy lies in not being
connected vitally with the prob-
lems of the membership.

The development of direct per-
i sonal guidance to comrades involved

| in mass work must be carried out.
We have to put an end to the mass
of general material and directives
that go out, which are meaningless

| to the bulk of our membership in
i the form in which we write.

It is further necessary that we
give directives so as to make these

I directives the property of all com-
rades and make them feel that they
have helped concretize them and

| therefore they must carry them out.
Serious steps to orientate our work
along these lines will result in a
stronger Y. C. L„ with infinitely
greater daily contact with the
masses of working class youth.

American young Communist League
Has Obligations to the Youth of Cuba

How Has the Y.C.L. of
the U.S.A. Shouldered

Its R esponsibility ?

(EDITORS NOTE: The fol- I
lowing article in which the gen- {
era! secretary of the Young Com-
munist of Cuba discusses
a vital question confronting the
Y. C. L., IT. S. A., is net rlen- !
of great importance because of
the problems raised by it but is
also especially timely in view of
the recently concluded and highly
successful convention of the Y.
C. 1., of Cuba.)

* * *

By ALEJANDRO
Gen. Sec., Y. C. L. of Cuba

UP TO the present the rela-
tions between the Y. C- L.

of the U. S. A. and the Y. C.
L. of Cuba have been very j
poor. This was especially so j
because the Y. C. L. of the !
U .S. A. has given very little j
help to the revolutionary youth
movement of Cuba.

Many comrades are well ac-
quainted with the responsibility
which comrade Lenin and the Com-
munist International have placed
upon the shoulders of Communists
of the imperialist countries in rela-
tion with the liberation movements
of the oppressed colonies. Many
comrades have made, still make and
probably will make, very excellent
speeches about this, but when we
get down to business, things are
quite different.

Our two Leagues have been talk-
ing over the question of relations
for a long time. But we did not get
much ahead of that; there were
some letters now and then, a weak j
exchange of materials and that's!
about all. Lately there was an im-
provement in this situation but it
is still far from wha it should be.
N. Y. District Has Failed in its Task

We ought to give the New York
District a chance to say something
about these relations, for it has
patronage over Cuba.

Tell us. comrades of the D. E. C.
of New York, how many times have
you discussed the Cuban events and j
how have you popularized our move-1ment and mobilized the youth in its
support? Tell us, do you really un-
derstand what patronage is? Does
the rank and file of the New York
District know of this patronage?
Finally, are you really satisfied with
your own work in this respect?

Unfortunately the answers can be
foretold. It would be wrong of us,
however, to say that nothing has j
been done. We have seen your ex- j
cellent work in connection with the j
Woolworth strike in Cuba and other
examples, we have received some
financial help from you; you have I
helped sell our paper. All this was;
well received by the toiling youth!
of Cuba. But this is still far too
little.

Part of the responsibility for such!
a situation is to be charged to the |
National Committee, which, it |
seems, did not really place this j
question seriously, had it done so, it i
would have demanded much more
work from the New York District.
With more attention on the part ofthe N. E. C., there could not have
occured the situation when while
the “Times," and the Party daily
press gave entire columns to the
Cuban General Strike, the Young
Worker did not have a word on it.
If the N. E. C. would give more
attention, patronage would have
been really established long ago.

We might add, that from our con-
tact with the leading comrades of
the Y. C. L. of the U. S. A. we have
gathered that most of them do notjknow very much about the Cuban

| events. This really explains the
) cold response of the Y. C. L. mem-
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Cuban revolutionary students won vengeance
over the dead body of one of their comrades who
was murdered by the Mendieia-Batista dictator-
ship, which Is being spurred on to greater attacks

bership to the needs of the Cuban
revolutionary movement.
Present Relations Must Be Changed

Such a situation can not continue
any longer. The Y. C. L. and the
whole youth revolutionary move-
ment of Cuba needs the most deci-
sive help of the Y. C. L. and of the
toiling youth of the U. S. A.

The working class and the op-
pressed Cuban masses, are valiantly
fighting under the leadership of the
Party and the Y. C. L. against the
exploiters. They direct their
struggles towards the only way out
of oppression and misery. Soviet
Power, the Workers and Peasants
Government. The present Cuban
government known as the "govern-
ment of reactionary concentration”
personifies the extreme bloody re-
action of the Cuban bosses and
landlords. Caffery, in Roosevelt’s
name is leading the massacre of the
Cuban workers and peasants. Hos-
pitals are filled with dying workers,
more than 2.000 fill the jails. Yankee
Imperialism is trying to carry out In
Cuba a massacre like it did in
Colombia, in Honduras and in Santo
Domingo. The Cuban toiling
masses have replied to this, intensi-
fying their struggles, redoubling
their efforts to drive towards the
final struggle for the taking of
power.

This increases the responsibility
and the obligations of the Y. C. L.
in respect to the Cuban revolution-
ary youth movement. This demands
the immediate liquidation of the
passivity existing till now.

Recently the National Bureau and
the New York District Committee in
conjunction with the C. C. of the
Y. C. L. of Cuba have made a series
of decisions to change the present
situation. Now what is most im-
portant is to carry these decisions
out. The Y. C. L. of Cuba, together
with the National Committee and
the New York District Committee
of the Y. C. L., calls upon all mem-
bers of the Y. C. L. to carry these
decisions into practice, rapidly and
completely.

Forward to Real Assistance to
Cuban Masses

on the workers, students and peasants by U. S.
imperialism. The murdered boy was shot down and
kilted by Mendieta's soldiers just after May First.

Enthusiastic Crowd Cheers
Schmidt on Moscow Arrival

By YERN SMITH
Special to Daily Worker

MOSCOW, June 5 (by radio)
Professor Otto Schmidt, head of
the rescued Chelyuskin arctic ex-
pedition, arrived here today. Long
before the arrival of the train, the
whole square facing the station and
also adjoining streets were filled
with delegations of workers from
Mascow factories, works and scien-
tific institutions.

Banners and placards waved
while upon them, flickering in the
bright sunshine were inscriptions of
welcome "Three cheers for our
heroes of the arctic!” “Greetings to
the indefatigable fighter, friend,
teacher!”

The drone of innumerable air-
planes sound overhead as the
planes symbolizing the rescue of the
Chelyuskinites mix with the jovful
shouts of the hundreds of thou-
sands of people assembled to meet
Professor Schmidt, a member of the
single family of Soviet workers.

Members of the government are
present on the platform. A girl
pioneer stands with a bunch of red
roses in her hand, her face blush-
ing. They disappear almost com-
pletely behind a huge baskets of
fresh flowers brought by delegates
of Moscow factories.

The train slows into the station,
and Professor Schmidt is seen
standing on the platform of the
last car with the door open. A
storm of applause and cries of,
"Hurrah! Long live Schmidt, hero
of the Arctic!” resounds from the
crowd. They all rush to him, greet-
ing and embracing him. The sound
of the orchestra mingles with the
cries of joy.

Professor Schmidt, slightly pale,

in the world revolutionary youth
movement for concrete assistance
of a district of the Y. C. L. in the
strongest imperialist country to the
Y. C. L. of a (small) semi-colonial
oppressed land.

As to the New York District, here
we hope that in the nearest future
it will conquer a position of honor

with the signs of his endurance
still upon his face, surrounded by
flowers, passes by the honorary
guard. He is accompanied by Com-
rades Kuibishev and Unschlicht.
Together they come into the square.
A storm of greetings comes from
the masses. Throughout the square
quivers with shouts and manifesta-
tion of enthusiasm.

Stooping somewhat and greatly
moved by the proceedings. Professor
Schmidt smilingly ascends the
tribune, holding a bunch of roses
in his hands. Comrade Unschlicht
delivered the greeting speech. He
pointed out that thanks to the
courageous heroism and firmness of
the head of the expedition,
Schmidt, and the whole collective
body of all persons, all the valuable
scientific equipment was saved. He
declares Schmidt will once more,
together with the whole working
masses of the Soviet Union, enter
the first ranks for the conquest of
socialism.

“Long Live the Hero of the
Arctic, the Bolshevik Scientist,
Schmidt!”

Schmidt, weakned by his illness
is moved by the amazingly wTarm
and enthusisatic reception shown
him by workers of Red Moscow’,
and is unable to reply. He merely
looks upon the crowd and smiles his
inimitable smile. He then leaves
for home.

Long after, the Moscow prole-
tarians refuse to disperse. Their
cries of jow still resound around the
square facing the station.

SOUTH AFRICAN ALLIANCE
PRETORIA, South Africa, June

5.—J. B. M. Hertzog, Nationalist
Party Leader, today concluded an
alliance with Jan Smuts of the
South African Party, thus ending
a long feud between the Dutch
and English in the interest of a
landlord-capitalist class alliance
against the growing threat of mass
revolt.

Shall the YCL Carry j
On Activity Among
Workers’ Children?
Children’s Work Is Wide

Avenue of Approach
to the Masses

By VERA SAUNDERS

IN VIEW of the fact that it
is so important to concen-

trate the activities of the Y.
C. L. on shop work and trade!
union work, is it necessary at
this time to make any efforts
in the direction of children’s:
work? Is it necessary to assign |
valuable forces for this work?

Judging from the attitude of the
Y. C. L. in general, very obviously j
the answer is No! But this is not
a correct answer.

The general task of the Y. C. L. j
is to root itself among the youth j
of America, and. to do this, every Javenue leading toward the youth j
must be utilized. And the path of !
children’s work is by no means aj
backyard alley, but rather a wide;!
avenue of approach. It is true that \
trade union work and shop work i
must be the major activities of the !
Y. C. L., but this by no means im- |
plies that it is to be the only ac- !
tivity. This Is a narrow, and one-
track approach, and therefore we j
have such impermissible sentiments j
as the following: In one of the j
sections, Harlem, to be precise, J
where It is of the utmost importance ]
that a broad children’s movement
be developed, an organizer of a
college unit wrote in protesting i
most vigorously against assigning
one of the members of his unit to
such ‘‘secondary and extraneous i
tasks as Pioneer work.”

Children’s work is not an isolated !

YCL in 11.S. Will Aid
Berlin YCL in Fifiht
Against German Nazis

NEW YORK. The Young
Communist League of America
will undertake to finance the
revolutionary struggles of the
Young Communist League of
Berlin. Germany, It was an-
nounced yesterday.

At a meeting in Yorkville
where Gil Green, national secre-
tary', spoke recently, $52.93 was
collected and sent to Germany.
The money was raised by auc-
tioning off illegal German litera-
ture including the Rote Fahne,
Junge Garde, Gegen-Angriff
and others. A member of the
Young People’s Socialist League
received tremendous applause
when he brought greetings from
members in his organization and
pledged solidarity in the struggle
for a workers’ and farmers’ gov-
ernment. The Y. P. S. L. member
was presented with a copy of the
Junge Garde, illegal central or-
gan of the German Y. C. L.

The national office of the Y.
C. L. has urged units through-
out, the country to come to the
support of their German com-
rades by raising money through
sale of literature, dances, outings
or in any other way.

Stop depending for news and
information on the capitalist
press that favors the bosses and
is against the workers. Subscribe
to the Daily Worker, America’s
only working-class daily news-
paper.

What Is 7 his Thing Called Concentration ?

category’, but can beneficially ba
connected up with every phase rl
Y. C. L. work. We have good exl
amples—too rare unfortunately—c J
Y. C. L. shop unit*.utilizing Pioneertroops in the distribution of leaf-lets in factories where the terror
had made it impossible for the
workers themselves to do this. The
result was that not only were the
kids involved in the day-to-day
struggles of the Y. C. L., but an
appreciation was brought to theworkers in the factory of the im-
portance of organizing -their chil-
dren.

We are confident that if every
Y.C.L. organizer were to look over
the tasks of his unit—be it shop
or neighborhood—he could work out
plans whereby the Pioneer troop
in his territory can join in the ac-
tivities of some phases of work, to
the benefit of both the unit and
the troop.

We must remember that there are
a vast number of issues- which af-
fect both the youth and the chil-
dren equally-—the closing down of
branch libraries, the fight for open
playgrounds, ball fields, the fight
against Jim-Crow polls, the fight
against war propaganda in the
schools, and many others. The Y.
C. L. must take the lead in this
fight, and carry through struggles
for these demands together with
the children.

Children’s work must not and
cannot be counterposed to trade
union work or shop work. It is
necessary to carry on all these ac-
tivities simultaneously, giving, of
course, the major emphasis to the
latter tasks.

How to Meet the Problem
■When the Y. C. L. takes the

proper approach to children’s work,
some of the major problems facing
it will be near solution. Take, for
instance, the problem of cadres—-
the problem of trained forces to
carry on trade union work and
shop work. This is a formidable
task confronting every Y. C. L. or-
ganizer. But because of the neglect
of children's work, the vast reser-
voir presented by the Pioneer
movement is completely ignored.

Here we have children being
trained for years in organization,
in the principles of the working- .
class movement. Here are the
forces from which to draw the
leaders from the Y. C. L. move- |
ment. But because the Y. C. L.
units are so far removed from the
Pioneer troops, we have a situa-
tion where the 16-year-old Pio-
neers are reluctant to enter the
Y, C. L. units, and the Y. C. L. are
not particularly anxious to have
them.

We have had one or two cases of
older boys and girls of 15 and 16
years of age getting together to
form clubs. Here is the immediate I
training ground for the Y. C. L. I
Yet the clubs disintegrated because I
the Y. C. L. would not provide lead- ’
ership for them.

There is no reason whatsoever
why the Y. C. L. should not receive
from the Pioneer movement hun-
dreds of new cadres. To accom-
plish this, it is necessary for the
Y. C. L. to establish and maintain
the closest contact with the Pio-
neers.

In the past two years—especially
since the Polburo resolution, which
placed the major political respon-
sibility of children's work on the
Party—the Y. C. L. has adopted the
attitude that it has been absolved
from the leadership of children’s
work. And because of this abso-
lutely incorrect interpretation of
the Polburo resolution, we have in
New York only 24 Y. C. L. mem-
bers in children’s work, in a district
where we have 85 troops and over
5,000 children organized. This situ-
ation must and can be corrected
immediately by the assignment of
a member from each section com-
mittee for the responsibility of
carrying on children's work. A
thorough discussion of children’s
work must be held in every unit
and section, and due organizational
steps taken.
Children and National Youth Day

The atltude today of the Y. C. L.
toward children’s 'work can be best
seen in the National Youth Day
campaign. In making the plans for
this campaign, not one section or
unit made provisions for bringing
N. Y. D. propaganda down to the
Pioneer troops. The necessity of
the Y. C. L. taking the lead in the
educational mobilization of the Pio-
neers, and other children, against i
war never occurred to the League.
However, the League did remember ,
that the kids could be effectively
used in the demonstration. Sn re-
quests poured into the Pioneer
troops that they come down to the
demonstrations, that they get up
hands, that they make placards, etc.
By all means the Pioneers should
participate in National Youth Day,
but when the Y. C. L. does not
carry through the necessary educa-
tional mobilization, the approach to
the kids is only that of a Barnum .
and Bailey show.

There must be a fundamental
change in the Y. C. L. In its atti- !
tude toward children’s work. When
the correct approach is made, the
Y. C. L. will be made to root itself
in the Pioneer movement, and by
so doing the Y. C. L. will be better
prepared also to carry through its
basic concentration task—work in
the TRADE UNIONS and SHOPS.

We urge every member of the Y.
I C. L., whether in children’s work or

j not. to participate in the discussion
on children's work during the pre-

i convention and convention period.

Concentration Policy Is
Not Always Based on

Intimate Contact
By JACK PARKER

THE draft resolution for
the Y. C. L. National Con-

vention has the following’ to
say about the work of the Y.
C. L. amongst the Negro

I youth:
"... Any underestimation or

neglect of the struggles for the aid
of the Negro people objectively
gives aid to the white chauvinists.
Thp League must lead the fight
for full political and social equality
for the Negro youth and against
every act of discrimination. . . The
League must help build up the
broadest movement of Negro and
white youth for Negro liberation
through the building of the LSNR
and the Young Liberator clubs as
youth sections. . .”

With this, the writer is in perfect j
agreement. However, it is necessary
to point out that in one section of
the Y.C.L. of District 2, at least, our!

j task of mobilizing the Negro youth •j in their struggles together with the :
white young workers is not basedupon the correct approach indicatedI above.

What Is Concentration?
Crown Heights in Brooklyn is

| the concentration point of serf,ion!
8 of the Y.C.L. and Party. The con-
centration of the Y. C. L. so far.

i has consisted of the organization of (

a number of ''actions” in the Negro 1
territory. Some of these actions— ja Scottsboro march, an open hunger'
hearing, an election symposium,
etc.—have been successful; others
have not.

In my opinion our concentration j
and ihese evidences of our concen-
tration, have not been based upon!
an intimate contact with the masses!
of young Negro workers in our sec- !
tion. It has not been based on a 1
knowledge of the real and vital de-
mands and needs of the young
Negroes. They have been, for the !
most part, actions foisted upon the |
Negro population of Crown Heights !
practically without their knowledge j
or consent. In view of this, it is not !
at all surprising that the influence
of the Y. C. L. over the Negro youth
of Crown Heights is scarcely more
than it was when we started our
work there two years ago.

Concentration, to be really effec-
tive, should seize upon the most
strategic issue which affects the
mast decisive section of the youth
in any given shop or neighborhood.
The concentrators should organize j
struggles around these issues to-!
gether wiih the young workers. This
is the only known method of win- !
ning any large number of youth into
our ranks. The writer must say!
that the Y. C. L. of section 8 is to- i
day following a line diametrically!
opposed to this method of concen-
tration.

How Not to Prepare a Parade
We organized a parade through!

the streets of Crown Heights, on
May 38. as a preparatory action for!
National Youth Day. The writer!

has no objection, on principle, toparades. No objection, that is, whenthe parade comes as the culmination
of intensive work among Negro
clubs, shops, etc., around issues that
these youth feel sharply and keenly.
Or when the parade is a reflection
of a spontaneous mass protest, as
the Scottsboro parade of last De-
cember in Harlem. A parade or-
ganized on such a basis has a poli-
tical significance that the parade we
are arranging at present will lack
completely. I think the Y. C. L.
should think more than once when
an idea pops into its head to or-
ganize a parade.

Granted that we have a parade
on May 28—what then? Nothing!
We will have gained no contact withNegro youth. We may succeed in
raising sharply the issues of Hern-
don and Scottsboro, but without,
linking these up with local issues we

will get nowheres. Consider how
essentially unrealistic our approach
to the young Negro workers is whenwe are staking weeks of work on an
action that, if it should happen to
rain on that day, will immediately
nullify all our work.

The writer is opposed to this sort
of concentration. It amounts to re-
taining our sectarian attitude to-
wards the masses of young workers.
Our section committee must wake
up to the fact that they will not
succeed in permanently rousing the
Negro youth with such an approach
to them.

There are dozens of issues in
which the Negro youth are vitally
interested; there are dozens of
youth clubs where we can reach the
great majority of Negro youth in
the section. But we do not place
our emphasis on finding out these
issues; we do not care very much

about working within these clubs.
When a leading comrade misses a
meeting of a club where he is as-
signed to work, he may perhaps ex-
cuse himself on the ground of other
work elsewhere, but the fact re-
mains that the club is being ne-
glected by our leading comrades.

The writer thinks that the ten-
dency of our Section Committee of
the Y. C. L. to indulge in spectacular
actions which do not involve the
Negro youth, which bears no rela-
tionship to their everyday needs,
which is something that Is thrust
upon them from the outside, so to
speak, is injurious to the Y. C. L.
and its great tasks. The writer
w'ould not. of course, call these ac-
tions w’hite chauvinist; but they
certainly are a sort of in-law'
relative to this filthy stranger in
our house.
The following, in my opinion, are

our next steps in Crown Heights.
Unless we succeed in reaching the
Negro youth on some such basis, we
will find the Negro youth inevitably
falling into the hands of the Negro
reformist leaders, of whom there are
plenty, far too many, in our section.

1. The assignment of a corps of
comrades who will work within the
large Negro clubs. Our comrades
must see that without a foothold in
these clubs, we will have no contact
with any appreciable number of
Negro youth.

2. The concentration of the un-
employed section of the Brownsville
Y.C.L. on Crown Heights, to mobil-
ize unemployed Negro youth to’de-
mand relief from the Home Relief
Buros. Relief for a single youth has

Must Utilize Strategic
Issues in Shop or

Neighborhood
been obtained in other sections of
the city; there is no reason why.
with a struggle, we cannot do the
same here. Our club comrades can
raise these issues in their clubs.

3. The formation of a baseball
league. This is an urgent necessity.
The L. S. XL, I. W. 0., Y. C. L. of
Brownsville should take the initia-
tive in this and reach the TTegro
clubs with our plans for a league.
There is no doubt a? to the response.

4. The assignment of capable
Pioneer leaders and older children
to the Crown Heights section to
build a children's movement. Today
there are practically no Crown
Heights children in the Pioneers.
Any concentration of youth that
neglects the children is only half
concentration.

These suggestions are but the first
steps of a whole perspective of work
that can be drawn up.

But these, or similar plans, should
be our immediate points of concen-
tration. Unless we really activize
our white Y. C. L. members in day
to day, real concentration with the
Negro youth, we will never isolate
the remnants of white chauvinism
which today are in our ranks; and
only then will we be able to forge
that unity of Negro and white youth
which alone can point the way to
the overthrow of this system of dis-
crimination. exploitation, war and
fascism which now envelops us all.

4

Soviet Power Is Impossible
W ithout Winning the Youth 99

“Without a decisive turn of the Party to work among the massesof young workers, a successful struggle against the attacks of the
capitalist class, against fascism, the intensive preparations for war
and for the establishment of a revolutionary workers’ government
Soviet power is impossible. Any talk of winning the majority of the
working class for the revolution without the most serious work among
the broad masses of young workers, is an empty phrase.”—From the
resolution of the Rth Party Convention on “The Winning of the
Working Class Youth.”
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Connecticut District Examines
Work in Light of Convention

MonroeRank nnrl File
Form a ISeic Loral of
Stpel, Mata] II niov

Bv a Worker Correspondent
MONROE, Mich., June 5. A

meeting of the newly formed
local of the Steel and Metal
Workers Industrial Union will be
held here Saturday, June 9, 2:30
P. M.

The new local w’hich Is con-
trolled entirely by the rank and
file, was organized last week at a
meeting of 22 workers. Officers
of the local will be elected at
Saturday’s meeting. At least 100
are expected to join at the meet-
ing.

The American Workers Party”—Backers
Os the New Deal in Labor's Ranks

Correct Methods Gave

(Gains in Shop
Work

By I. WOFSEY

THE Connecticut District is
one of the smallest dis-

tricts in size in our Party. It
received very little attention
from the Party up to recent
months. However, now with

|the danger of war becoming
■ more and more imminent, its im-Ipoftance is being realized to some•extent.

Connecticut is the center of the
munitions industry, and produces
more munitions and war materials
than any other state in the Union.
In Bridgeport we have the Reming-
ton Arms Co.; in New Haven, Win-
chester Repeating Arms Co.; in
Hartford, Colts Firearms and the
Pratt and Whitney Co., manufac-
turers of bombing planes; in New
London, the Electric Boat Co., now
building two submarines for the U.
S. Navy. Aside from this every im-
portant brass plant in Waterbury,
as well as elsewhere in this district,
is producing war materials.

While unemployment rages in
this state, the war plants are busy.
In these plants employment is on
the increase. They are hiring help
and are working two or three shifts.
A good example is the Electric
Boat Co. in New London, where
they now employ close to 1.000
workers, whereas last year only
four to five hundred worked.

At numerous district conventions
and conferences the importance of
work in the war industries was
stressed, but was always postponed
for lack of time, due to .the fact
that all activity was carried on in
a. general manner everywhere, but
not in the shops.

Examination of Our Work
The open letter to our Party,

adopted at the extraordinary con-
ference, stressing shop and trade
union work as the most important
mass activity for the building of a
mass Communist Party, stimulated
the district to critically examine
our work with a view to bringing
about a definite change. Especially
did we realize that the section of
the Open Letter which says; “Talk
about the defense of the Soviet
Union and struggle against im-
perialist war is nothing hut empty
phrases unless systematic work is
rarrird out in the war industry
plants and in the ports" applied
particularly to our district.

We decided, therefore, to coneen-

trate on the most basic war plants 1
in the district, to build shop nuclei j
there, to issue shop papers, and to
carry out planned activity. We as-
signed comrades repsonsible for the
work, and for the first time were
able to record some progress in our
shop and trade union work. Twelve
shop nuclei were established up to
the district convention, most of
them in war plants. As yet these
units are small and lack the knowl-
edge for this work. They are learn-
ing, however, and are accomplish-
ing results.

How were they organized? First
of all by bringing together the
Party members working in the same
factories: second by utilizing the
mass organizations under the in-
fluence of the Party; third by ap-
proaching sympathetic elements.

I We had to explain to these com-
rades what we wanted to accomplish
by this work, how to work, win
their confidence by convincing them
that we were not interested in hav-
ing them lose their jobs. Wherever
this was done work kas begun, and
it was demonstrated to the. entire
Party that not only is shop work
possible, but that this work cor-
rectly carried out puts our few
comrades in a position of leadership
in the shop, and in the building of
union organizations under our in-
fluence.

How Company Union Was Smashed
In two of the plants, employing

nearly two thousand each, company
unions existed up to recently. Now
in both these factories the company
union is disappearing and in their
place independent industrial unions
are being organized. The company-
union was defeated not only by in-
side and outside the shop agitation,
but by raising the grievances of the
workers through the company union
representatives. In one place, due
to the standing and popularity of
our comrade, he was elected to rep-
resent his department and then to
an executive position in the com-
pany union. The company union
constantly refused to give satisfac-
tion to the workers’ demands and
each time the comrades would ham-
mer away at the idea that only an
outside union could get them their
demands. The resentment against
the company union grew to such

j heights that the representatives
I elected by the workers in many de-

j partments resigned. In the move-
ment for an outside union our com-

I rades were not strong enough at
I first to expose the reformist lead-
ership of the A. F. of L. and to
urge the formation of a class-
struggle union. In but a few weeks
five to six hundred joined thp A.
F. of L. on the promise of getting

District Rooting Itself
in Big Metal

Shops
a federal union charter.

Our comrades joined this union
and advised their followers to do
likewise. After a short period the
A. F. of L. bureaucracy refused to
give them a federal union charter ;
and advised them instead to organ- I
ize about half a dozen unions. \
Every leading worker joined in the j
fight against these splitting tactics J
and in the movement for an inde-
pendent industrial union. Many of i
these workers realized the correct- |
ness of the line pursued by our!
comrades and gladly followed it.
Today this small shop unit influ-
ences this broad union movement,
is building the union and influ-
encing many of the best workers to
join the Party.

Practically the same was done by
another small unit in a second
shop. The company union was
smashed, an independent indus-
trial union organized, and quite a
few workers recruited into the
Party.
Another industrial Union Formed

Another shop nucleus working in
a plant embracing 2,500 workers
was originally organized in the A.
F. of L. After a period of a few
months these workers left the A.
F. of L. and organized their owm
industrial union. Although small
in number this shop unit was in-
strumental in defeating the split-
ting tactics of the A. F. of L. and
in guiding the workers in the direc-
tion of militant industrial union-
ism.

These are some of the concrete
experiences of a few of our shop
units. These accomplishments dem-
onstrate clearly to us what a power
the Farty could be if more of these
shop nuclei are organized and if
they will receive careful attention
on the part of the leading com-
rades.

For the first time wr e are also
gaining some valuable experience
on the importance of shop papers.
Today we are issuing the following
shop papers in this district; "Yale
and Towne Worker,” in Stamford;
the “Live Wire,” in the Bridgeport
General Electric; the “Winchester
Worker” and "Sargent Spark,” in
New- Haven: the “Stanley Worker,”
in New’ Britain, and the “Arrow’
Electric Worker,” in Hartford. At
least four more shop papers are in
preparation and will be issued in the
Remington Arms. Pratt and Whit-
ney airplane plant, in Westing- j
house and in the Fisk Rubber.

The shop papers already issued I

Muele Group At First
Praised NRA; Now

“Fight” It
By MARTIN YOUNG

IN THE heroic strike of the Elec-
* trie Auto-Lite workers in Toledo.
Ohio, that won the admiration
and support of the w’orkers of the
entire country’, the American
Workers Party <A. W. P.) appeared
as a “revolutionary” party, pre-
tending to “oppose” the N. R. A.
and the bloody strike-breaking of
the government and their national
guards. In an editorial of its offi-
cial paper, “Labor Action.” of
June 1, the A. W. P. says that in
Toledo and in other cities "the
strikes are against the N. R. A. and
the government boards." This is
undoubtedly correct. But w'hat has
the A. W. P. to do with this, when
actually it has always supported
the N. R. A. and the policies of
the Roosevelt administration against
which the workers are now fight-
ing? Does the A. W. P. believe
that by such tricks it can fool
the workers and hide its support
of the N. R. A.? Only on March,
1934, when it already became clear
to ever larger numbers of w'orkers
and farmers that the N. R. A. Is
not changing capitalism, that it is
only strengthening the iron fist of
monopolies and trusts, the A. W. P.
stated in an editorial of Labor
Action the following:

“Rocsevelt has sounded Hie
death-knell of OLD COMPETI-
TIVE laissez-faire capitalism. He
has made it clear that we live
in an era. of COLLECTIVISM.
He bas EXPLODED the ideas of
‘old-fashoned democracy.’ He has
encouraged a psychology of ex-
perimentation and activism, the
idea that ‘something has got to
be done about it.’ ”
While in Toledo. Minneapolis,

New Orleans, Alabama and all over
the country American capitalism
is murdering in cold blood workers
striking for the right to organize,
the A. W. P. is telling the workers
that the “old competitive capital-
ism” is dead.

The A W. P. does not stop at
that. It wants the workers to be-
lieve that not only can capitalism
be organized in America, but so
can capitalism be organized all
over the capitalist word and even
do away with capitalist rivalries
and wars. For example, the fore-
runner of the A. W. F.. the Con-
ference for Progressive Labor Ac-
tion, wrote in its official organ.
Labor Age, of August. 1931, as
follows:

"The Plan of American Eco-
nomic Life must fit into a plan
for a world economy, which shall
put an end to the rivalries of
nationalities, militarists and im-
perialists. Thus, and only thus,
may war be abolished and the
workers of all the earth achieve
a sane and peaceful existence.

“The plan must be made and
put to work soon.”
It is a matter of record "that

long before the "brain trust" came
into existence, long before the
Roosevelt “planning." A J. Muste.
the present leader of the A. W. p.,
advocated “social planning" and
“controlled economy” in capitalist
America. Yet under the Hoover
regime Muste wrote. "Indeed. Some
of the leading forces of business
and some of the best brains of
the economists have already begun
the endeavor to learn how to build
a controlled economy. Labor should
not lag in this effort." And this
party calls itself a “revolutionary”
party, and at times even parades
as “communist”!

Now as to the more practical
policies of Roosevelt and his ad-
ministration. The A. W. P. pre-
sented Roosevelt as a great "lib-
eral,” as an “idealist,” as a presi-
dent whose heart “pains" for the
forgotten man, but whose “good”
work is being sabotaged by the
“greedy” capitalists. Just listen
to this:

“Roosevplf went into office with
sincerely liberal and idealistic
beliefs. .

. , There is no reason
to doubt that he Honestly wanted
to help the forgotten man. the
unemployed and destitute, that
he was indignant of the crimes
of bankers and industrialists and
corrupt politicians."
Thus writes James Burnham, a

shining light of the A. W. P., in
the special May First edition of
Labor Action. Could a hundred
“brain trusters” give more praise
to Roosevelt? So, gentlemen of
the A. W. P„ Roosevelt the wage-
cutter, the strike-breaker, the big
navy man, the promoter and up-
holder of American imperialism, is
not so “bad.” The trouble Is with
“the crimes of bankers and indus-
trialists and corrupt politicians.”
Roosevelt himself has no relation-
ship to and Is not an integral part
of all “the crimes of bankers and
industrialists and corrupt politi-
cians"? Roosevelt does not con-
done the strike-breaking, and the
shooting of workers in Minneap-
olis, Toledo, New Orleans. Ala-
bama, etc. ~.

.
? It wasn't Roose-

velt who legalized the company
unions and virtually prohibited the
automobile workers from striking?

And this A. W. P. wants the work-
ers to believe that it is going to
“fight” American capitalism and
for “socialism' !

Really, the enthusiasm of the A.
W. P. for Roosevelt and the “New
Deal” has no bounds. In its pro-
gram the A. W. P. states: “The
N. R. A., together with the yest
of the New Deal . . . has unques-
tionably brought certain temporary
benefits to certain sections of the
population.”

What sections of the population
does the A. W. P. mean? The
workers, the farmers, the poor
share-croppers, the small produc-
ers? In face of the immense
strike-breaking, jailing, clubbing
and shooting of workers, boosting
of company unions, militarization,
rising co6t of living and declining
buying power of the masses, in-
creased taxation, physical destruc-
tion of products and values, driving
of hundreds of thousands of share-
croppers and small farmers off
their land—under such conditions,
only a Roosevelt agent can speak
of "benefits under the New Deal.”
Os course, there is a section of the
population that did benefit under
the New Deal. These are the
big trusts and monopolies. But
why should the A. W. P.. which
even calls itself a “revolutionary"
party, rejoice over it and present,
it to the masses as an achieve-
ment. when it is only making the
big capitalists richer and the
workers and farmers poorer?

In summing up the results of
Roosevelt's first year for the work-
ers. the above-mentioned James
Burnham writes, on May Day,
“From the point of view of the
working class. Roosevelt's first year
can be looked on as a great ex-
periment,.”

A. J. MustP, in speaking of the
great blessings bestowed by the
Roosevelt administration upon the
workers, said in an article in the
Modern Monthly of January, 1934.
“Workers have been ‘encouraged’
to organize, though in less meas-
ure, are doing so. The government
is concerning itself with employer-
employe relationships. It is en-
gaged in carrying out a great
federal public works program. It
is giving direct relief to the un-
employed.”

True enough, for the last year
hundreds of thousands of workers
have joined trade unions and over
a million workers were on strike.
But this is surely not because of
Roosevelt's “encouragement," and
not because the N. R. A. “gave”
the workers “a chance to organize
and fight,” as the A. W. P. says.
It is precisely because the workers

are quite influential. They are
read and many grievances are ad-
justed in the shops after the shoppapers expose conditions and raise j
demands for the changing of these ;
conditions. These shop papers are j
edited locally by the comrades.
They obtain the shop news from
Party comrades and contacts, w’ho
gladly furnish them with inside in-
formation. Very frequently these
shop papers bring to light im-
portant information, causing head-
aches to the bosses. These papers
have many shortcomings, but they
show gradual improvement as the
experiences of the comrades in dif-
ferent cities is being exchanged and !
as the comrades learn from the!
comments of the W’orkers.

Work In Munition Shops
In bringing dowm the resolutions

of our Eighth Convention to the
units our district has the task of :
mobilizing the entire membership j
for mass work, especially in the j
munitions shops. These few achieve-
ments illustrate the great possibili-
ties for the Pa-ty. provided this will
be taken up not by a few comrades,
but by every comrade working in
the metal and textile industry in
Connecticut. A very serious short-
coming is also the fact that in the
two biggest plants manufacturing
munitions, namely, Winchesters and
Remington, we were as yet unable
to organize any units. These are
two plants for which the district
bureau is responsible.

In line with the decisions of our j
Eighth Convention, we w’ill increase I
our tempo in all mass work. We j
will give all the help necessary to
strengthen the existing shop papers
and nuclei and to organize many j
more nuclei, especially in Reming-
ton and Winchesters. We will strive
toward the achievement of the slo-
gan. “A shop paper wherever we
have a shop unit,” and steel these
weapons in the fight against fas- j
cism and war and for the carrying 1
out of the tasks that the conven- i
tion outlined for us.

Blue Eagle'g Supporters
Cannot Lead Struggle

Against It
struck and fought for their righ»
to organize into unions of their
own in spite of Roosevelt's strike-
breaking, and against the N. R. A.
and the Labor Board, assisted by
the reactionary leaders of the
American Federation of Labor.

Want Government Arbitration
Tbp A. W. P also wants the

American workers to rejoice be-
cause "the government is concern-
ing itself with employer-employ#
relationships.” Some time earlier
the A. W. P. said, in Labor Action
of April 15, 1933, when endorsing
Senator Black's 30-hour stagger
bill, “Yes, this bill has dynamite
in it. .

. . It will establish a prec-
edent for government regulation
of hours and wages in the interest
of workers and not profiteers.”
What benefits have the workers
gained from this fatherly “con-
cern” of the government with the
struggle against their bosses?
When, if ever, has the American
capitalist government regulated
"hours and wages in the internet
of workers and not profiteers"?
Since when do people, not only
those calling themselves “revolu-
tionists,'’ but, honest trade union-
ists, favor “government regulation
of hour* and wages"? Is this not
precisely what the American
workers are today fighting against
over a wide strike front?

The A. W. P. pretends to differ
with—and at times even "criti-
cizes"—the corrupt and treacherous
policies of the Socialist Party and
A. F of L. officials. This it does
in order to decoy the leftward
moving masses from their direc-
tion—towards the Communist
Party. Its left phrases are its spe-
cial manner of doing what every
other brand of social-fascism is
doing, namely, supporting the cap-
italist system.

As a supporter of Roosevelt, the
“sincere" gentleman, of the “good”
sides of the N. R. A., the A. W. P.
maneuvers with the Roosevelt ad-
ministration and the N. R. A,

The A. W. P. cannot be trusted
with leadership in the struggle of
the workers against Roosevelt and
the N. R. A. Those who were—and
still are—the advisers of the New
Deal in the ranks of the workers
cannot be the fighters against it.
Behind the radical and revolu-
tionary words of the A. w P. are
hidden their reactionary and
treacherous phrases.

Strike Wave Shows Workers Determined to Resist Boss Offensive
RECENT STRIKES CONFIRM CORRECTNESS OF BTH COMMUNIST PARTY CONVENTION POLICIES AND DECISIONS ON DEVELOPMENT OF STRUGGLES IN BASIC INDUSTRIES

By JOHN WILLIAMSON
IN RECENT weeks we have
* seen a complete verification
of the resolution and per-
spectives of our District and
National Conventions, in
which we stated:

“The main outlook everywhere,
including the auto industry, if we
work intensely enough, is for the
immediate continuation of the
strike wave. All of the conditions
for it exist. The workers are not
satisfied. Their central demand
for wage increase* to meet the in-
creased cost of living has not been
granted. We can look to a
spreading of the strike wave in
metal, textile, some sections of
steel, and possibly rubber. Spe-
cial attention must be paid to the
auto industry.”

A strike wave is sweeping the
State of Ohio, which has involved
especially the auto, chemical, metal,
textile, oil and other less important
industries. These have involved
some of the largest shops in the
City of Cleveland.

The majority of these strikes
were led by the A. F. of L.; only a
few by the Revolutionary unions.
It would be pretentious to say that
the agitation and work of the Party
and T. IT. U. L. unions was one of
the main forces responsible for
stimulation and starting the strikewave. At the same time we should
not bend so far backward in our
correct main line of self-criticism
as to ignore the agitational and or-
ganizational work in the factories
by the T. U. U. L. unions and the
Party.

In all cases w’here the strikes
were led by the A. F. of L.. they
were declared over the continued
active opposition of the A. F. of L.
leadership. The workers were de-
termined to make use of the union
they had in most cases recently
joined, in the belief that it was an
instrument of struggle to protect
their shop conditions and lowering
standards against the ever-growing
offensive of the New Deal.

Lessons of Strike Struggles
These strike struggles have manvlessons for our Party and the

working class:
First, they show clearly the de-

termination of thp workers tostruggle, despite much confusion in
thrir minds. In Fisher Bodv. al-
though the strike was prevented bythe A. F. of L. leadership and
Roosevelt's maneuvers, at the
height of the production season,
■when it would have hit the in-
dustry the hardest, one month latereven though the conditions werenot so favorable for a strike, the
workers broke through and for a
week over 8,000 workers struck
solidly.

In Toledo in the auto parts in-
dustry, where two months ago thestrikers voted for Roosevelt, for the
K R. A„ and went back with a 5per cent increase and a promise ofmore later, six weeks later therewere recurring strikes in these verv
68me shops. In the. Gas Attendants'
strike in Cleveland, where the char- |

| acter of the work itself promotes
| individualistic tendencies, a mast
! militant struggle in which the en-

j tire industry was tied up solid for
several weeks, the workers, despite
many vacillations, withstood for a

I time all pressure of employe t. gov-
j ernment and even threats of local

I A. F. of L. leaders to remove the
| leadershrip of this local union. It
must be clear that the calling of
strike struggles is not solely de-
pendent upon us Communists, al-

I though the successful conduct and
winning of strike struggles is de-
cisively connected with our being
an integral part of the strike, be-
fore, during and at the time of set-
tlement of the strikes.

Secondly, we see that while the
Roosevelt demagogy has been
shaken considerably, it is not yet
shattered. The varied forms of the
arbitration schemes still have their
effect many times. The worker still
believes his enemy is only the em-
ployer, while the government if
not on the workers’ side wholly—-
at least is above the class struggle.
This is a reflection on our insuf-
ficient and poor Party agitation.

But more and more the mailed
fist of the government is being
brought forward openly in the in-
terests of the trusts. A wave of in-
junctions has been let loose. These
have been against not only the T.
U. U. L. unions (Chase Brass, For-
mica. etc.) but also against A. F. of
L. unions. They have been granted
against the Unemployed Councils in
Toledo, to prevent them from joint
picketing with the strikers. They
have been granted against the ac-
tivities in Cleveland of the Small
Home and Land Owners Federation.
Terror has been increased in all
strikes, particularly those led by
the T. U. U. L. in Cleveland and
Cincinnati.

In every strike the government
through local and national N. R. A.
boards has actively lntereferd,
either recognizing the company
union, or insisting upon a return to
work with promised arbitration.
The result of this in practically
every case has been an energetic
drive by the company to build thecompany unions, lay-offs and dis-
missals of the mast active strike j
leaders. and in the end. generallyno wage increase* (Fisher Body
Cleveland. Worsted Mills, Cleveland.
Toledo strikes, etc.).
Unclear Conception of Party Policy

Our experiences in these strike
struggles show the lack of under-
standing of the Party's trade-union
policy. There is no clear concep-
tion of work inside the A. F. of L.
as a part of our revolutionary
trade-union policy. It must be made
clear that our objective is the win-
ning of influence over the decisive
sections of the factory workers on
the basis of a class policy. Wher-ever possible we must organize the
revolutionary unions of the Trade i
Union Unity League, but where
masses of workers, for whatever j
reason, have joined the A. F. of L..
or Independent Unions, then it is j
our duty not to isolate ourselves,
but t,o remain a part of these work- j
ers, striving to win them for a class i

rf;*~ ' jßjafspr * • y

When scabs tried to break through strikers' lines in Toledo, the strikers met them militantly. The bosses finally had to bring about the
murder of two workers, by the militia, in the face of such resistance to their schemes.

policy and working to win influence
and leadership of these workers and
of the local union. Rank and file
opposition work on a, class program
Is an integral part of our Party's
trade union policy.

The resistance and confusion on
the question of work inside the A.
F. of L„ and the necessity of con-
necting this up closely with our
factory work in these shops where
the A. F. of L. has influence, has
been seen in a hundred ways, when
the District Committee began ener-
getically to develop this work, after
the removal of Comrade Zack for
his wrong line and opposition to an
energetic policy of broad rank and
file opposition movements within
the A. F. of L„ alongside the main
line of building the Revolutionary
Unions among the unorganized.
The following are just a few ex-
amples:

1—In Cleveland while there are
Party members in at least 20 A.

F. of L. locals, there was not a
single functioning fraction or real
opposition group functioning.
2In some locals individual

Communists had influence, hut no
broad opposition groups were or-
ganized. because it was argued
that this would orientate the
members to staying within the
A. F. of L. and "our objective
must be to take them out as
quickly as possible."
3Experiences in the methods

of organizing A. F. of L. opposi-
tion groups brought out sharply
the confusion. In Akron where
we had hear,! much about opposi-
tion work, an examination brought
out that “the opposition” was a
mere handful of workers close to
the Parly who were brought to
the Party headquarters or Unem-
ployed Council headquarters for a
meeting. The person who was the
self-appointed spokesman wa. the
Party Section Organizer. no< a
rubber worker or a union ir-m-
--her. Th? lea Pete issued by ' the
opposition” were written by the

Party Section Organizer were
mimeographed by him and in the
Party office. This was true not
only of the efforts to develop op-
position work in the Rubber
Workers Union hut whatever ef-
forts were made in this same city
among the machinists, diamond
workers, match worker.?, etr. were
of the same character. In Toledo
a similar thing was seen. The
automotive workers on strike were
gradually getting disgusted with
their betraying leadership. The
Party set out to organize rank
and file opposition greups. Again
they called the workers to the
Party headquarters for tbi, pur-
pose. At th.’t some 31 workers
came. The Party section organ-
izer not an auto worker, a
striker, or member of the A. F. of
L.—came and lectured to them.
But why blame only the comrades
in the sections, when only two
months ago the then T. U. f . L.
secretary in Cleveland i anted a
headquarters for the T. V. VI L.
and began labelling one room as
the official neaduuart of the
Rank and FHOppc-vlion Center
in the A. F. of L.?
All of thesp examples show' the

narrow sectarian basis on w'hieh the
eomradcs try to conduct rank and
file opposition work. By their ac-
tions they narrow it down only to
the most revolutionary workers,
trying to fit it into such forms. The
comrades actually visualized rank
and file opposition groups as made
up only of revolutionary minded
workers. They did not develop self
initiative and leadership of the
workers whose activity must lead
them to win influence and strive
for leadership of the local unions.
All this was stifled. By uniting
openly the rank and file opposition
W'ork and the Communist Party in
sirh forms, it was preventing the
development of this w-ork on a mass
basis.

This, of coure®. does not mean
that the Qommunist Party or its

policies are taboo. On the contrary,
it is only on the basis of a class
program that the oppositions will
develop and live, but the Party car-
ries on its w'ork through its estab-
lished fractoisn. Then the fraction
must win the opposition and if pos-
sible the local union, for the un-
derstanding, acceptance and par-
ticipation in the mass struggles and
activities iitiated or participated in
by the Communist Party.

4In Cincinnati another ex-
ample comes to light. The agenda
for a proposed conference of the
Steel and Metal Workers Indus-
trial Union in that city had as a
point “work inside the A. F. of L.
metal union—Building of Opposi-
tion Groups.” This is obviously
not the direct concern of the
S. M. W. I. U. conference. It is
the concern of the Party fraction
inside the S. M. W. I. U„ as a
part of the entire Party. The
proper thing would have been to
consider at that conference the
pvnhlem cf developing a united -

front between the S. M. w. T. U.
and lb® A. F. of L. unions in
metal in connection with develop-
ing strike struggles.
5Only a couple of days before

the calling of the Fisher Body
strike, the romrades inside the
A. F. of L. union wanted to print
and then actually printed leaflets
for the holding of a mass meeting
in the name of the Auto Workers
Union. These specific comrades
should have had as their main
concern the winning of influence
over the 4,300 workers in the A.
F. of L. union, who tyro days
later were to call such a tremen-
dous strike, with cur comrades at
that moment not sensitive to the
moods of the workers until the
strike actually was railed.
As arc: It of our underestima-

tion of the importance of work in-
sid' A. r. of L. a-, a necessary
organizational task alongside the
building of the T. U. U. L. unions,

we see that in all these A. F. of L.-
led strikes, called by the rank and
file over the heads of the leaders,
we are not an active force. The
possibilities existed in each of them,
if we had worked in the factories
and inside the local unions and de-
veloped prestige through champion-
ing the demands of the workers and
being active union members, and
above all had organized a broad
rank and file opposition group, for
us to have actually been an active
force inside the strike and in some
cases in the leadership of the strike.
With proper work during t e strike
w’e could have exposed successfully
and outmaneuvered the A. F. of L.
bureaucracy who in Fisher Body
and Cleveland Worsted Mills, broke
the strike, as was the consistent
poli-y from the beginning. Only at
the end of the strikes were small
opposition rank and file groups fin-
ally organized, which are now grow-
ing, despite a certain demoraliza-
tion which has set in among these
striking workers after the betrayal.

Our absence from active partici-
pation in these A. F. of L. unions
makes it easier for the A. F. of L.
leaders to defeat the strikes and
carries temporary demoralization
and disgust among many workers
for all unions. The A. F. of L.
bureaucracy successfully achieved
just what the trusts and goverment
wanted, even though in each strike
the method varied. It was also pos-
sible for the Socialist Party mis-
leadcrs to come forward with “left”
phrases. The A. F. of L. Cleveland
leadership welcomed these gentry
with open arms. In fact the S. P.
leaders were placed in charge of the
Cleveland Worsted strike. Sidney
Ycllen together with the chief be-
trayer McWinny visited the Chase
Brass Company and offered the
services of the A. F. of L. to break
the S. M. W. I. U.-led ?trik~ of
Chase Brass worker?. The Socialist
Party leader Clossins, who visited
Cleveland recently, put it very
bluntly;

“One outstanding achievement
is the excellent contacts estab-
lished within the trade unions.
Recognizing the talent of the So-
cialists, it is quite natural that
the enlightened leadership of
these unions (A. F. of L.—J. W-)
should welcome our assistance."
Even when certain leaders of

local strikes are not conscious mls-
leaders, not to speak of being part
of the bureaucracy, our absence of
policy and organisation among the
masses allows such honest workers
in local leadership of A. F. of L.
unions and strikes to flounder
around because they have no clear
class policy or experience. They are
subject to all the pressure of em-
ployer, city A. F. of L. officialdom
and government N. R. A. Boards.
This has been seen by us in the
case of some leaders of the Gas
Station Operators Union, a Vice-
President of the Fisher Body local
and a leader of the Barberton
strike. Failing to organize rank
and file opposition groups which
would even include such honest but
for the moment confused and hesi-
tating elements, and substitution of
talks with these individuals without
an organization of the rank and file
cannot lead to victory. These in-
dividuals become problems, one
moment under the influence of "our
talks'' and the next moment under
the pressure of the government, em-
ployer and A. F. of L, top leaders.
Positive Role of Opposition Groups

In this connection we have also
seen the tendency to think the rank
and file opposition is only to take a
negative position on everything in-
stead of developing a positive pro-
gram on the basis of shop and in-
dustry onditions of the workers and
conditions within the specific A. F.
of L. union, which will rally the
rank and file. Another mistaken
notion is the one that the rank and
file group shall not take local union
officials into its ranks. This is
wrong. In many of these locals it
is shop workers who have been
elected to the executive. We must
win as many as possible.

Dozens of other examples of the
result of this disastrous policy of
neglecting to work among the A. F.
of L. workers could be cited, such
as the organizfVon of an Unem-
ployment Insurance Committee by
the Cleveland Federation of Labor,
within which there was a vote of
14 to 6 for the Workers Unemploy-
ment Insurance Bill. H. R. 7598. al-
though there was not a single Com-
munist there, also the fact that the
A. F. of L. got its mass support for
the Wagner Bill and only recently
A. F. of L. locals are now beginning
to discuss the Workers Bill, and in
some cases adopting it; or the fact
that militant workers were defeated
as delegates to the I. L. G. W. U.
National convention by 10 and 13
vetes respectively although a third
militant worker was elected, and all
this without any organized work
by the opposition. This shows the
possibilities with good organiza-
tional work. We must further
stress that, in the many Federal
unions, organized on a shop basis
ami made up of workers belonging
to the A. F. of L. with a belief that

the union is an instrument of
| struggle, there is every opportunity
to develop real mass work and win
not only influence but leadership

I over such masses. As yet there
i is no real rooted bureaucracy there,
although w’e must see the conscious
policy of Green A: Company to de-
velop a new' crust of the bureauc-
racy. if we do not act, quickly.

Because of continued betrayals of
many strike struggles by the A. F.
of L. some workers begin to ques-
tion whether strikes can be won.
We must answer definitely that
strikes can be won. We must popu-
larize the strike policy of the T. U.
U. L. unions and show concrete ex-
amples of winning strikes and how
to conduct strikes. In such cases
as Chase Brass, where because of
a series of events including extreme

i government terror, injunctions and
| the role of the A. F. of L. and S. P„
including some shortcomings of the
Party and T. U. U. L. leadership

I (which requires a separate article)
we were not able to win the strike,

I we must show the policy pursued
!in the interests of the strikers. In
;A. P. of L.-led strikes we must
| popularize the need of rank and
file strike committees, mass picket-

! ing, daily meetings of strikers, the
need of spreading strikes, no ar-j bitration, and refusal to go back to
work until demands are granted,
and no acceptance of N R. A.
Board interference. No splitting of
the ranks of the strikers by sending
back one group while others remain
out on strike, or the raising of the
cry of ' Reds'’ against the Commu-

; nists who are the best fighters in
| the interests of the workers.

During this past period the Party
| has reacted to the strike struggles

; better than previously. Some small
steps towards mass work within the
A. F. of L. are being started. As
yet the reaction has been too much
from the leading committees alone,
without the entire Party being ac-
tively involved and conscious of
this work. Our revolutionary army

j is still too much separated from
| the masses of factory workers—-still

: too sectarian.
The District Convention resolu-

tion and Control Tasks stated
'harply the problem before the
Party as follows:

“The central task of the entire
Party—with particular emphasis
on initiative by the units and sec-
tions and a drastic change in the
orientation of the language bu-
reaus—is to speedily adjust itself
to leading these workers in these
developing struggles, particularly
strike struggles. The key task is
with the Communists in the fac-
tories and A. F. of L. unions . .

.

In carrying through the central
task cf leading the strike strug-
gles in the shops, we must be ag-
gressive in organizing the T. U.
U. L. unions, but wherever the
A. F. of L. or independent unions
have a foothold, the revolutionary
duty of each Communist is to join
such locals and become a leader
on the basis of championing the
interests of the workers.”
This is the central task that, w»j

must be de'ermined to carry
I through. <-*
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| Work 12 to 14 Hours at Hotel !

Endicott Lnder N.R.A. Code
Kitchen W indows ISailed down, So W orkers

Don't “W aste Time” Getting Breath of \ir
i

By a Worker Correspondent [
rteW YORK.—“Towards a more

noimdant life is the basic objective
of the N. R A." Times. May 17.

The sheer hypocrisy of this
promise, somewhat resembles the
pie in the sky fable utilized by the
various religious agencies, for the
purpose of iooling the workers into j
accepting submissively the miser- i
able conditions imposed upo:-» them
at the present. This is especially I
true of the hotels and restaurants.
The Hotel Endicot, for instance, at
71st

_
St. and Columbus Ave. has,)

after the code has been signed for
almost 5 months, everyone employed i
there working on an average of 12
to 14 hours a day, 7 days a week, j

As an example of that greater j
abundance of life; the restaurant j
employs a chef, a waiter, three |
waitresses, one pantryman, and two j
dishwashers. The chef works from
8:30 in the morning until 9 at night,
is supposed to have two hours off in
the afternoon, but he never gets
that. The pay is $75 a month and
the boss wants first class work for
that pittance, on top of which he
has to work seven days a week, no
days off.

The waiters and waitresses get
three dollars a week. The waiters
work from 7 in the morning until 9
at night. The waitresses from 9:30
to 9; 30 without a day off. The
pantrymen and dishwashers work
indefinitely from morning till |
night, more than 12 and to 14 hours
sometimes. The pay for the dish-
washers is seven dollars a week, that
Is a dollar a day, no days off. I
could not ascertain the wages of the
pantryman, because he is shown as
an example whenever anyone raises
his voice against the miserable con-

[ dition, by the boss, in order to
! quiet them down.

The unsanitary, unhealthy condi-
tions prevalent in the kitchen ren-
der it completely impossible for
anyone to maintain his job for

| longer than a few days, especially
j the chef behind the fire, as the room

J is absolutely void of any ventilation
whatever. The atmosphere is de-

j pressingly humid and pervaded with
j a sickening musty smell, as of rot-
i ting old matter. There were once
[ two windows, but the workers used j

to go over sometimes to snatch a
breath of air, and this could not be
tolerated, so they were nailed down.

If the workers really want a more
I abundant life the only way is to join
the F. W. I. U. and by organized ac-
tion achieve what, and more than

j the N. R. A. hypocritically promises j
| while handing us just the opposite.

The chef's job is advertised on all |
agencies on the avenue as follows; |
$75 a month in a small hotel. Work- j
ers should watch out for this sign, '■as the sharks are realizing a hand-

; some profit on this job. I was fired
: because I objected to serving a

guest after 9 o'clock.

lHgtlie
out in a letter some Saturdays ago,
Lewis doesn’t want the mining 1
women’s auxiliaries organized. Just |
so the bosses don’t want the work- j
ing women stirred up, for if they,
who have even more to gain from
a revolution than their men, are
ever thoroughly aroused, they sure
will “turn the patches upside down”
and it will be Goodbye Capitalism,
and in short order too.

That I may have, in fact did. make
mistakes in the administration of
the column I am not prepared to
deny. I do however mean to do
my best as long as I am working
on it. Anybody who thinks that
Grade-A revolutionaries are going
to be dispensed to the revolution-
ary movement as a gift straight 1
from heaven, and not developed in !
and by the natural course of events,!
is in a pitiable state of mind indeed, i

Our editors know this as well as i
that it is vitally necessary that the j
working women be brought to un-
derstand their position in the capi-
talist and in the Socialist state, and
the necessity of struggling for the
institution of the latter, which offers
them health and happiness. Whether
I do the necessary editing here or
whether it passes into other hands,
the women’s section will go on,
whether the Heywood Brouns like it
or net.

Can You Make ’Em
Yourself?

Pattern 1848 is available in sizes j
14, 16. 18. 20. 32, 34, 36, 38, 40 j
and 42. Size 16 takes 3% yards :
36 inch fabric. Illustrated step-by- istep sewing instructions included.

HEYWOOD WEEPS FOR THE
WORKERS.

Apropos of the letter from Com-
rade Jeanette D. P.. printed here
yesterday, we have some remarks
to make.

Since your attention was called to
Heywood Broun's column, Comrade
Jeanette, why didn’t you read it?
You would have seen that his com-
plaint was not that I erred or
sinned “a shade or two.” I did not
err nor did I sin in this respect,
ncr was I accused of that.

Heywood's complaint was that
the Daily Worker, which, he pointed
cut in one of his luscious bursts of
solicitude for the welfare of the
workers, ’is supported by the small
change of the said workers, is doin’
’em dirt by wasting space on col-
umns. Fiddling- while the labor
movement bums, he called it. He
who throws gasoline finds himself
in a position to give gratuitous cri-
ticism about the policies of the
“Daily.”

Re pays his three cents, so he
assured the world, to find out what
is happening in the New Jersey
strike and so on. (What! Hey-
wcod! Can’t you find that out from
the paner that prints all the news
that’s fit to print, or from the ad-
mirable sheet on which you yourself
are employed? Tsk, Tsk!) But
here the “Dailv” turns up full of
columns, and Heywood feels that
he doesn’t get his three cents worth.

That was the gist of his com-
plaint, and he explained what he
wculd do if he were running a work-
ing-class newspaper, which nat-
urally he isn’t. If grandma had
wheels she’d be a street car.

All the columns should be dis-
pensed with, he says. Particularly
the women’s column. He would like
to sell our editors the delusion under
which he himself pretends to la-
bor: that the entire working class
consists of striking longshoremen
from Seattle. But as it happens the
striking longshoremen and the other
male workers have wives, and like
as not. reactionary waves. And a
reactionary wife can be a demned
effective strikebreaker.

Hence the wish of the boss press,
a wish to which Broun gave expres-
sion, to liquidate our column among
the others. The real objection is
net that it talks about lipstick once
in a while, but that it talks a lot
about other matters—the struggles
of the Women's Councils: the Do-
mestic Workers’ Union; the Wom-
en's Anti-War Congress; the op-
pressed condition of working-class
women generally, the need for ma-
ternity provision, and the fine in-
dependent position occupied by
Soviet women.

As the mining comrades pointed
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Police Protect
Scabs in Celotex
Strike inMarrero

By a Worker Correspondent
MARRERO, La.—ln the Celotex

strike in Marrero, as always the
forces of law and order are taking
the side of the manufacturers
against the workers. Because a scab
got worked over by some of the
strikers, the authorities arrested
four of the officials of the local
and put them in jail. They were
let out on bond and then re-ar-
rested on the claim that the prop-
erty put up for bond for these men
was not worth the amount of the
bond. Bonds were set at SISOO and
the property is listed as being worth
$25,000. and is being taxed as listed.
These men took no actual part in
the bfeating of the man who wanted
to help take their jobs by scabbing
and hauling scabs. Besides, he was
armed. He had a gun in his car.

Only 30 To Get
Work on $85,000

Relief Project
By a Worker Correspondent

CAHONE, Colo.—Last fall, on the
opening up of the C. W. A. project
No. 1. West Dolores Co., the farm-
ers and workers were all promised
jobs, and at that time there were
about 140 registered for this work.
But approximately 32 men were put
to work. There were protests made
and petitions signed and mailed to
Harry L. Hopkins without avail.
Then some more promises that P.
W. A. would open up jobs for all
on February 15. But when the ap-
pointed time came for this new
fowl to fly to the rescue of the
farmers and workers, the same
crew of workmen who had been
working on the C. W. A. were put
to work on the P. W. A., which only
lasted a short time till the workers
were laid off anyhow. The hours
were cut from 30 hours per ■week
to 15. Later the P. W. A. went
broke, leaving the people without
work or adequate relief.

But this was not the end of their
promises. The agents of the N.R.A.
then told the people that the state
of Colorado and the Federal Gov-
ernment were going to appropriate
$85,000 to build sls miles of new
highway, known as U.S. 160. The
bids were opened, and the lowest
bid was $7,000 above the estimate.

Now the contractors sit up and
look wise and tell the people that
this is not a project to put suffer-
ing humanity to work. There are
at this time 202 applications for
this job, but the big boys say it
will only take about 30 men with
all the speed-up machinery to com-
plete this job.

But the workers and poor farmers
are getting tired of all these prom-
ises, and are becoming good mili-
tant fighters for the cause.

Workers of the world unite, and
fight, under the leadership of the
Communist Party.

IN. R. A. Brings Pari-
Time Work, Speed-up
for Woolworth Girls
By a Worker Correspondent

NEW YORK.—We are 24 girls
working at one of the Woolworth
Department Stores. Getting 31'/4cents per hour. A few weeks ago
the manager decided we are making
too much money, so he cut our
hours. He couldn’t possibly cut our
wages without cutting hours, as the
store is under the N. R. A. and
he was afraid someone might re-
port him. What the manager actu-
ally did was this: He gave us one
of the beautifully cut speeches, say-
ing that business is slow and we
should co-operate with him; instead
of firing some girls he would rather
shorten our hours and that way
he could keep us all. He made out
a schedule making some girls come
in a half hour later in the morning,
some coming in the afternoon for
the rush only, and those girls that
came in early go home earlier, also
giving a day off wthout pay to every
girl. This means that girls coming
in earlier have to work for them-
selves and the other girls. When
having a day off, the next day the
girl has to catch up with her work
and so she doesn’t only use up her
usual amount of energy but more,
as she has to be up-to-date with her
work.

Christmas time, when we were
busy, the manager practically didn't
employ any extra help, but made us
work for three weeks 54 to 56 hours
a week. That, too, he said, was
under the N. R. A. He claimed
they are allowed to do it, saying
there is such a labor law.

There is a good chance of or-
ganizing the girls. The Office Work-
ers Union knows about the condi-
tions, and they did start. I hope
they will get busy and try to ac-
complish something.

W ork 56 Hours a Week
for $5 in Beauly Shop

By a Worker Correspondent
NEW YORK.—A little notice

could be taken of the Beauty Shops
where they keep girls working 56
hours a week for $5 per week. And
those shops carry N. R. A. signs.
Some of the poorest paid ones are
to be found out at Sunny Side, Long
Island, the one out at 47th St.,
called the Golden Rule. How can
any single girl exist on such pay?
No wonder so many girls kill them-
selves as have in the past year.

So many firms seem to be hiding
under the N. R. A. sign. They seem
to think as long as they display
the N. R. A. they can pay just what
they like.

NOTE
We publish letters from textile,

needle, shoe and leather workers
every Wednesday. Workers in these
industries are urged to write us of
their conditions of work, and of
their struggles to organize. Get the
letters to us by Saturday of each

i week.

By a Worker Correspondent
NEW ORLEANS, La.—The Lanes

Cotton Mill, continues to lay off
their workers as they have since j
the First of the year. They are
very proficient in the art of adding
more and more work on the people
that work in this mill, also in re-
ducing their wages. The workers
are required to do almost as much
as two should do.

They must put in every minute '
of their time while in the mill. The
management does not want the
people to have time for anything I
except labor, if some one Is com- |
pelled to answer the call of nature, I
they are told that they are not i
getting paid for that, but that they
must remain at their work.

This has been going on for some {
time, ever since the beginning of;
the N. R. A. This was mentioned j
to the Cotton Textile Board mem- I

On May 23 we printed on this
page part of a letter from a worker
in the men’s neckwear trade, to
General Johnson, N. R. A. admin-
istrator. The letter described how
under the N. R. A. regulation of
wages and working hours, the manu-
facturers with the help of the union
officials speed the workers up, by
cutting down the piece-work rates.
Workers who cannot reach the min-
imum weekly rate of S2O stipulated
by the N. R. A., with these reduced
piece work rates, are fired. The
letter stated:

“Not long ago the union reduced
the workers’ prices on each dozen
to such an extent that even the
fastest worker cannot make S2O a
week, which is the limited scale
at present.”
We now publish a reproduction

of the answer received by this
worker to his complaint. This an-
swer from the N. R. A. administra-
tion proves, first: that it is the
purpose and function of the N. R.

ASKS CHANGE IN DAILY ,
WORKER

New York City.
Dear Editor:

I am a new reader of the Daily
Worker. Since I have been reading
the Daily Worker, I realize the im-
portant role and the power it has to
inform the workers of the truth
about their daily struggles and ex-
poses the treacherous betrayals of
the Wolls, the Greens and the So-
cialist leaders. But I believe the
Daily Worker would gain many new
readers if it would alter their style
in writing. By that I mean without
sacrificing the truth and continuing
to expose the enemy of the work-
ing class to write on a literary style.
Not in a propaganda and slander-
ing way. Sometimes it is necessary.
But not in every article.

My experience in trying to inter-
est my friends and acquaintances to
read the Daily Worker compels me
to write this. The style of the Daily
Worker as it is, is all right for the
class conscious or organized workers,
who know by experience that noth-
ing is too harsh against the enemies
of the workers.

But the unorganized workers who
are under the ideology of the bour-
geoisie when they first commence
to read the Daily Worker, it effects
them as a paper full of scandal and
propaganda.

They get discouraged and lose in-
terest before they become class con-
scious. That is the main objection
every one of my friends gave me in
my approach to recruit new sub-
scribers for the Daily Worker.

* » «

Editorial Note.—The Daily Worker
strives in its writing to do two
things: To give a true picture of
what is going on, and at the same
time, to show to the working class
what it must do, on the basis of
what is happening, to fight for its
liberation from capitalist exploita-
tion and the setting up of a work-

La lies Cotton Mill
Continues Lay-Offs;

Increases Speed-Up
Worker Not Permitted To Go to the Washroom

During Working Hours
iber the Rev. Peter Wynhoven. and
all that he said was that we should
not get excited. In other words
the people should do as they are
told by the boss and keep their
mouths shut.

The mill is at present running
only three days a week and six

| hours a day. The cost of living
i continues to rise while the wages
of the mill hands are cut by every
means Known to the management,
jThese people know that they are
being imposed upon and exploited

| but because of the actions of thejA. F. of L. last year they are afraid
! of organizing to defend themseives.
1 There is some that can and do
I understand. They are talking or-
I ganization and as soon as they can
! build a good local, they can begin

j getting the consideration that is
| their due as workers and men andI women.

NRA and AFL Help Bosses
Speed-Up, Fire Workers,
Answer to Complaint Shows

NATIONAL RECOVERY ADMINISTRATION
WASHINGTON. D.C.
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A. to help the bosses in speeding
up and laying off workers. It was
under the N. R. A. that the speed-
up and lay-offs, described by this
worker, were instituted.

Second: That the A. F. of L. lead-
ers participated in formulating the
code and establishing the N. R. A.
machinery, making it an effective
instrument in the hands of the
bosses to carry out their attacks
on the workers.

Third: That the workers cannot
hope for any help from either the
A. F. of L. leaders or the N. R. A.,
to remedy these conditions. The
only effective method for accom-
plishing this is for the rank and file
to organize a strong opposition
group in the union, to conduct the
fight against piece-work, speed-up
and lay-offs, and against the union
misleaders. They should get in
touch with the A. F. of L. Rank and
File Committee, 1 Union So.uare,
which is leading and co-ordinating
the struggles of the rank and file
oppositions in all A. F. of L. unions.

Letters from Our Readers
ers’ and farmers’ government.

Naturally, the Daily Worker is far j
from perfect. In away it is accom-
plishing both of these tasks. In I
many cases the language of the |
“Daily” is complicated and could be ;
much simpler. In many other in-stances, the writing is not interesting, j
and instead of giving a simple, clear
picture, dramatically told, the writ- :
ing is merely the repetition of for-!
mal phrases. These are defects!
which the editorial staff is con- 1
stantliy striving to overcome.

On the other hand, the Daily i
Worker gives a truer picture of what j
is happening, and the only correct j
analysis of what is happening. You !say that “when a non-class con- j
scious worker begins to read the,
"Daily” it affects him as a paper;
full of “scandal and propaganda."
For this there is a reason. The rea-
son is that the capitalist press con-
tinuously and deliberately teach
their working class readers that all
Communist writing is “propaganda.”

But supposing a worker in a fac-
tory picks up the "Daily” and finds
in it an item which describes ex-
actly what is going on in his shop,
how the boss exploits the workers,
how their wages are cut, how the
foreman speeds up the men, how
they get no pay for overtime, how
they are laid off, etc., etc. In this
case, with this worker, even if he
were not class conscious, would he
say that these facts are ‘‘scandal
and propaganda”? On the contrary,
he would eagerly greet this news
item, because he knows from his
own experience that it is true and
he knows that no other newspaper
would print such information. He
never sees such information in any
capitalist newspaper that he reads.

This shows us what we must do
to win over workers to the fight
against capitalism. We must get as
much as possible, reports from the
workers themselves, such as we now
have in our Workers Correspondence

Fight Persecution
of Militant Hat
Worker by Boss

By a Worker Correspondent
NEW YORK.—The Kurtz and

Davidman hat shop used to be a
small shop with 40 workers. The
bosses in that shop always intimi-

j dated the workers. The worker
' never dared to speak up at any shop
meeting. Many times, the workers
worked under the price. For many
things that they had to get paid
they never got paid. For single
hats for which 40 cents had to be
paid, he only paid 20 cents. By those
methods he was able to open a new
shop with over 130 workers. He
still kept on with his old methods—-
“Keep your mouth shut, you'll make
a living, otherwise get out.”

Two weeks ago he picked on a
militant worker, claiming his work
wasn’t any good. The committeewas called and the hats were
passed. As soon as he saw the ac-
tion of the shop, he wanted that
the workers shall at least fix the
hats, but the workers rejected that
proposal. Then the bosses passed
them without giving them to fix
(for which he would have had to
pay) to make his bluff good that
the hats are not passable. In order
words the hats were passable, but
the boss wanted to get rid of the
worker. Since that day he started
picking on that man. He even
called the worker down for a fight.
Last week another dozen were re-
turned, but the worker refused to
fix them. The committee was called
and later the shop decided that they
don't look over the hats, but stick
with the worker. The shop decided
to walk out until he stopped both-
ering the man.

Hundreds Sleep
On Bare Ground

(By a Worker Correspondent)
BOISE, Idaho. Several hundred

men and women and children are
sleeping on the bare ground on the
bank of the rivers.

There were two men who stopped
at my cabin the other day and
asked for a bite to eat. They had
come up from Utah. They were
workers at the point of starvation.
They said they had gone to a bakery
man here and asked for a loaf of
bread. The man told them to clean
out his furnace for bread. It took
them 2 hours to do the work, and
he gave them each a loaf of bread.
They asked the bakery man to give
each two doughnuts, but he said
no.

There was a hunger march here
on the 3rd. About 2,000 were out.
Most of them are democrats, but
some are learning.

Jobless Must Use Food
Relief for Light Bills

(By a Worker Correspondent)
NEW YORK.—We've been trying

to get relief since April. This week
we finally got investigated and re-
ceived a food check. Our gas has
been shut off. The Emergency
Home Relief Buro gave us a paper
to present to the Gas Co. and
Electric Co. whereby they would
consider us as new applicants.

When I came to the Gas Co.
they refused to open up the gas
unless I signed a statement that
during the time that we are get-
ting relief we will pay them one
dollar every week on account on
the old bill and the E. H. R. will
pay the current bill. I asked “How
can they expect money from people
who have to live on so small bud-
get?” They said "You can pay one
dollar a week from your food al-
lotment.” I said that we cannot
pay anything on the old bill at all,as we are destitute. The answer
was“lf you don’t sign, your gas will
not be opened.” I was forced to
sign it. The Electric Co. forced me
to sign an agreement that we will
pay previous bills. Alone I could
not do anything. We must organize
and go in committees when we
make this new application and
force the companies to stop such
practices, of robbing the destitute
from their food allotment.

Got SI for 9 Hours
Work in Dry-goods’ Store

By a Worker Correspondent
NEW YORK.—I worked in a dry

goods store in the Bronx for $1
a day. I only took 15 or 20 min-
utes for lunch. When I went to
work was I not entitled to one hour
for lunch? On week-days I workedfrom 9 to 6 and Saturday from 9
in the morning till some times 10:30
at night and had to wait for my
money till after 11 p.m. that night.
I worked from May till July, 1933,

i and I did not even get my $6 some-
! times. Had to wait.

By educating the workers’ party,
Marxism educates the vanguard
of the proletariat, thus fitting it
to seize power and to lead the
whole people towards socialism,
to carry on and to organize the
new order, to become the teacher,
the guide, the leader of all who
labor and arc exploited—their
teacher, guide and leader in the
work of organizing their social
life without the bourgeoisie and
against the bourgeoisie.

LENIN
Department on Page 4. Based on
this information, when we show the

j workers how to struggle, how to
i improve their own conditions right
in their own shops, in their day to

I day life. From this we must go on
; to show how not only the boss, but

l the whole government has the func-
j tion of keeping the workers in mis-

I ery in order to maintain profits. And
| from this we can raise the class

| consciousness of the worker, along
j the road that leads to the revolu-
tionary struggle for Soviet power,

i The Daily Worker welcomes letters
from its readers with criticisms and

| suggestions. Above all, it urges its
j readers to write worker correspond-
ence, what they themselves know.

\ what is going on. In this way the
| workers will know that what they
find in the "Daily” is not "scandal
and propaganda,” but the truth that

! alone can show them the way to
j a better life—a life free from ex--1 ploitatioa

Our first contribution to the col-
umn, which we follow regularly,
must be In the nature of a criti-
cism. On May 28. you printed an
article under a “Syracuse, N. Y.,”
address, concerning the Rochester,
N. Y„ relief workers’ strike, writ-
ten by one who said he was a “vis-
itor to Rochester." His comments
are not Bolshevik self-criticism,
but abuse and perversion. The strike
now enters its eighth week, in-
volving over 5,600 workers. As many
workers read this article, it caused

Workers’Enemies
__

Exposed
All workers and all working-class

organizations are warned against
the following swindlers.

Carl Miller (Chas. Coder), pres-
ent whereabouts unknown, who
came as delegate from the San An-
tonio, Texas, branch of the Friends
of the Soviet Union to the National
Convention of the F. S. U. (held
in New York at the end of January
this year), has robbed a member of
the German Workers’ Club in New
York, who gave him lodging, of
considerable amount of money
(about S6O) and disappeared.

Under the name of Chas. Coder
he was expelled from the Commu-
nist Party in March, 1931, as an
unreliable individual who disap-
peared from Trenton, N. J., with-
out accounting for some funds of
the International Labor Defense.

Later he turned up in Kansas
City, Mo., where he was permitted
to work as a sympathizer, in Sep-
tember, 1932, he went to Little
Rock, Ark.; and from there in Oc-
tober 1933, to San Antonio, Texas,
where he joined the F. S. U. branch.

According to reports from San
Antonio there also, as the literature
agent of the branch, he has left
behind unpaid bills for literature
from the F. S. U. National Office
and for the Daily Worker, although
he was selling the literature and
the paper, according to his own re-
ports, in sufficient quantities to pay
these bills.

His latest actions, in failing to re-
turn to San Antonio to discharge
his duties as a delegate to the F.
S. U. Convention, and the out; ' it
robbing of a worker who had be-
friended him, brand Carl Miller as
a despicable thief and swindler and
an enemy of the working class.

• • »

George Smith, of New York City,
to where he came from Spokane or
Seattle, Wash., has been expelled
from the Communist Party as an
unreliable and irresponsible indi-
vidual, who disappeared with funds
and supplies belonging to the sea-
men’s union (in December, 1933).

Description: about 37 years of
age, 5 feet six inches tall, weighs
about 170 pounds; has black hair,
dark complexion, red cheeks, brown
eyes; he blinks his eyes slightly
when speaking. He belonged to the
Marine Workers’ Industrial Union,
claiming to be a marine engineer.

HOSPITAL CARE —UNDER
CAPITALISM

By A. S.
In the issue of April 7, the Daily

Worker published a letter from a
correspondent describing his ex-
perience in the T. B. Ward of Belle-vue Hospital. I also have had the
“pleasure” of a stay in this resort
and I can well understand the fear
which an average uninformed
patient would experience on being
thrust into the closely packed at-
mosphere of this ward; for whatever
their methods, the carelessness with
which individuals are treated is such
as to easily give the impression the
above mentioned correspondent re-
ceived. But being a medical worker,
I was able to observe the general
procedure with a greater degree of
objectivity, and to draw therefrom
conclusions pointing to practices
more vicious than carelessness in
preventing the spread of germs from
one patient to another.

Granting that some effort is made
to prevent the spread of germs from
one patient to another, the question
arises: what else is necessary to the
effective curing of T. B.; and how
many and to what degree does this
hospital supply any of those other
needs? My own experience with the
disease and with the medical
opinions concerning the cure of T. B.
are sufficient to say with absolute
certainty that the mere control of
germ spread is only a negative
espect of the cure, and is of no im-
portance whatever in the actual
curing of infection already present.
It is universally held by physicians
that the cure of T. B. depends upon
sufficient rest, a high caloric diet
and much fresh air. Their impor-
tance is in the order named. But of
most importance is the existence
of one other condition, without
which the others named are utterly
ineffective; and this is the factor of
contentment and peace of mind.
Without reservation, I can declare
that outside of mere bed rest, no
attempt whatever is made to create
the other conditions so vitally neces-
sary to the effective curing of T. B.

Diet
In gfieneral, the diet prescribed

for the tuberculous is what is
known as a “quality” as well as
quantity diet. That is to say, the
diet must not only contain energy-
producing factors such as found in
starchy foods, but must also be rich

PARTY LIFE

Denies Neglect of Negro and
Foreign Born in Rochester
Shortcomings Exist in Approach to Negro and

Italian Workers and Must Be Overcome
confusion and certainly didn’t help
the morale. Will you see that this
is corrected by publication of this
letter as soon as possible in the
same column in which the article
appeared?

The Syracuse visitor charges the
Communist Party of Rochester with
being chauvinistic both in regard
to Negroes and foreign-born. It is
true that the struggle for Negro
rights is weak here, but the pres*'
ent strike has done more to over*
come our isolation from the Negro
workers than any previous local §’
campaign. Two leading positions
on the strike committee are held by
Negroes. Several strike meetings
have been held in Negro neighbor-
hoods. With the help of relief
workers, more Negroes have been
drawn into the Frederick Douglas
branch of the 1.L.D., and two have
joined the Party. Os the 330,000
population of Rochester, only 2,200
are Negroes, which accounts for the
small proportion involved, and dif-
ficulty in finding issues of discrimi-
nation around which to develop
mass action.

In regard to the foreign-born, the
visiter’s statements are completely
misrepvesentative. A continuous
struggle against discrimination
against the Italian workers, who are
the majority of the population, has
been carried on at the relief bu-
reaus, in court rooms, etc. This re-
flects itself in a large Party mem-
bership of Italian workers and a)
mass following, together with a mi-
nority of American and other work-
ers. While the Party h*s tried to
support American workers for lead-
ing positions, it has also supported
Italian comrades as leaders and fa-
vored speakers in Italian having a
place at all mass meetings. Efforts
of the relief administration to cor-
rupt American workers by slurs afc
the foreign-born have been exposed
and repudiated.

A weakness of the Party that
needs correction along these lines,
however, is failure to build English-
speaking unemployment councils'JnItalian neighborhoods, where the
youth and a large percentage of tha
workers speak English. This sec-
tarianism must be overcome. Also,the gravest shortcoming of the
strike is drawing factory workers
into the united front, for support
of the strike. Many neighborhood
meetings have been held, but noneat factory gates,—though the strug-
gle against the budget is for the
greatest advantage of factory work-
ers.—since it opposes forced labor,
and its general lowering of living
standards.

(Signed) G. W.
Org. sec’y

Join the
Communist Party

35 E. 12th STREET, N. Y. C.
Please send me more informa-
tion on the Communist Party.

Name

Street
City

g% D

By PAUL LUTTINGER, M.D.

T

B'

in those factors, which build resis-
tance : vitamin-containing foods
such as oranges, cheese, eggs, butter,
cream and green vegetables. In
addition, it is considered advisable
to supplement this diet with cod-
liver oil. Os all these foods con-
sidered absolutely necessary, we re-
ceived only two eggs per day, hard
boiled and ripe, and butter in such
quantities as to detect its presence
only by the greasy coating of the
single slice of dried bread furnished
with each meal. The oth‘*r food
consisted of non-dcscript, st'oir-like
messes, palatable only to advaneed
cases of starvation. Except by spe-
cial permit, it is strictly forbidden
for relatives or friends to bring in
food, on the grounds that, as one
attendant put it, “it would clutter
up the patients’ stands.” Candy and
Ice-cream, efficient appetite chasers,
are permitted between meals, and
nothing else except the highly “bap-
tized” cocoa or milk supplied by the
hospital soon enough before meals,
to make it ineffective as between-
meal nourishment. Second helpings
of food, while not forbidden, ap-
pear to place such a strain upon the
attendants, that a request for more
food takes on the qualities of a
hoggish crime. It is less trouble to
remain hungry. Three days of
this “high caloric” diet cost me four
hard-won pounds of weight. The
patient in the bed on my right lost
six pounds in an eight-day period,
and the patient on my left side de-
clared a loss of five pounds in the
week of her stay.

(To be Continued)

Chicago, 111.
* SMASH THE POINDEXTER

FRAME-Up. Come to the

I. L. D. PICNIC
SUNDAY, JUNE 10

j all day

BERGMAN’S GROVE
‘i 25th & Desplaines Aves.

CICERO
Directions: Take car to 22nd and

I Cicero. Change to La Grande car
and fro to 26th and Desplaines. Walk
cne block north or take the I.L.D.
truck at 22nd and Cicero to the
grove.
Admission 20c., with pluggcr 15c.Auspices: 1.L.D., Chicago District
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CHANGE
THE

WORLD!
- By MICHAEL GOLD

I JOHN CHAMBERLAIN, talented young: literary critic of
" the New York Times, feels he has been mishandled in
this column.

The Daily Worker believes in justice for even- worker,
including the literary man (the New York Times, on the
other hand, specializes in defense of the god-given rights of the mil-
lionaire). Despite Chamberlain’s peculiar fears that we would not dare
to print his letter, we are doing so gladly.

• * • •

t‘A Million Prisoners?”^
lEAR MIKE:
’ May I protest against what seems to me a distortion in your col-

umn of Wednesday, May 23? You say that in the New York Times I

“stated bluntly” that if the facts (about persecution of intellectuals and

the number of prisoners in Soviet Russia) that are to be found in
Tatiana Tchernavin’s “Escape from the Soviets” are true, “then Amer-

ican Communists had no cause to complain of the persecution of the

Scottsboro boys, Tom Mooney and other martyrs of capitalism.”

Mike, I said nothing of the sort. The Communists have every cause
to complain of the persecutions. What I did say was this: That if the

facts are true (and I asked Walter Duranty about the number of pris-
oners), then they “confer a certain amount of disingenuous unction"
on appeals from the Left for justice in the Scottsboro and Mooney

cases. This has nothing to do with "causes for complaint.” nothing
to do with rights and wrongs in the United States. It is merely recogni-
tion of a fact—the fact that one's character as a witness is always
strengthened by having clean hands. If there are a million prisoners
in Russia (and Duranty puts the figure higher), and if you believe, as
I do, that this may argue an institutional hardening of the arteries in
the OGPU, then the case of Communists justifying imprisonment in
Russia and condemning it in America does smack of disingenuousness.

Nowr , Mike, don’t get me wrong about Duranty. He may believe
that Stalin has his reasons for sending certain people, in whatever
number, to penal camps. And don’t get me wrong; I don’t “accept”
(‘lies as new weapons in the holy war against” socialism. If I were in
the business of “accepting lies” I would have cheered for Max East-
man’s book and for Malcolm Muggeridge’s absurd piece of spite. If you
will look up my reviews of these two anti-Soviet books, you will know
that I don’t fall easily, even though I mayfall in certain cases. I merely

feel uncomfortable about “a million prisoners.” If you can prove to me

either the falsity of the figures, or the justification for the figures, then
r will withdraw my statement about "disingenuous unction."

You can print this letter if you like. Or. if it makes you uncom-
fortable, you can treat it as private. Whether you print it or not. I’d
ike to have it explained to me why Russia, w’hen it comes to a matter
of possible institutional shortcomings in such as the OGPU or RAPP,
should be handled like an easter egg? I have never seen fit to sub-
scribe to the belief that criticism should, in certain touchy cases, be
withheld. More than a year ago I listened to some very pertinent criti-
cisms of the Daily Worker by Benjamin Stolberg. I also listened to a
denunciation of Stolberg by a newly-fledged Communist for making
such criticisms. Today, the Daily Worker has changed its dress, taken
on a liveliness and pungency and mass appeal that it once lacked (your

awn column is a case in point). Now', was Stolberg right or wrong?
And what harm did the criticism do?

Yours,
JOHN CHAM3ERLAIK.

* * * •

Just Another of Those Things

THE book in question, "Escape from the Soviets.’’ is really beneath
discussion. It is one of those familiar horror stories of Soviet life

that the white guards, and their Kerenskvlte liberal-socialist allies
have been peddling around since the day Lenin first moved into the
Smolny Institute.

Walter Lippman once checked up and exposed over a hundred such
brazen lies that had appeared in the columns of the New York Times
during the course of a year.

This book is merely a highly romanticized lie with the stale old
Riga base. One little proof: the authoress says she is concealing her
real name, because of fear of assassination or the like.

Hokum. The salons of Europe and America are jammed with such
people, all of whom have made similar valiant “escapes.” They do not
conceal their names; in fact, they hang on to them for dear life, with
all the useless, putrid titles of nobility that are their only stock in
trade and excuse for living. They strut, they make speeches, they or-
ganize military regiments to invade Russia, they use their titles to
advertise dressmaking shops, vodka, perfumery, and other luxuries.

Some of them even write books, and tell romantic and malicious
lies, and the western intellectuals who prefer the capitalist crisis to
working class rule, fall over their adjectives praising these books. Does
any critic ever check up on the facts in such books? Almost never.

* * * *

No More Olympus

I KNOW that you did not swallow Eastman's and Muggeridge’s spite-
ful books without some examination. And I know any man who

writes a book review' a day is a man in a great Ktory, and can’t stop
to check up the thousand minute distortions and subtle slanders that
are woven into the malicious tissue of books like these.

Yet there is one thing that I would deny you and Stolberg and
others of your group: your assumption of the right to criticism because
of your disinterested impartiality.

Freud and Marx both agree that such a state of mind is im-
possible to attain.

A man is either going to or coming from somewhere, politically.
There are no “free lances.” Stolberg has for years been "escaping from
the Soviets." I assure you I have read a great deal of his writing in
the capitalist press, where from that lofty altitude he "deplores” or
“applauds” or even sneers and lies at the sweaty, fallible, hunted and
heroic men and women who are trying to lead the American workers
into something better than another imperialist war and crisis.

Stolberg is not impartial. He is a bitter enemy of Communism,
and has said it a hundred times. That is why his criticisms of the
Daily Worker are repudiated. But if you had followed the Daily
Worker for several years you might have read scores of critical letters
by workers, complaining of the inadequacies of the paper.

This is why certain improvements came about; and this is the
way they should come: out of revolutionary self-criticism.

We know too well where Stolberg and many others like him have
gone; we know where they will be in the next war, and what they will
do under Fascism or Communism. How could anyone believe his crit-
icism to be that of a friend, when obviously, it is not? Does he wish
us well? Os course not. Why listen to his advice then?

As for yourself, John, I will confess that you are somewhat of a
mystery to me. You have a liV.n modern mind, which was formed

and sharpened by your contact -with the Marxist viewpoint. This has
given your criticism a solid base and originality that many of the
other critics haven't got.

But how can anyone, having even a of Marx, and know-
ing the class force* at work today, naively ask the Communists if they
are not being hypocritical in fighting for the Scottsboro boys and Tom
Mocney, while there are also thousands of prisoners in the Soviet
Union?

IVhy, Torn Mconcy, from his prison cell, can give you the blazing
answer to that taunt. There is a war on, John, between exploiters and
exploited. Up to now, it has always been the working-class that has
gone to jail, that has been framed up, given dollar justice, Ku Klux
justice.

Now when a few thousand exploiters and their intellectual allies
must at last go to jail, you and others develop these sensitive con-
sciences, and are “uncomfortable” about it. And you cannot under-
stand why we fight for our own prisoners under capitalism.

We are trying to build a world without jails, and the Soviet Union
Is the first land that is attempting it. I shall write about this to-
morrow. Meanwhile, good wishes, and may you be able to resist better
than others have the overpowering environment of a million dollar
paper. It gets into the bleed, and in a few years the man has changed
go much that his best friends no longer can recognize him.

‘Jews Rapists/ Say
Those Who Seek to
Kill Thaelmann

By SENDER GARUN
the greatest writers of

Germany either murdered or
; exiled, the Nazi regime is show-

ing the world some examples of
; its own cultural achievements un-
! der the leadership of Minister of

, Propaganda Joseph Goebbels.
The most recent product of the

Nazi printing presses is a foul
volume entitled “The Jew as Rap-
ist of the Race" (Der Jude slso
RaEsenschaenden. .The book is
published by the semi-official
“N. S. Druck and Verlag.” which
some time ago flooded the Nazi
book markets with “Jews Looking
at You” (Juden Sehen Dich an).

Here are some examples of
Nazi “scholarship” in a volume
offered to millions of readers by
a semi-official publishing house of
the party of Adolf Hitler:

“Jews are spawn of the devil
. . . bom poisoners of the race.”

“Jews have an unquenchable
lust to seduce gentile women and
girls, and to drag them down into
the swamp of their own deprav-
ity."

“For Jews have one common
aim—the poisoning of the peoples
of the earth. This is accom-
plished through sexual inter-
course.”

Monstrous as all this may seem,
consider some of the following
statements set down cold-blood-
edly by the great Nazi "scholar,”

j - VW' i'

Ccfttljm'ltill iRt’.VIMM j

“The Race of Rapists.”
(From the Nazi book)

Dr. Kurt Plischke, the author cf
“Der Jude also Rassenschaender.”

“The Jewish race is the chief
carrier of sexual diseases among
the peoples of the earth. In view

i of the animal-like sensuality and
! the immoral habits of the Jews,

this is, of course, to be expected.”
[Page 17.]

Since, however. Jews alone
would hardly be able to infect the
entire population, they have in-
vented white slavery. “White
slavery is almost entirely In the
hands of the Jews.”

The Nazi author concludes that
"in the face of such a terrible
danger there is naturally only one
remedy extermination,” and
grows wistful about the Middle
Ages when “physical contact be-
tween Jews and Gentiles wr as
punished by death.”

There follows an elaborate
“analysis” of the Talmud calcu-
lated to prove that this is the of-
ficial handbook of the Jews in
their plot to defile the Aryans.
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"Crucifying his victim."
(From the Nazi book)

With an eye to rapid sales, the
author of the book has included
a. large number of pornographic
drawings, thus providing for the
first time an illustrated edition of
the ‘'Talmud.” The reader is re-
galed with pictures showing Jews
"spitting upon the woman of the
Foreigner,” how Jews everywhere
try to seduce blonde girls—at the
movies, in automobiles, at the of-
fice, and at night clubs. The girls
are usually entirely or half-
naked. the Jews black-haired,
hook-nosed, apelike.

The “intellectual” roots for this
profound study of Jewish folk-
ways is found in Adolf Hitler’s
"My Battle." where one finds the
original of that “black-haired
youth, who, with Satanic Joy 1 on
his face, lies in waiting for hours”
for the innocent blonde girl whom
he poisons with his blood “in
order to destroy the hated white
race."

The author concludes with the
declaration that "in the National
Socialist revolution strong s. A.
(Storm-Trooper) fists are at thescruff of the necks of the seduc-
ers of our German girls, who weresurprised at their shameful deeds.
This is no longer allowed, and theJew is again becoming bold.
When, therefore, demands the
Nazi author, "will Jewish blood
flew from the knife?"

This is the mtirderbu? Naziregime which is now seeking to
carry through the execution of
Ernst Tbcelmann, heroic leader
of (he Communist Party of Ger-
many. rrotost Nazi lynch incite-
ments! Jn*n ir the demand far
the release of Ernst Thaclmann!

Detroit: f. o. b., Model 1934
=By ERSK IN E CAT, DW E I

TV
Murray Body Corpora-

tion is incurable in its steal-
ing habits; in fact, the de-
sire to pick the pockets of
Murray workers is getting worse.
The gypping of five cents has
been raised to 25 cents and up
to $4 and more. If they succeed
further, the workers will owe the
company money on pay day.
New Metal finishers are being
hired as students, while old ex-
perienced metal finishers are be-
ing laid off.

—A Murray Worker.

Two-thirds of the workers in
the Plymouth plant have been
laid off, and nobody knows when
they are coming back—if at all.
In the department in which I
worked till I was laid-off—the
motor assembly they have
greatly increased the speed-up.
We used to turn out 160 jobs a

cently taken on at Murray Body
at 30 rents an hour. The first
day we worked, the boss rame
around and promised one girl a
raisp if she would be ”friendl.r."
She turned him down, and at the
end of the shift she was fired.
He tried again the next day. and
the girl told us she had not
worked in seven months, and
that she would have to take the
raise because she was trying to
support her family.

—A Murray Worker.
•

In 1931, set up men on bullard !
automatics in the Ford rolling j
mill took care of four machines
and at the same time our wages |
were sl.lO per hour. Now. even \
after the raise, we earn less than |
65 cents per hour, and must take I
care of 10 machines. In an- i
other department, on the bush-
ing jobs, seven men do the work \
10 men used to do before the I

smashed into the cars ahead,
pushing all of them forward and
pinning four men between the
bumpers of the various cars The
men were yelling for help, to
stop the line so they could be
taken out. There, was oniy one
control box on the line, and the
foreman would not stop the line
because he said he couldn’t stop
production Just for that. The
men pinned between the cars
were not released until a worker
stopped the line himself.

—A Chrysler Worker.
* • *

Here is how the settlement put
over by the A. F. of L. officials
in the Motor Products strike has
worked out. In one department
there was a gang of five before
the strike, who were getting 4(1
rents an hour each for a seven-
hour day. This meant $2.8(1 a
day per man, or a total of sl4
per day for the gang of five.

I BRIGGS MANUFACTURING CO. No. M7 52277 j
DETROIT, MICHIGAN

29124 3 MACK PLANT A 30 1932

I 3G5 Bib j
3- Pay to the 251143 *O.SELTV.AM 3
K Or.DER OF

| EXACT I_YS*OO.O9CTS $#00.09

I TO PEOFLE3 WAYNE COUNTY BANK j
DETROIT. MICH. 9-10 W~' — ~ y«f«n.3L. ’ j

THIS CHECK NOT VALID IF DRAWN FOR OVER pOO 1
nr, nit Mturritr J

WHY WORKERS STRIKE.—At the end of two received 9 cents in pay. Her carfare alone amounted
weeks’ work a girl worker in the Briggs plant to 98 cents. x

day, while at present they are
turning out 220 jobs with less
men in the department.

—A Plymouth Worker.
* * *

There has been a 5 per cent
lay off in the Dodge plant, but
production has dropped only 15
per cent. How do they do it?
The answer is: More speed-up.
They are also pulling the trick
of shifting men from, one de-
partment to another and start-
ing them at beginner’s wages.

—A Dodge Worker.
* * *

In the press room at Murray
Body where I work, most erf us
get only about $lO to sl4 a week,
while a few of the bosses pets
make $26. At the same time
men are being hired daily and
we who have been working here
four or five months are being
sent home due to “shortage of
stock.” On the midnight shift
they put out the lights during
lunch hour and make us eat in
the dark.

—A Murray Worker.
m * *>

Three men have been crippled
for life within two weeks in De-
partment N-646, Motor Building,

at the Ford plant. The most re-
cent case happened about one
week ago. A fellow had his foot
crnshcd by falling metal. After
going to the first aid and having
it dressed, he was forced to con-
tinue working. Three days later
his foot had to be amputated.

—A Ford Worker.
* * *

I am now working only two
days a week at the Packard
plant. One day the foreman
called a bunch of us into the
office and asked how many de-
pendents we had. He made a
lot of us think we were going to
get laid off; then he used this as
a means of speeding us up.

—A Packard Worker.
* * *

The 40-hour week has finally
reached the Hudson company.
Now that the company is getting
fewer orders, it has decided to
abide by the N. R. A. code and
put its workers on the 40-hour
week. In a couple of weeks we
will be on the 35-hour week,
then the 30-hour week, then
BINGO, we’ll be lining up again
in front of the souplines and
welfare relief stations.

—A Hudson Worker.
* * #

The Chevrolet plant is filthy.
It may be General Motors, but
it looks like general decay. No
coat racks; hall the time you
find your coat on the greasy
floor being tramped upon. There
are no wash rooms, just six wash
bowls for 6,000 workers, or one
wash bowl per 1,000. There are
very few men here over 35 or 40;
mostly young workers between 18
and 25.

—A Chevrolet Worker.
* * *

I am working at the open-
hearth at Ford's dismantling
junked cars on an average of 190
a day where previously we did
130 cars. The bosses are going
wild trying to speed up to 225
cars a day. The workers must
take off all door handles, hard-
ware Inside and out, also all
glass, in 7'j minutes. A second
delayed. due to rusty screws and
bolts, jams the conveyor line.
Before we get through to the in-
side of the car. the acetylene
men are at work blazing away,
cutting off drive shafts, motor
hangers, steering column, etc.
The intense heat within the car
drives us crazy. Once a worker
had trouble removing glass and
found himself surrounded on all
sides by torch and sledge men,
and he could not get through
the doors. He had to break the
rear glass and crawl out head
first, and was lucky his head was
not crushed open with a sledge.
Because the boss never lets a
worker stop at Ford's. After a
day’s work we are not only tired,
but we can’t read or concentrate.
Our mind does not work. We
are becoming more and more
worse slaves than the ancient
slaves when they had no
machinery to work with.

\ Fnrrl Worker.

1 am one of the 20 girls re-

recent raise in pay.
—A Ford Worker.

* * •

On the motor assembly line in
the Motor Building at Ford's,
production used to be a total of
1.300 motors for the day and
afternoon shifts. About the
middle of March, when the gen-..
eral strike in the automobile in-
dustry seemed about to start,

] production was cut down to 900.
For the first time in years we
were able to work almost like
normal human beings. Just as

soon as William Collins and other
A. F. of L. officials did their dirty
work in having the strike called
off, not only were many Ford
workers sorely disappointed, but
Slavedriving Henry Himself felt
overjoyed. As a result, produc-
tion in our department was
stepped up to 1,450 motors for
the two shifts, and three work-
ers out of 37 were laid off.

—A Ford Worker.
• * •

I have been employed at Bundy
Tubing for about two years, and
I firmly believe that it is one
of the cheapest motor products

| plants in Detroit. The day rate
is 40 cents per hour. One of

I the worst jobs is the soldering
| pot. Here the worker inhales
| chloride fumes all the time he is

j working. The shop is allegedly
| under the N. R. A., but for two
| months w.e have been working

; 48 hours a week.
—A Bundy Worker.

I * * *

On Saturday four workers were
injured at the Chrysler plant.
This accident was due to the
intensive speed-up system in
force. For a week and a half,
the speed-up of the lines has

been stepped up daily. On Satur-
day the line was moving so fast
that the men had to work at
breakneck speed. The cars were
so close together that there was
barely room for the men to stand
between the cars, and many cars
were actually touching, bumper
to bumper. One of the cars be-
ing tested slipped off the revolv-
ing rollers. Since the motor was
running, and the clutch was in,
it shot forward the moment the
wheels touched the floor. It

Stage and Screen

| “Dodsworlh” In Last Four
Weeks At Shubert Theatre

“Dodsworth," Sidney Howard s
. dramatization of the Sinclair-Lewis

: novel, which has been playing since
February’ 24. is now in its final
four weeks at the Shubert Theatre.
On June 20. Walter Huston, who

| plays the leading role, will leave the
cast to play in "Othello" at Cen-

| tral City, Colorado.
Lola Monte Gorsia, prima donna

of the Hippodrome Opera Company,
will sing at the testimonial per-
formance to be given for Mme.
Bertha Kalich at the 44th St. The-
atre this Sunday evening. Other
artists who will take part include
Fannie Brice, Willie & Eugene
Howard. Walter Huston. Helen Ga-
hagan, Bill Robinson. Tamara, J.

! Edward Bromberg and many other
stars.

The "Ziegfeld Follies" will con-
clude its long engagement at the
Winter Garden on Saturday night.
In August the attraction will open
in Chicago with the same cast.

“Bank Nemo." a satire on the
Stavisky case by Louis Vemeutl.
French author, has been acquired
by George White, who will present
it here with Gregory RatofT in the

; leading role.

WHAT’S ON
j REMEMBER June 9. Daily Worker Day

! and Moonlight Excursion to Hook Moun-
;tain. Glorious time, get your ticket now.

i On sale at rll Workers Bookshops.
Wednesday

Joseph Tauber. I.L.D. Attorney, speaks
on "Self Defense in Court" at 261 Schen-
ectady Avenue, Brooklyn, Scottsboro Br.
I.L.D.

SEAN MURRAY lectures on "Situation
in Ireland." W.E.S.L. Port 204. 579 Broad-
way. Brooklyn, cor. Lorimer 3t.. 8:50 p.m.

DISCUSSION on "Soviet Russia and the
League of Nations." 1401 Jerome Ave,

(cor. 170th St.* 8 50 p.m. Admir-
sion free. Auspices: Mt. Edrn Br. F.S.U

SPECIAL membership meeting Film end
Photo League. 8 p.m.. 13 F. 17th

i "hawin': of film photographed in Soviet
Union to follow.

| After the settlement, the men’s
wages were raised to 50 cents per
hour, or $3.50 a day per man.
But Motor Products laid off one
of the five workers in eaeh gang,
whirh means that they are now-
paying out. to the gang the same
amount as before. sl4. The gang
of four is speeded up to produce
the same amount of work the
five men did before the strike.

—A Motor Products Worker.
• * *

Thirty per cent of the workers
at Temstedt’s were laid off dur-
ing the past week. At the same
time the speed-up was increased.
In Plant 5. third floor, in the
lock department, the men have
been cut 11 cents an hour. In
Plant 5, Department 18, we used
to get a guaranteed day rate, if
we didn’t make the bonus. Now
we only get what we make, which
usually means a wage cut.

—A Ternstedt Worker.
• * *

I am an employee In the foun-
dry of the Ford Motor Company,
better known as "the mad house.”
If I had a mule and would curse
and drive him as we are driven.
I should be reported to the
Humane Society. We are pushed
by the slavedrivers for every
ounce ’of energy we have in our
bodies. With the latest improved
machinery, many men are thrown
out of work. Two new machines

j have been installed in the foun-
! dry in the past two weeks; one
| replacing ten men, and the other

25 men. This condition does not
only apply to the “mad house,”
but throughout the plant.

—A Ford Worker.
* • *

I work at Murray Body, where
bodies are made for Ford. Last
week a girl slipped on an oily

j floor and broke her ankle. The
I foreman eame along just then and

said she was stalling, and would
not help her. He gave her thirty
seconds to get hack to her

j machine. When she tried to
i stand up. she fell face downward

on the hard floor. And when she
| was carried out on a stretcher.

| he told her that if she was not
j hack at work the next day, she

| would be fired.
—A Murray Worker.

TUNING IN
7:00-WEAF—Baseball Resume

WOR—Sports Resume—Ford Frick
WJZ —Amos ’n’ Andy—Sketch
WABC—Enzo Aita, Tenor

7 : 15-WEAF—Gene and Glenn—Sketch
WOR—Dance Music
WJZ—Result of Poll on Roosevelt

Policies; Sports High Spots
WABC—Just, Plain Bill—Sketch

7:30-WEAF—Lillian Bucknam, Soprano
WOR—Tex Fletcher. Songs
WJZ—Jewels of Enchantment—

Sketch. "With Irent, Rich
WABC—Armbruster Orch.

7:45-WEAF—The Goldbergs—Sketch
WOR—Joseph Mendehohn. Baritone
WJZ—Sketch—Max Baer. Boxer
WABC—Boe.ke Carter. Commentator

8:00-WEAF—Jack Pearl, Comedian
WOR—Dance Orch.
WJZ—Wise Money—Sketch
WABC—Emery Deutsch, Violin

8:15-WABC—Easy Aces—Sketch
8:30-WEAF —Dance Orch.

WOR—Lone Ranger—Sketch
WJZ—Commodores Quartet
WABC —Everett Marshall, Baritone

8: 45- WJZ—Baseball Comment—Bab* Ruth
9:00-WEAF —Fred Allen, Comedian

WOR—ltalics—H. Stokes Lott Jr.
WJZ—Ray KMgtet.’« Cuckoos
WABC—Nino Martini, Tenor: Kocre-

lenter. Orch.
9:30-WOR—AI and Lee Reiser. Pipno

W.JZ—Ghosts Can t K;s« Sketch.
With Cary Grant. Actor

WABC—Lombardo Orch.: Burns end
Alim. C6medy

9:48.WOR—Dramatized News
10:00-WEAF—Hillbilly Music

WJZ—Lopes Orch.; Talk- Ed
Sullivan

WABC—Rebroadcast Byrd Expedition
10:15-WOR—Current Events—H. E Read
10:30-WEAF—Other Americas—Edward

Tomlinson
WOR—Robinson Orch
WJZ—Denny Orch.; Harry Rich-

mm. Cong*
WABC—Albert Spalding. Violin. Con-

rad Thibault, Baritone

DRAFT RESOLUTION of National
Plenum will be discussed at meeting of
Sacco-Vensetti Br. I.L.D , 792 E. Tremont
Ave . 8:30 p.m.
Thursday

OPEN FORUM. Pen A Hammer, 114 W
21st St.. 830 p.m. Dr. Carmen Haider,
anti-fascist writer, banned by city-owned
radio station WNYC because her talk-
might "nfTend some of those who listen
In" will give her talk in its original form.

SOVIET CHINA—The Economic POlic;-
of the Kucmintanc Government. Lecture
by H 3. Chan at Friend? of the Chines-
People. 168 w. 23rd St , Room 12, 8:30
pm. Adm. 150.

Piatnitsky'’s Masterly
Analysis of the W orld

Cris is of Cap italis m
O. PIATNITSKY: The Communist

Parties In the Fight for the
Masses. Speech at Thirteenth
Plenum of the Executive Commit-
tee of the Communist Interna-
tional. 36 pages. Price 15 rents.

Reviewed Itr
N. SPARKS

IN 1920 the Second Congress of the
Communist Intematortal. a little

more than a year after the end of
the imperialist war and in the midst
of the first revolutionary wave, the
Resolution on the Fundamental
Tasks of the Communist Interna-
tional. basing itself on the experi-
ence of the victorious Bolshevik
Party of Lenin, drew a picture, of
what a Communist Party must be if
it is to lead to actual victory.

“Only the Communist Party, if
it really is the vanguard of the
revolutionary class, if it contains
all the best representatives of that
class, if it consist* of fully class
eonselons and devoted Commu-
nists. edurated and hardened by
the experience of stubborn rev-
olutionary struggle, if this Party
has managed to link itself insep-
arably with the whole life of its
class and throngh this class with
the whole of the masses of the
ex-p!oited, and If it can Imbue this
class and these masses with com-
plete confidence-—only such a
Party is capable of leading the pro-
letariat in the most ruthless, deter-
mined and final struggles against
all the forces of capitalism.

"On the other hand, only under
the leadership of such a Party
can the proletariat develop the
whole might of its revolutionary
onslaught.”
At the 13th Plenum, fourteen

years later, the Comintern points
out that we are again rapidly ap-
proaching a new round of world
wars and revolutions. After the
last World War in every country
except the Soviet Union the workerswere defeated as a result of the
treachery of the Social Democrats
and the absence of Communist
Parties. Today however, we have
the Communist International which
has won tremendous prestige and
loyalty among the workers and
farmers all over the world. Today
we have Communist Parties in over
sixty countries, colonies as well as
imperialist countries in the East as
well as the West. Today we have
the glorious living example of the
Workers and Farmers Government
and Socialist Construction in the
Soviet Union.

But the Comintern’s duty towards
the international working-class per-
mits of no self-satisfaction. Com-
rade Piatnitsky places soberly before
the Plenum the basic question:

“Have we in the capitalist coun-
tries, after fifteen years’ existence
of the Comintern, such parties as
fully satisfy all the above-enu-
merated requirements? The reply
to this question must he In the
negative. But although not a
single Communist Party in the
capitalist countries compietely
satisfies the requirements laid
down in the resolution of the
Second Congress, nevertheless, in
a number of countries (China.
Germany. Poland), the Commu-
nist Parties have come close to
them during this period.”

e * a.

HEROIC guarantees have been
*» given by the Communist Parties
of China and Japan that the work-
ers will continue to receive revolu-
tionary leadership in the midst of
the next imperialist war. Heroicguarantees have been given by the
Communist Parties of Germany, Po-
land, Japan and China, that no
amount of savage repression will
still the voice and the active lead-
ership of the Communist Parties.
The Comintern can definitely state
that the revolutionary workers all
over the world look to the Com-
munist Parties as their sole leader,
that the Communist Parties are
monolithic parties and not a “bloc of
trends,” that all Communist Partiesare pursuing the uniform line of the
Communist International.

Why then do these Parties still
fail to come up to the requirements
of the Second Congress Resolution?
Because they have not yet succeeded
in thoroughly acquiring the experi-ence of the Bolshevik Party of the
Soviet Union. Because they have
still not thoroughly enough, not per-
sistently enough, not systematically

enough learned how to carry oa
j mass work.

Comrade Piatnitsky, thp head of
the Organizational Department of
the Comintern, has for years been

j at the head of the struggle to make
the tremendous experience of the -

| Bolshevik Party the property of tha
Communist Parties of the capitalist,
countries—to bolshevize the Com-
munist Parties. Himself an old Bol-

| shevik with vast experience In thai practical struggle from the earliest
days, a master in the difficult art
of combining legal and illegal work*

: he has made the greatest contribu-
! tions time and again to every im-

I portant of the Communist inter- ...

■ national*
Especially has he been concerned

with the problem of closing the great
| gap between the widespread in-
| fluence of the sections of the Com-
I munist. International and their or-
ganizational strength. In this speech
Comrade Piatnitsky deals with a

: number of Communist Parties in ~

i detail showing by concrete examples
why “the Communist Parties and

| revolutionary trade unions have not
I sufficiently liberated the masses of
the workers from th® influence ofi ihe Social-Democratic Parties and

| the trade unton burocrats," what
j mistakes have been made in the '

j United Front, why the red trade
[ unions have not grown adequately,
etc.

* * *

questions of mass work re-
l ceived the sharpest and most de-

j tailed clarificati on for our own
| Party in the Open Letter addressed

| to the Party membership last fall
which pointed out the failure of
our Party to make adequate efforts

i to root itself in the decisive shops,
to build the revolutionary unions in

: the decisive industries and to carry
on an adequate campaign for the

j main demand of the American
working-class—Unemployment and

! Social Insurance.
At the Eighth Convention the

i whole discussion was carried on ip.
the light of the control tasks laid
down in the Open Letter. One after'
another, delegates from basic iff-

[ dustries reported on the life and-
i struggles led by the units, on tm«„.
proved mass work and organiza-
tional consolidation in the shops, on
growing unity of whites and Ne-
groes. of successes in penetrating
the A. F. of L. But the Conven-
tion itself estimated these reports by
no means as adequate progress in
face of the tremendous tasks of the
struggle against war and fascism,
but as sufficient to give an indi-
cation of what tremendous results
can really be accomplished if every
member of the Party becomes in-
volved in organized Bolshevik mass'
work.

Comrade Piatnitsky pays partic-
ular attention to the tasks con-
nected with the transference of a
Party from legal to illegal status

! 'being forced '‘underground’’!. With
I the approach of war the bourgeoisie

' will undoubtedly try to illegalize all 1
Communist Parties. In this regard
Comrade Piatnitsky stresses, as one
of the lessons of the German experi-
ence. the importance of decentrali-
zation of the work and especially of
developing local initiative. “This
local initiative is very important.
The Communist must not wait until
the Party is driven underground to
remember that he is a Communist
and that he must pursue the Party
line on his own responsibility.”

“Victory never comes by itself,"
said Comrade Stalin. Comrade Piat-
nitsky’s speech shows what kind of
work must be done if we are to drag
victory out of the struggle. Every-.
comrade building his shop nucleus
through struggle in his shop, every
comrade following up and consolidat-
ing the gains won in a strike, bind-
ing the strikers to the Party, every
comrade persistently strengthening
our work in the A F of L., every
comrade laying a solid basis for themass movement, against fascism, wii!- -

find new inspiration and will see
the world-wide significance of hi 3
daily work, in reading this speech
of one of our world organizers.

•Some idea of Comrade Piatni-'
sky's life and experience may be
gained from reading his Memoir*
of a Bolshevik, and of his con-
tributions to the Communist Par-
ties from his reports Bt, the Ple-
num. most of which has been
published in English.

i AMUSEMENTS
I SUPPRESSED FOR YEARS!

Now Shown WITHOUT ANY ELIMINATIONS!
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Helping the Steel Trust
With “Red Baiting”

NO DOUBT the employers on the Steel
Trust heard with a good deal of satis-

faction the vicious outburst of President
Tighe of the Amalgamated Association
yesterday.

Referring to the Communists and the
Steel and Metal Workers Industrial
Union, he said:

“Not only do we advise, hut we command you
(A.A. members’ to disassociate yourselves from
these vipers and mongrels."

This is raising the “red scare" in a style that
must make the steel employers happy indeed.

The Communists are in the front ranks of the
struggle* of the workers against the employers.
They are the most devoted, loyal and persistent
defenders of the workers’ wages, conditions, etc.
It is precisely for this reason that the employers in-
variably attempt to raise the smoke-screen of the
“red scare."

Tighe's policies play right into the hands of
the Steel Trust. Tighe's “red-baiting” is a blow’
against the struggle of the rank and file of the
A.A. for higher wages and better conditions.

* * *

THE S.M.W.I.U. is a trade union. It welcomes
and urges all steel and metal workers, regard-

less of party, race or creed to join its ranks in a
united fight for better wages, union conditions, etc.

Among its members are Communists, who dis-
tinguish themselves by their militancy in defense
of the workers’ interests. But there are non-party
workers who are equally militant in struggle. The
S.M.W.I.U. unites all these workers in a common
light against the common enemy, the Steel Trust.

The S.M.W.I.U. is right now taking the lead
m calling for unity of ALL STEEL WORKEP.S,
union and non-union, party and non-party, in
preparation for a national steel strike. It has
Issued a call to the members of the A.A. for
joint strike action.

The S.M.W.I.U. differs from the leadership of
the A. F. of L. unions in that it bases itself on a
program of class struggle, in that it declares that
the workers and the bosses cannot have any com-
mon interests, that the fight for higher wages must
be waged regardless of how this affects the profits
of the employers.

This Tighe “red-baiting" is a menace to the
success of the steel strike. Against it, the S.M.W.
I.U. and the Communist Party urge the firmest
solidarity and unity of all steel workers.

For unity and a national strike in steel!

“Debts and Disarmament”
BRITAIN’S latest note to the Roose-
** velt government, flat-footedly refus-
ing to pay the June 15 installment on the
.$4,713,785,000 war debts, carries the con-
flict between these two imperialist pow-
ers to a new and more bitter stage. The
aim of the Roosevelt government in try-
ing t,o collect these war spoils is to increase its
available war budget and lessen that of Britain.
More than that, yankee imperialism wants to un-
dermine the financial standing of Britain in order
to cripple it as a competitor in the struggle for
world markets and a re-division of the colonies.

The British reply by refusing to pay and de-
manding a conference for a downward revision of
war debts. The Roosevelt government, in discussing
war debts, already has in mind the next imperialist
war, and links all war debt talks with “disarma-
ment"—that is, disarmament of the competitors of
Wall Street.

The present stage of the war debt controversy
will have important results in the sphere of world
finances, in the struggle for greater armament,
and in speeding the danger of war.

• * •

THE hypocrisy of the Roosevelt government's talk
* about “disarmament" is shown first by the fact
that it has spent greater sums than ever before
since the last world war for armaments. Secondly,
It is shown by the stand of Norman H. Davis. U. S.
Ambassador at large at the Geneva Disarmament
Conference. Mr. Davis rejected discussion of the
Soviet Union's peace and disarmament proposals
submitted by the Commissar of Foreign Affairs,
Maxim Litvinoff.

In fact, despite their bitter differences, the
United States and Britain formed a temporary al-
liance against the Soviet Union's proposals and
for measures which would lead to the further arm-
ing of German fascism.

Whether it collects or does not collect on its
war plunder, Wall Street will intensify its arma-
ments. It will increase its process of squeezing
more profits out of the workers and farmers by
Increased exploitation and taxation.

Every worker and toiling farmer should demand
an end to the war spoils, the war debts. They
should demand the cancellation of the debts of
the poor and middle farmers, an end to the rapid
arming by the Roosevelt regime, and the passage
of the Workers Unemployment Insurance Bill. H.R.
7598, and the payment of the bonus.

The 7th Convention of
the Y. C. L.

rjpHE 7th National Convention of the
Young Communist League opens in

New York City on June 22. This conven-
tion is historically important not alone for
the masses of youth but for the entire
working class. Its importance flows from
the strategic position occupied by the
th» youth, in the class struggle. Never before have
the youth played so decisive a role in the struggle
for Soviet power as they do today.

The youth today form the axis around which

revolve the plans of the capitalist class for the
fascization and militarization of the entire work-
ing class. Among the youth, above every other
section of the workers, are concentrated the efforts
of the capitalist class to instill nationalist and
chauvinist sentiments. From among the youth,
more than any other section of the workers, do
the bosses plan to recruit their armed forces for
the next imperialist war.

At the same rime, however, the youth are more
and more stepping into the front ranks of all the
tremendous class battles waged by the proletariat.
Alabama. Toledo. Minneapolis and many other
scenes of recent sharp struggle testify to the enor-
mous role played by the youth in the struggle
against capitalism.

Because of this, the ruling class is exerting all
its efforts to win the youth as its storm troops
for fascism. Because of this, the proletariat must
intensify more energetically than ever its struggle
to win the youth as its shock troops for revolu-
tion.

It is this which gives to the 7th National Con-
vention of the Young Communist League its his-
toric importance.

The deliberations and decisions of the 7th Y.C.L.
Convention will be of a far-reaching and funda-
mental character. For this reason, workers every-
where, both youth and adult, must not be merely
spectators but participants in the Convention dis-
cussion. The Daily Worker calls upon all readers
to study the draft resolution of the National Com-
mittee of the Young Communist League for the
7th National Convention and to discuss it in the
pages of the Daily Worker.

The Daily Worker calls upon all our readers to
contribute their opinions on the basis of the draft
resolution so that a really mass discussion of the
problems of the revolutionary movement may be
developed.

Forward to the 7th National Convention of the
Y.C.L.!

Forward to a mass Y.C.L.!

Owen D. Young And
Revolution

OWEN D. YOUNG, urbane multi-mil-
lionaire industrial monopolist, whose

hand guides the billion-dollar monopoly,
General Electric, offers the graduating
class of Nebraska University some of his
homely philosophy.
“Civilization by evolution progresses

slowly. By revolution It destroys more than It
creates," he advises the students out of his large
wisdom.

Has the learned multi-millionaire never heard of
the mighty Revolution of 1776? Does he, certainly
a “100 per cent American," considers that this revo-
lution destroyed more than it created?

Before the 1917 Proletarian Revolution in Rus-
sia, there was the oppression of Czarism, the ex-
ploitation of the capitalists and landlords, the de-
gradation and filth of a backward country.

The Proletarian Revolution destroyed all that.
Now there is no unemployment, no exploitation of
the many by the few, no capitalists, no landlords,
no usurers, no mortgage holders, no capitalist
bankers.

Now the Proletarian Revolution, through the
setting up of a new form of government, a Work-
ers’ and Farmers' Government, a Soviet Govern-
ment. is building a better life for the whole toiling
population. Now the workers and farmers of the
Soviet Union are on the road to Socialism, to a
classless society free from all parasites and ex-
ploiters.

In this case, Mr. Young would have a tough
time proving that the Bolshevik Revolution “de-
stroyed more than it created.”

In the United States also such a proletarian
revolution would put an end to the rule of the
Wall Street billionaires and bankers, to the rule
of the Mr, Youngs. It would ppen all the fac-
tories, give every able-bodied person immediate
work, cancel all mortgage debts, stop all farm
foreclosures. Increase production to the highest
limits in order to give adequate food, shelter and
clothing to every worker and his family through-
out the country. It would end the crisis.

For Mr. Yeung, such a revolution would be
'’destructive.’’ It would destroy the capitalist sys-
tem in which he gets fat profit. For the vast
majority of the population, revolution would be the
most constructive deed possible.

Smash The Bakers
Injunction

THE temporary injunction issued by
Supreme Court Justice Leander B. Fa-

ber against members of Local 505 of the
Bakery and Confectionery Workers In-
ternational Union, forbidding them to
strike, picket, or talk or whisper about
striking or picketing at the Standard

Baking Company of Brooklyn is being railroaded
through the courts with lightning speed.

This injunction, the most infamous in the an-
nals of labor history, an injunction aiming at ham-
pering other unions from coming to tbe aid of
the bakers and entirely outlawing the union in
the plant, will become a permanent axe hanging
over the entire New York labor movement if it is
not at once vigorously challenged by mass actions
of the organized workers of Greater New York.

The Appellate Division of the courts has al-
ready upheld the vicious writ and the solons of
capitalism have got the legal skids greased to shoot
it through the Supreme Court where they hope to
make it a permanent strikebreaking order, one
which will establish a precedent to make illegal and
smash all strikes.

Matthew M. Levy. Socialist lawyer of the firm
of Panken <fe Levy, who is handling the case in
court, is trying to keep the fight within the bounds
of legal procedure. He is attempting to pin the
faith of the workers solely on the capitalist courts,
which issued the injunction.

To rely only on legal action in the courts will
bp disastrous. Only mass action of the workers
can smash the injunction.

The Bakers Locals of the A. F. of L.. workers
of the Amalgamated Food Workers and the Food
Workers Industrial Union must get together at
once with workers in all unions and form a solid
fighting front against the injunction menace.

Smash the injunction by mass picketing and
mass violations!

Join the Communist Party
35 EAST 12TH STREET, NEW YORK, N. Y. j
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Pledges Youth
Congress To
Fight on War
\ outh Day Meets in U.S.
Extend Fight on War

and Fascism
STOCKHOLM, May 22 (By Mail)

| —An American sailor from the
cruiser “U. S. S. New Orleans,”

1 brought the greetings from his
I fellow sailors to a National Youth

| Day Congress Against War and
| Fascism representing more than

1 70,000 young Swedish workers, held
; here May 20.

The American sailor spoke at the
| second day of the congress. He
; said:

"We, (he crew of the New Or-
I leans, greet the great Anti-War
| Congress and hope that the con-
gress will bring positive results. We
promise that the sailors of the
American navy will do all we can j
to prevent an imperialist war, to |
defend the Soviet Union and Soviet
China. Due to rigid police control
we can only be represented in this
way, but we promise to be repre-
sented at the Anti-War Congress in
the U. S. A. Long live the solidar-
ity of soldiers and sailors all over
the world.

“In the next big war, we, Ameri-
can navy men, will be forced to
fight against wr orkers in other
countries, against the workers in
China and the Soviet Union. But
we will not do this. We will unite

jwith the workers and fight against
the rich for a workers, farmers and
soldiers republic.”

The greeting was followed by a
tremendous ovation and the con-
gress sent a greeting back to the
American sailors.

* * *

Sailors and Steel Workers
In Baltimore N. Y. D. Meet

BALTIMORE, Md. Two hun- j
dred young seamen and steel work- j
el’s demonstrated with other young
workers here on National Youth I
Day.

* * •

300 Participate in
Akron Demonstration

AKRON, Ohio. Three hundred
workers took part in the National
Youth Day demonstration here, j
which was also a demonstration of |
solidarity with the Toledo workers, j
Resolutions were adopted demand-

] ing the dropping of charges against
all workers arrested as a result of

| the strike.
• • •

More Than 600 In
Scranton N. Y. D. Meet

SCRANTON. Pa. ln the first
National Youth Day march and in
the mass meeting at Forty Field
here, more than 600 young and
adult W'orkers took part. Delegates
came from the lower anthracite dis-
trict and from Wilkes-Barre.

• * *

! Cannery Workers in N, Y. D.
| Meet in San Diego

SAN DIEGO, Cal.—A highly suc-
■ cessful National Youth Day mass
meeting was held in a local park.
Many young people from the can-
neries were present. Good talks
were made by members of the Y.
C. L„ the N. S. L„ the C. P„ and
various other student organizations.

* * *

1500 in Demonstration
In Portland on N. Y. D.

PORTLAND, Ore.—Fifteen hun-
dred workers demonstrated in Plaza j
Park here on National Youth Day.

* * *

Hold N. Y. D. Parade in
Face of Police Refusal

VIRGINIA, Minn. Despite the
fact that a permit had been re-
fused, more than 500 young and
adult workers took part in the Na-
tional Youth Day parade, down the
main street of this city. The mili-
tancy of the workers made the police
think better of trying to break it
up.

* * *

200 Turn Out in
Williston N. Y. D. Meet

WILLISTON, N. D.—Two hun-
dred young workers and farmers
massed at the Williams County
Court in the National Youth Day
demonstration.

* * *

125 March in
Negaunee on N. Y. D.

NEGAUNEE, Mich. One hun-
dred and twenty-five Y. C. L. mem-
bers and sympathizers marched,
carrying banners, singing and
cheering, through the city to Jack-
son Bowl, where the demonstration
was held, on National Youth Day.

FOREIGN BRIEFS |
ENGLAND HIT BY EMBARGO

LONDON. June 5. The Brad-
ford woollen industry has been
hard hit by the German embargo
on wool and woollens, it was
learned yesterday when Secretary
of Overseas Trade Colville in-
formed the Commons that the
German government had extended
the embargo until June 30.

In reality, ho added, the em-
bargo must continue indefinitely
or until there is a change in the
German situation.

* * *

SHANGHAI SCABS STOPPED
SHANGHAI, June 5. Striking

workers of one of the factories of
the British American Tobacco Co.
yesterday prevented the landing of
strike-breakers at Fu Tung, oppo-
site Shanghai. The picket line held
firm against imported thugs. The
anger roused by the company's
tactics was expected to lead to a
strike at the rest of the British
American plants.

SAVE THAELMANN!

By VERN SMITH
Special to the Daily Worker

MOSCOW, June 5 (By Radio)—
Declaring the statement of the
Japanese diplomatic agent Sima-
mura in Harbin that Soviet guards
deliberately fired on a Manchurian
steamer are entirely unwarranted,
the press here publishes the reply of
the Soviet consul general Slavutsky
in Harbin.

In the latter part of May the
Manchukuoan steamer Dicheng with
Japanese soldiers on board ap-
proached the Soviet border and
began taking photographs of the
frontier guard stations. This was
the third of a series of provocative
acts instigated by the Japanese
military authorities against the
Soviet Union.

Consul Slavutsky states that an
investigation undertaken by him
conclusively established that the
steamer Dicheng made an unwar-
ranted approach to the Soviet river
bank in North Manchuria and spies
were photographing Soviet guard
points. The steamer insisted on
sailing near the Soviet shore, despite

Special to the Daily Worker

DETROIT, Mich., June s.—The
only Negro candidate for the
National Committee of the Social-
ist Party, Frank Crosswaith, re-
ceived the lowest vote of 19 candi-
dates at the Socialist Party conven-
tion which closed here on Sunday.
Thus the Socialist leaders, despite
their lip-service to Negro equality,
demonstrated again their real white
chauvinist position.

The low vote for Crosswaith was
another clear example of the great
gap between the words and deeds of
the Socialist Party. When Cross-
waith was nominated, he received
tremendous applause, and through-
out the convention whenever his
name was mentioned, he was loudly
applauded. But when it came to
actually voting for a Negro, that
was another matter.

The so-called “left” groups, “milit-
ants” and revolutionary policy com-
mittee, who made a secret deal re-
garding a common slate, joined with
the open reactionaries in failing to
support Crosswaith despite the fact
he is politically close to the “mili-
tants."

*
* m

(Special to the Daily Worker)
DETROIT, June 3. Segregation

of Negroes into jim-crow Sccialist
locals in the South was upheld at a
special conference on the Negro
question held at the Socialist Party
National Convention here. Frank
Crosswaith, reactionary Negro front
of the Socialist Party, acquiesced in
the demands of the white Southern
delegates present for the continua-
tion of the Socialist Party policy of
supporting the jim-crow traditions
and practices of the landlord-capi-
talist slave drivers.

The conference was a striking il-
lustration of the kind of lip-service
the Socialist Party gives to the all-
important Negro question. A pre-
liminary conference was held Fri-
day, with the two lone Negro dele-
gates, Crosswaith, of New York, and
George Streator, North Carolina (fi-
nal check-up shows there are only
two Negro delegates at the conven-
tion. both intellectual*), and a
handful of white people present. Not
a single white leader of the Socialist
Party tool: part in either the pre-
liminary or the final conference.
Streator revealed that the Netionr.l
Executive Committee of the Scciel-
ist, Party had not, taken up the Ne-
gro question, nor prepared an

U. S. Sailor Addresses Swedish Anti-War Meeting

USSR Note Exposes Japanese
Spy Ship Deeds in Manchuria

repeated warnings. On the basis of
international law, and Soviet law,
the Soviet frontier guards had the
right to stop the steamer by force
of arms.

However, in view of instructions
from higher authorities on the
necessity of avoiding everything
which might cause complications
with neighboring states, the Soviet
guards did not use their rights. The
Japanese captain Taki who was on
board the steamer confirms this in
the newspaper Harbin “Nich Nichi,”
stating the Soviet frontiersmen
signalled repeatedly to the steamer
by shouts and shots fired in the
air. It was only after the steamer
showed complete unwillingness to
mind the signals that several shots
were fired up towards the funnel.

The Soviet government, at the
same time, points out that in order
to eliminate repetition of such in-
cidents it is necessary first of all
that Manchurian authorities take
energetic steps to see that steamers
sailing under the Manchurian flag
should not violate the frontier of
the U. S. S. R., and comply with
Soviet laws in Soviet waters.

By Burch-

Socialist Party Convention Upholds
Jim-Crowing of Negroes in the South

100 Hurt in Fight
on French Fascists

Barricades Set Up and
Fight Lasts 4 Hours

ROUBAIX, France, June 5.
More than 100 persons were
wounded today in a four-hour fight
of Communists and rank and file
members of the Socialist Party of
France against a fascist meeting
addressed by Deputy Philippe Hen-
riot.

The united front action of the
workers rallied many thousands,
who stormed the meeting shouting:
“Down with fascism! Down with
Hitler! Down with the French and
German fascists! Free Ernst Thael-
mann!” When the police arrived to
protect the fascists, the worker*
barricaded themselves and con-
tinued the fight. Deputy Henriot,
who is a fascist member of the Na-
tional Republican Party, was pre-
vented from speaking. The police
attack was especially vicious, a
number of workers being seriously
wounded.

agenda for discussion, but he and
Crosswaith had talked it over in-
formally.

Shut Off Discussion on Scottsboro
During yesterday's conference,

one person raised the question of
the Scottsboro case. Streator
started to reply, but Crosswaith,
realizing there was too much fire
in the Scottsboro issue, shut him
off.

The conference produced no pro-
gram on the Negro question. It’s
only resolution was that the Na-

AFL Leaders Force
Toledo Strikers Back
(Continued from Page 1)

prised that the union could force
Mininger to sign the agreement and
said this was no sell-out but merely
a splitting of the difference. Under
the agreement scabs get the five
per cent increase and prefercnc in
th rhiring and recogition of their
compay uion.

Floyd Bossier, the president of
the union, urged the strikers to “go
back to work and prove to the
world that union labor is better
than non-union by working in har-
mony with the scabs ad by pro-
ducing better and more work than
the scabs.”

Lawrence Aundrey, member of
the sub-regional Labor Board, de-
fended the sell-out and stated. “A
lot of scabs will make better union
members than many members who
struck and fought against the com-
pany.”

Again this morning's Times an-
nounced the strike settlement be-
fore the vote was taken. Some of
the strikers read that the settle-
ment had been concluded while the
strike vote was takin place.

At the meeting called by the
Communist Party for Wednesday,
in Moose Temple, corner of Cherry
and Ontario Streets, Earl Browder,
General Secretary of the Commu-
nist Party of the U. S. A., will
analyze the sell-out agreement and
the lessons of the Toledo strike.

Muste and his flolowers continue
to verbally attack the Auto-Lite
Company, but they remain silent on
Ramsey's betrayal, not saying a
word againt the A. F. of L. leaders
defeat of the strike

tional Executive Committee should
establish a sub-committee to carry
on educational work on the sub-
ject.

Conferences of a similar charac-
ter, with no Socialist leaders pres-
ent, were held on unemployed and
women's work. These conferences
were obviously only gestures to al-
low some of the delegates to “let
off steam” and create the impres-
sion that the Socialist Party was
really dealing with these problems
seriously.

British ILD Youth Vote
Affiliation to the Y.C.I.

(Continued from Page 1)
the conference, representing some
8,000 members of the Guild, however
by 18 to 12 carried the Scottish re-
solution for sympathetic affiliation.
Present throughout the conference,
also, was a representative of the
Young Communist League of
Britain, Comrade Massie.

Brockaway threatened the youth
with every dire consequence. He
declared that since the youth now
followed a dierent policy than the
X. L. P., the whole basic question of
relationship between the Guild and
the I. L. P. proper would have to be
changed.

An editorial in the ' Daily Work-
er,” official organ of the Communist
Party of Britain, commenting on
the significance of this action, says:

The decision taken by the I. L.
P. Guild of Youth Confe-encc in
favor of sympathetic affiliation to
the Y’oung Communist Interna-
tional is a striking indication of
the growing mass support for a
clear revolutionary policy which is
now expressing itself on the part
of the I. L. P. membership.

This decision will give added
impetus and encouragement to the
effertse of all those inside the I.
L. P, who stand for the line of
sympathetic affiliation to the
Communist International.

The National Administration
Council of the I. L. P„ under the
leadership of Brockway, a"e
striving their utmost to prevent
the advance of revolutionary de-
velopment on the part of the I.
L. P. rank and file. Their latest
move in this connection abun-
dantly demonstrates this.”

On the

World Front
Bv HARRY GANNES J.

Mussolini’s News j
Counts and Toilers *

Fascist Competition

PVERY day the Associated
and United Press circu-

late a neat little bunch of
“items” from Italy carefully
culled by the Fascist presi
bureaS and cabled to these will
ling agencies as “news.” Mos™

tof them deal with
the social life of

Countesses, or if
they become high-
ly political, they
quote Mussolini’s

ways sent out
when wages are
being cut, or the
workers are en-
gaged in some ac-

MUSSOLINI tion against the
fascist regime is the yarn about the
draining of the Pontine marshes,
and the two or three dwellings be-
ing put up in these formerly un-
inhabited places.

We have just received news
smuggled out of Italy which tells
a different story. In the province
of Abruzzi recently a bloody con-
flict took place between the whole
population at Pratola Peligna, a
small community in the vicinity of
Aquila, and the fascist guards. The
workers gathered at the home of
the Podesta and other officials of
the fascist regime to protest against
taxation and against starvation.
They shouted their hatred and in-
dignation. The black shirt butchers
fired, killing at least one and
wounding four others.

“The peasants and workers who
have fallen at Pratola Peligna."
says the correspondent of the Daily
Worker, “in the first lines of the
anti-fascist struggle, testify to the
deep hatred and the stubborn fight-
ing spirit which animate the Italian
masses in revolt against the regime
of the black shirts."

* * *

IN the sulphurs mine district of
Sicily, where the conditions are

hardly different from the time
when slaves worked mines in the
days of the Homan Empire, unem-
ployment has become so gene".* l

,

that the Fascist government hr. 3
picked this spot out for special re-
pression.

At Caltanisetta hundreds of hun-
gry workers from the sulphur mines
gathered in an unemployment dem- ■
onstration shouting: “We want I,
bread and work!” The fascist pc- I
lice attacked them, arresting 15. I
This enraged the miners who
gathered still larger forces. They
angrily stormed the jail and forced
the release of their arrested com-
rades. Though a death-like calm
now pervades the town, fascist
militia and carabinieri (sharp-
shooters) parade the mining dis-
trict, fearing the outbreak of new
demonstrations and rebellious acts.

* * *

ONLY the barest news of the ris- I
ing struggles against fascism in |

Italy get past Mussolini's censorship |vacuum. However, the miserable
economic facts behind the bragging,
boasting and bluffing of the Fas-
cist, regime cannot altogehter be
hid. Even the petty-bourgeois in-
vestigators in capitalist countries
are beginning to see them and
write about them. We have had
occasion before the quote Mr.
Hugh Quigley’s article, “Fascism
Fails Italy,” (Current History, Juns,
1934), but we again borrow soma
figures from this excellent review
of the economic bog into which
Mussolini has led Italy.

The economy of fascism in Italy,
he points out, is built on the
quicksands of Inflation which re-
stricts the whole economic life. The
total of all bankruptcies has risen
from 1.896 in 1921, when Mussolini
came to power, to 21,308 in 1933.

There has been a steady decline
dustrial workers. At the beginning
in wages of agricultural and in-
of 1928 the average hourly wage
paid in industry was a little over
two lire an hour (a lire is a littlemore than 8 cents). At the end
of 1932 wages had dropped to about
1.75 lire. Agricultural wages which
were much lower dropped evenfaster. “Under fascism,” concludes
Mr. Quigley, "labor is worse paidthan in almost any European coun-
try.” There undoubtedly now will
develop fascist competition be-
tween the bosses of Italy and Ger-
many to see which can pay the
lowest wages and make the workers
eat the least. He shows unemploy-
ment is growing. The volume of
foreign trade has shrunk from its
high point of 41,500,009.000 lire in
*-25 to 13,500,000,00 in 1933, a de-
cline to less than one-third of 1925.11

On top of all this debt continues S’to mount. The whole situation ‘

reaches an impasse. There is “a
reduction in the productive efforts
of the country, a reduction in the
national income, a reduction inwages, a reduction in the standard
of living, a rapid increase in bank-ruptcies, a rapid increase in taxa-
tion and in the long-term national
debt."

No wonder Mussolini beats his
huge chest and shrieks for war' f\
CUBA JOBLESS STORM OFFICE

OF THE GOVERNMENT [
CAMAGUEY, Cuba, June 5.

Angry workers stormed the local
office of the Public Works Depart-
ment, charging they had been laid
off because of labor activities, yes-
terday.

In thp clash ensuing. Srrapio
Recio. Chief of Public Works, and
two others were killed and two
injured.
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